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For-word

Educa_ onal Resources fluor/moon "lenter .iERIC) is a nation-
al info7mation si,stem ilL vt.loped by the US. Ottkr2 (1)- Education
and noki, sponsored the National l'nstititte 01 Education
It provides ready aceess to ilesi:ruilions of excinplary programs, re-
search and development efforts, and related infornizaton useful n
developmil more elivetive educational prourams.

Throiwn its network oi specialtleo center,: or
each of which is riesponsit)te Ior a barticulat educational urea, ERR
acquires. evaluates, abstracts, and indexes current sii2T;ifikfijhl: infor-
mation ii1Ll lists tills in roma ooli in its k,:ferciice

ERIC /RCS, the 1-,R[C Cleitrinvhouse on Reading imd Cclouvu:n-
canon Sklik ilss,..iminates educational miormaoon related to re-
St:LirCh, instruction. and personnel preparation at all' levels cad in

in-stitutions, Pie of interest Oh
relevant research reports. lit,eraiture reviews, curt-m.01AM guides and
descriptions, colitvrcnce upe. project or program veviews, and
other print materials related to all aspects of readinit. ErRglish, edu.
cational journalism, and speech communication.

The ERIC system 11,-is already made availablethrough the ERIC
Document Reproduction n Servicemuch infoirma two daLi. How-
ever, if the findiings of spceilie educationai research are to lye iritel-
ligible to iteachers and applicable to teaching, considerable bodies
of data must he reevaluated. focused. translated, and molded into
an essentially ditfereni- context, Rather than resting at the point
of making research reports readily accessible. NIL has directed the
separate clearinghouses to work with professional organizatioAs in

-developing information analysis papers in specific -areas within the
scope at the clearingliouses.

IT:RIC/RCS is pleased to cooperate with the National Council' of
Teachers ni English in making :.vailable this revised edition of Lis-
IC11111,,SZ:

vii



Preface

f he intention of this book i to build bridges between the stu,!'. If

Listening in several discipiine!, and the ileCdS of the classroom Ldh
er Lisierung Is mporfant. but we do not appear to know much
about it. or how to teach it. Or how LO integrate it with the Other
language arts:. Lialk: about iNtenniil. methodology is supported Iv;
reliable replicated research findin2.s. This conchision is
much an rndietift:at of expeninents as a reflection tire
complexities oi listening and of children, idlers. classroom in
SrrUeil011, WIll01 1.,s im-

possible to encompass. nfoNovr, the breadth of available data on
Probably au rese.drch, for L that utilizes srcv..di-

using ;ind I t I IL individtifils laves some information about Lsten-
ing. Consequently, although references are given to studies anq to
reviews of research literature. this report represents in lame part
the pred:spositions. hunches. points of view, and opinions of on,2
teacher-researcher,

Modern teachers are loikfirig for more than mere "how to do it.
eookbi. ,k solutions. il-,e7hnow that the challenges facing today's
schools arc too complex to be solved by simple revision of admin-
istra&ive procedures or by lore efficient ways to do 1,vhat is wrong
in a cUMCCIIWII: therefore, proeiucts that promise Instant results
are thrown into tie. WIC:. Educators are looking for ideas
solidly grounded in basic and applied scientific research. While
they look for ideas that arc practical and feasible they also look
for those that are not shnplisticideas of intelligent men and wom-
en that may be discussed and used by other intelligent men and
women. This monograph is dedicated to these people.

The material eontained in the 1 97 1 edition of this bool: has
been extensively reworked: all chapters have been rewritten, ref-
erences have been updated. Wild new topics and activities have
been added Ellis revision was greatly ziided by my work on two
other books, Learn to Comoimucate iind Ideas into Prac-
tice, both published by Prentice

IX
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ill Introduction, deJiiiv the priorttv and valuc ol Its ten-
ni :nsti-tiction, IIa WO pait tl intcd for the urg0nc'y

a[knIK111 10 lislC111n, nod a plea F., made :or 1:1-,2iiter sysicin-
untit in in instructic,n. (hapti..1's one and wo deal \vith diio

eonvcritc .in a odd 01' l'r[::)11C1011[ iisLiuii 1)Q11[0,i(if, (11-Icr
r0c oives a frantework for iiixonomv or listoning skills. Chapter

invasn'rclnent. ;did elIptC; livc LvniiEcs
current materials and teachin ri2. rcclinio lies and iItS Illc instruotional
toles sugge:sted tho literature, fli Appendix pro .. ides sample
INIQIntr4 kssons for listening centers.

file author wishes to al-it tefully acknowlcdgc assist inn' nJni
the Charles F. Kotier4 F01,)&1600, the UnivLirsity 1k.'N;i., at
AL1s1111, Mid Univorsity 01' Calif ornia, San in Barbara, \\111cH

eolloction and abstraction of studios on listening. Ill: nur
wiShL:s Ii> 1:Xpl'Qs's srcoal appreciation to Alvirra I. Burrows and Ii
IL Alan Robinson or their helpful critiques and many strp_icstioir,
or [110 firs[ 0d111011 01 tills 111iblICa[1011. 111:ulkS also to Bernard

lor his encouragcnient.sulpj.cst,Ions, [Ind many kindness-
es eoneerning Julie Xt. nun. Lalitornki State

BeiteH iurnishcd tinnotaiions listening materials striLv
1971 :Ind new 1,0stiOnS for We Appendix Suc F ra ncis, North To

UniVcrsi I iissisted in the literature search.



Intro( U C t ion

Vhv put luNto:11114,3 fir in the lailiffige arts': For ac reason, listen-
is the In7st I ingmige. s1,111 to iipp,:tr. Chronolopeillly. children

listen Clore tLev al-z, -Teak before the,; read. and read belt
they write- studies of physiologica: deprivation -specif-
icall!,-, heiinng disorders. aphasia, and in-Lim di nau -point to a
pnIL ',-,iL. ipJLflL .' 'nerarCilleal infordt2pendoc amon,4 ii

laibauago SkIlls Urn l'or example, reading may depend
C(JitlfitY upon : -;tcrung as to appear to be special extension

); listening. What and does not read a selection better -alter hear-
it and talkiin about it? A filmstrip or movie dealing with Tem/

Sa0.1 cr may help a child throwiil Nlark ftsain's eonyles prose to

tb. rewards that await. nornaly stiperiploosed on a lis-
tening ioundation: the to listen seems to se.- limits on the
ability to read,

!ci,crid,:nce oP kb Pon istcning is dr:iinni . ally illus-
trated by the example deL,f-wutcs who are unable to speak be-
cause they are unable to hear, Moreover, without reeducation, a
person who once heard but syllo becomes deaf Indy lose his or her
ability to speak within about five years, Writing, in turn is both
directly and indirectly dependent upon listening because of its re-
lation to speaking on one it at i Ind to reading on IL other. In an
early but important study Heider and Jjeider ( 1940) found that
the compositions of deaf children (eleven to seventeen years) re-
sembled those of hearing chil,_ften ;ibout three ye:irs younger, -ihe
hibring children used more compound and complex sentences
with a larger number of verbs in coordinate and subordinate claus-

es, the deal showed practically no increase in clause use with age.
The deal also showed less unity in style. less variety, and rarely
wrote of what was a possibility, but rather made simple, flat state
ments. Quantitative assessment did not reveal the apparent deficit
in the thought structures of the deaf (see also Cooper, 1965).

There is nothing new in the statement that listening and speak-
.

ing have been considered the base for the other language skills and
that auditory discrimination 1is been considered a crucial base for

xi



hear dcYclopii
lug m reailin,

6ti:4 in iliat 21-1:;ii: IC:AL:11LT Lf 11111)1.1fCil %VIII) Ill-
Ntrnctional materials that scein to torL,ct ;11-,iint listcriml: ;rid
sqicakint. Sk ile,21Lict seLlns tinwisc, sincc ti-R!

,tep unlo.7-kilai_ progr,:sS :IVO: iittp,2r rcl,, Rd to
yeah tirdt Ine-c111:, IC 01 CdUCLition.

ho 'Mass Media Influence Listeni

importanix or .,C(I upon ikvcral assumptions and
spoiadations: out: ot our loromost pmM32wwdayH t11,2 intitt-
tn,:(2 (7-1r can proatice conformity rathcr than in-

The Language Mobile

Fig. 2 Children listen before they !&4, speak before they read, and readbeior they smite.



nin-Hs and seb-biciur,:s in II irne MOLL
Fc,iCI.:01).-, fs: 1111111:211,-,`

H, lie \kM, thv Ii one ici k learn't.il to lis,ten, how
peopf,, have learn:ti to let, L now they learn to
think ;Intl A),C rrON,:111, Hi2": 4!) To \\ ar In hollit:s schlOok.
Ill thms, Ind In the world or 114,,,. -beaee Or Hey just inud

111)ITC' iI1lCCISI,el IT 1,24.1 partiv bet:ai,,e 01 how- they have
learii.:d to listen.

liv the otht, children er d ire iiueiiiIry clot , chances are
that they Live spt.mt mon., time ht.tore the i tlitm in school.
A signilicant portion ot the children born after 1.445
In their parents lionies to he ,41]-,_,) have had their imaginative

1,,ivdreams, their expectaLions of the world created by TV.
I here is concern about einldrer s eapability to communicate -to

go,e Lind receive spinak L belL ill FilCV Silhoty C;.nillOt ask ques-
ti, sin. th,: TV Sat cannot
'answer Hack. children do not develop skill in inquiry. Children
intiv pairot loiters ot the alphahot learned Iron] a TV program, but
they will he unable to put ilk. to intelliient use, Children can
Ii 0:1: no Interaction with a I V set, no experience ii influeneing bL
Ii 1 TOT i ii ;- :ing influenced in return. As one writer put it having
a puppy is, n, His sense, tar more irliportant to a hiild than 11V,V1110.

a 1 3 10 I the ii 01115 Sp,:ni irk passive con-
templation of the screen by the average child are stolen troth the
time needed to learn to relate to brothers, sisters, playmates, par-
on ts, grandparents, strangers (see Gall, I 970)-

Actually. mere are probably no complete villains in the story.
All may he simply victims 01 the unforeseen .consequences of a
technolouical revolution. The difficulty may not be solely com-
mercial TV but the fact that we receive its messages almost to the
exclusion of other possible messages. The problems thus posed for
langOaeo d,:edOprlIcflt and thought are particularly relevant to
tea,:llers of the languaze arts. What programs are good for children
and at ,viiat ages? Are such programs as -Sesame Street- the best
answer.' Only through continued research will we come up with
answers to these questions.

Does Noise Pollution Affect Listening?

Nois,2 pollution appears to nil our tibility to listen, Accordinci
to a federal report, the overall-loudness of noise is doubling every
ten years. Moreover, not all sound enters the body through the
outer ear: the inner ear is capable of receiving acoustic energy by

0 ii
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.1110 ti nduction. Inten,e sound waves can
penetrate t"r,o, Jnd gro:n. Sound also produce, tar

lniC. 1 he sound signal transmitted h% the
iiri goes to almost every nerve center and oin 01 the body. and

sound can influence physical, phv'sioloical. elliotioi1l. Lind 1i

,chologleal aspects and responses oi the organism.
Researchers at the 1-,ducirik_nial leellities Laboratone,t in New

York hyrothesize Mat disr:::-.tive noises influence both the effec-
tiveness and the dignity of readung, Children in the COOpCtjtIlly.
WI WI] School 111 New York caill-ted considerably with the clitinqc
trom t. pleat 110IS::-box d'assroolliti to new sound-trvuted rooms.
ftc deputy health commissioner vt Detroit speculated. in Ine.et-
ing of the Ameriean Public health Association. that part of the
tension that erupted in that cif. 's ghetto in the late 1900s maybe
attributed 111 part to interrupted sleep. City noise levels -tar above
those re:mired For iptHiuni sleeping call proLtii,::: :::;Giniud.
in turn breeds instability. Noise can also cal se dee less: 0 tologists
report that prolonged es;.posure to a noise level of about t.7..;5 deci-
bels (lower than heavy city trai tie) can eventually result in_loss of
hearing far sounds in the ranee most crucial for understandin
1w nail speech. The danger ot ampliticd music (90 to 105 decibels
with peaks of 130) has made news. The ears have no lids and are
always ttIncraill: 111,- Ie liummiami heart. might be said to
work twenty-four hours a day.

A moderate position contends that sounds or noise may change
physiological states. Vu dl it is known that such changes have little
or no effect, educators should be aware that noise is a possible
health hazard. But perhaps people with limited foresight (similar
to those in England who were not convinced of the dancer of air
pollution until people started dying) would delay until blood runs
out of then ears.

The educational implication ot a study of noise pollution sug-
gest several areas of attention that need further research and dis-
semination of results among school people. with the eventual intent
to inform children. Educators can accomplish this task in much
the same way that curriculum specialists now work with content
on ecology and driws ( Brown. I 970). School people .should also
monitor the noise level of the classroom listening center. If chil-
dren who arc using earphones increase the volume too wuch while
manipulatinu the controls. they roll the risk of irreparable. hearing
loss through damage to the delicate inner car. Thus it is probably
inadvisable to allow children to touch the volume controls of ear-
phones. School people also need to be as aware of the listening

1,
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Is liefFiLs Il tieed for Sy stematic in Listeniiu

I ' )11.!, Si a k'd rk2a. !dressing ILtening an'd set the
iiiplyiug that 2rov.Ill in general
iindL-standings in particular is not automatic. II it were.

less harm In LIIICOW,CIOLIS
and tiller sources. Intelligence and ;.ige do Jecouni to-

according to .stinhes desilmed to ph,inoic general

au ,.1 Ii icnino [1-.11111'1g helps. (See reviews h% 1)uker.

ti1,H1 RLISS;:11. 10(14: Devine. I 97,S.) Oakland 1 190c))

interred illit 1-4TR:1m, and nonphonemic auditory iliseinination
;kills illaV he more doscl related to socioeconomic status than to

i-oni
[aged homes do not olipe..!i to perform :is well as their more advan-

ta..,1 eNempkti....d l-)% the results H the Auditory
Discrimination lot.

Nor does unpro%ement in reading skill autoni,:ticallv result IH

grow th in listening. though Mere could he some mutual background

roinforceinent. Iii Cact. listening ahility, which may ,,:xceed reading
comprehension wuone primary pupils, may become less eiiiient
as reading skill and ;we increase, Finally, adults may be generally
the worst listener'. of all Rossiter, 9701- Lack olsysternati.. train-
ing takes its t011. Bid luidnts practiced for a Ittetwoe arc Ii Irll to
eradicate.

[)ac's 10.triec b mihig IprOn: RI:ad/1W

There is sonk i V`Idence that instruction in listening may brine im-
provement in rea ding skills (e.g., Devine. I 967, 1 (-)68 I 978: poker.
1969: Durrell and Murphy, 1 953: Sehneeberg. 1977). Studies that
Covered almost all grade and IQ levels indicated that listening in-

inaV.' have enhanced reading instruction, especially at the
first-grade level. Other studiQs. however. imply that lister-10w in-
struction does not improve reading skills (Duker, I968). Both ques-
tions and their answers are highly complex.

It we Walt to provide instruction in critical listening, it may b,e
too late. One early research study (Klee, 1949) of children as
yOUrig as those in the third and fourth grades showed how miscon-
ceptions derived Iror11 mass media stereotypes of foreigners ap-
pe:lNd to he there to sLiy. For example, in spite of vivid mstrue-
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rionfilms, visitations, discussionsChinese were still-thought of
as being the evil spy or as doing laundry. Another study (Rosnow,
1972) dealt with prejudicial attitudes in children as young as four
years old. If half of all the mental growth a child will ever acquire
is possessed, typically, by the age of about four (Carroll, 1968), it
seems unprofitable to delay instruction until college.

There may be temptations to forego systematic listening instruc-
tion for several reasons, among them the already overcrowded
school day and the fact that teachers have never had instruction in
listening themselves and therefore do not know how to teach it,
False analoOes may also provide an excuse: "You have two legs,

r;so you can walk; you have two ears, so you can listen." Perhaps itis too had that ears do not wiggle when hearing takes place (as
eyes inve when we read), for maybe the hidden behavior of lis-
tening has made us reluctant to accept the challenge of providing
the listening instruction needed for improved communication. But
possibly a more valid reason for not establishing the systematic in-
struction according to reading and writing is that listening has
he en poorly defined. Chapter one attempts to do something about
this lack of an adequate definition.



Listening

1 What Is Listening?
Comparisons with
Other Language Arts

If our goal is to work for improvement of the listening process.
that process had better be defined as clearly as possible within the
current state of knowledge. Listening, an ambiguous term, is worth
some time and effort to define it. For a quick definition, this will
do: ."The process by which spoken language is converted to mean-
ing in the mind." Yet, since a final definition of listening is going
to affect teaching, there is no more important question to ask
than: What is listening'?

In this chapter you will find two approaches definition of
listening: stating attributes and making comparisons with the other
language arts reading, speaking. and writing. In the next chapter a
third way of defining the term is attempted: enumerating the oper-
ations of a proficient listener. Equipped with these definitions- of
listening, teachers shoial he able to so sharpen their perceptions
of listening that they become more sensitive educators.

Definition by Attributes

One way to define listening is to list its attributes (ostensive defini-
tion). Table I presents a partial list of attributes for both listening
and reading to-show clearly the comparisons that follow. Listening
consists of the interaction of all the attributes in the middle col-
umn of Table I

Comparative Definition

With these attributes in mind, we can now use a broader compara-
tive approach to defining listening. The question is: "What else
does listening consist of?" Just as we understand cold better by
defining hot, we understand listening better and interrelate it more
skillfully if we compare and contrast it with reading, speaking, and
writing.
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Table I

Attributes of Listening and Reading

ssification Listening Reading

Language
Minimum features
Symbol context

Time Pressure

Human Being
Personal context
Muscular act
Malfunction
Causes of fatigue
Feedback

Emotion

Physical Science
Maximum capacity

Vibrations
Field of variation
Spectrum effects
Amplitude
Measurement units
Science

phonemes
pause

stress

intonation
pitch
pronunciation
timbre
amplitude

strong, sequential.
holding impermanent
or requiring equipment
for recorded speech

simple to complex
none necessary
deafness
e.g.. masking
immediate in
conversation,
review rare

sometimes strong
iu interaction
with other people

8,000 bits ot
information
per second
of air
time
pitch, timbre
loudsoft
decibels
acoustics

1

letters
period, semicolon.
dash, comma
italics
capitalization
paragraphing
spelling
handwriting
type size

weak, reader can
review, see several
elements at once;
holding limited to the
permanence of material
used

usually absent
chiefly eye movement
blindness

remote, rereading and
review possible, usually
no immediate opportu-
nity to question author
usually weak

43 X 10' bits of
information per
second
of light
space

color
brightdim
lumens
optics



What Is list raing?

How Does lung Re mble R

Reading 'nay depend so completely upon listening as to appear to
be a special extension of it. Since reading is normally superimposed
on a foundation of listening. the ability to listen seems to set lim-
its on the ability to read. A child in need of remedial reading is
also a child in need Of remedial listening There are many specific
links between reading and listening, such as: ( I ) the act of receiv-
ing. (2) analogous features. (3) vocabulary, and (4) common skills

of thinking and understanding. Consider them each in turn,
RCetrIng Whether a speaker says. "See the bomb." or a writer

sends a note to that el feet, the receiver in both cases gets material
to decode into meaning,

Analogous fcatures. Initially, the process of learning to read
inns include hnding among the components of listening
and reading. For example. a beginner may translate and superim-
pose the symbol read upon the one to which he or she has listened.

it seems that no one ever reads totally by vision alone ( Ed reldt.
1960: Kavanough and Mattingly. 1972). Most people regress and
-sound out- words when they are difficult or unfamiliar if the
words are important to 'waning MOreover, children need to trans-
late the printed, left-to-right spatial relation of reading into the
first-to-last relation of spoken sounds. Once a child has adequate
reading skill, the two receptive processes of reading and listening
should be mutually supportive. The understanding of a comp_onent
in one can enhance development in the other. For example. a dror
in pitch and a definite pause in oral language can be associated
with terminal punctuation in written language.

thu/ary. There are classroom implications for links between
reading and listening vocabularies. "Book language" may be the
only medium in which children meet the phrase "If I were" or "I
presume." Chances are that they will translate these phrases into
their own language when they read them, or will be able to leap
over them. or will find them meaningless stumbling block. In
other words, children need to experience language both as a listen-

er and as a speaker before they comprehend it as a reader. As the
saying goes, first they need to -get it in the ear.- The classroom
implications of this relationship are that the size of the listening
vocabulary may indicate the possibility ()I-improvement in reading:

the size of a visual vocabulary may provide one test of reading
achievement.

Cfmnnon skills uf thinking eta] understanding. Listening and
reading make use of many of the same feelings. background expel--
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What is Listening?

iences, concepts, and thought strategies. Processes that go beyond
the mere physical acts of-seeing and hearing are similar. A book
that gives Mary a problem in understanding when she reads it prob-
ably gives her the same problem of comprehension when she listensto it.

The physical reception and translation of sounds into meaning
through listening is different from the reception and translation of
print into meaning in reading Learning to efficiently receive a spo-
ken message includes the following:

Dealing positively with noises ilia up a
message

Practicing concentration on a -d attention to auditory
stirimIi
l) :alirtg with listene

Consciously ell,* up past. auditory background (in or-
(iker to to i i i'oeoling Sound to language and in antici-

ug the SpoKen ineSsageY1

Only when listeners are able to perceive accurately what k said are
they free to move to the crucial matter of what is meal. .

There have been many studies designed to illustrate that teach-
ers can improve listening skills w'th direct instruction (see Devine,
1978, for a review). There is also some evidence that listening in-
truction may bring improvemen t in reading skills in both the ear-

ly au,d later grades. For example. Trebilcock (1970) reports onestudy of improved listening through lessons at the kindergarten
level. Duker (1968) reports twelve studies, covering almost all
grades and IQ levels, that imply that listening instruction enhanced
reading performance. Five studies, however (one with retarded
children, one of doubtful design), implied that listening instruc-
tion failed to improve reading skills. A project (Witkin, 1972) in
Alameda County . California, studied children with listening (audi-
tory perceptual) problems who were reading below grade level
(also see Devine, 1967, and Duker, 1969). Lane and Miller (1972)
fOund that listening instruction aided the reading of underachiev-
ing adolescents. Schneeberg (1977) found that students in grades
one to six scored higher on standardized reading tests after they
had participated in a broad program that included listening to the
text of a book while they were reading it. (Also see Thomas and
Rossiter, 1972, who used compressed listening to improve reading.)

Transfer of instruction from listening to reading may develop
through improved attitudes of receiving, grasping the analogous
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leatures ink)re securely, increasing i oinm I; :abillary
ra! inwrovernent in memory and thinkings skilk, and increased

auditory perception, discrimination, and blending. Bub whether
improvement comes from these elements or by some other means

usually unclear )11 the -shot ,ipploaches 01 most sttid
There is speculation that improved reading comes with

proved auditory discrinnntwon,3 moll:des re,ognItion Of
beginning sounds, final sounds, and vowel and rhyming or con-
sonant sounds in words. Problems ill discTinlin,iting may come
from the following: t 11 points of tion. '', t.egreo of ntisal
ity, i t tuDOUnt or lip closure, :,ind (4) voicing a:60 unvoicitig
s! reTleseiltifig a whis.pered or voiceless sown:, and

iili1 voiced sound Yvith vibrtwons of the v'.) 1t choydsh
flearing dit ficulties may ,iccoinr%iny rcadar.f difficulGes. (For a

review of research and discussion on aiAtitci.ry perceptbm in read-
ing, 'see Russell 1)63: Maris, 1969: Cotmid, 1972: and
Roswell and 1N:.itc11 ez. 1977,1 Children with 'only minor auditory
deficiencies may find it difficult to hear certain sounds represent-
ed ivy such letters as /2, even when they are close to the speaker,
Such ti deficiency may produce phonic difficultiesI:he recoding
of sound-letter correspondence in reading. A ;:iild may need to
hear words as composed of initial, middle, 1.11(1 sounds on oc-
easrem. To grasp the idea that a word is composed of somewhat
distinct yet bloided sounds is usually foreign to beginners. fur
example, that the word act is blended

i! child may occasionally find it useful to discrimanate syl-
lables and word parts, as .spi in spider.a

Auditory Discrimination

The logical conclusion is that children with an ear experienced in
many voice and speech variations (including distinct pronunciation
and articulation) have an advantage in that part of the reading
process that unlocks words. The children who have "educated
ears- play` have to bettor idea of the extreme subtleties of word
beginnings and endings in oral discourse tai,: !) do those without
(for example. "amusing'' or "am using-).'1 et ..en a child from an
academically oriented environment may Have trouble in hearing
the separation of words. For example, when a child is saying the
usual prayers at night. he or she might finally ask, "What doe:-
ficshudie. mean'," I Translation: "If I should die,

Wide. experience, vhich includes exposure to different and var-
ied ditileets, osvertones, and voice levels, usually gives background
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help to readers. Experience also vides direction where there are
similar Sound patterns but a diffirrent meaning. Even skillful
secondary -students, may have trouble applying instructions in
speaking a foreign language they are studying if they have heard
only the model of their teacher's voice. Opportunities for auditory
discrimination are useful in many areas. The responsibility for
analyzing and organizing a stream of sounds into a series of words
falls almost invariably to the listener, who roust extract meaning--
ful information from the sensItions.

How is instruction and development as an accurate listener and
reproducer of language directly linked with beginning success in
reading'' Unless the instructor helps children call on their listen-
ing background, it is unlikely that they will successfully attend to
significant, specific sounds of words and word parts during read-
ing, Variadon in guided experiences and in obtaining a background
for sounds is a factor contributing to differences m readiness for,
reading instruction. We need, however., to keep in mind that dis-
criminated sounds ire not the significant part of larrguag.e; mean-
ings are. This genefalization applies to our stance on reading in-
struction. Mechanics of word recognition and pronunciation
not the significant part of reading; understanding meaning is. This
bears repeating many times.

Stark (1957) has reviewed research on pupil ability to perform
well on tests of isolated components of perceptual processing, in-
cluding auditory, and the ability to perform the whole task of
interpreting spoken or written language. He tinds that the evidence
is essentially not supportive of an individual skills training ap-
proach to learning disabilities:

Some of the research we have cited suggests that children with
readinkfailores need to learn the rules of spoken language. They
need to develop strategies for processing morphophonemic, and
syntactic units 'word sound and sentence units] and learn the
logic of language systems. The efficacy of training so-called
"word-attack" skills, teaching sound and letter correstiondences
blends, and improving perceptual motor abilities must be clues-
tionecL (f) 833)1

Comparative- thinking about listening and reading calls to mind
iers of students who do not speak standard English. Such

teachers need to be familiar with each child's auditory discrimina-
tion in order to individualize instruction. Confusing for the teach-
er are omissions, additions. distortions, and substitutions in the
sounds of what we call standard (or national network) English that
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may be associated with difficulties in auditory discrimination. But
a child's apparent errors may relate to the sounds of the child's
own dialect and nonstandard -usage, or to both. For example, when
a child says: "Ee 'it me" for -fie hit me," is it dialect, discrimina-
tiCM, or defective hearing that prompts the omissions? Additional
examples: a child might say "Joe is no here" (difficulty with nega-
tives because of his or her dialect?), or "She a baby" for "She is
(or she's] a baby" (difficulty with the present tense of verbs or
-with hearing?),

In "Black Children and Reading," Johnson and Simons (1972)
suggest that when children read kill for killed or pass for passed,
they may not know that the past tense has been signaled. The
teacher must determine if the child needs to learn that -ed is, an
indi,ciitor of the past tense. But if listening and reading comprehen-
.sinr are not impaired, beginners vviil usually experience more
security and comfort if they can impose their own sound systoms
on standard English spelling in school reading materials. Essen-

children translate or recode standard English into their own
ctialect. A teacher should respect a child's reading of Ile going for
Be' is going as long as there is comprehension.

There are sounds in black dialect that are systematically substi
tuted for particular standard English sounds. For example, if a
word ends in two consonant sounds and the last is /b/, /d/, /k!,
/p/. or /t!, the last consonant is reduced or omitted: that is, test
becomes tes, desk becomes des, lift become /if: and killed becomes
krll (Johnson and Simons, 1972). Grammatical system is found in
ornis-srons of is, am, are in the present progressive tense: e.g., "He
fooling at me."

Some dialects create a shock when would-be readers see so
many different endings for words they pronounce more less
alike. For example. if final consonant sounds /t/, Id!, /r/, and /1/
are weak or missing. then fat, fad, far, and fall are all pronounced,
with only slight variations, as fa, Black, Chinese, and Japanese chil-
dren who arc exposed mainly to nonstandard English dialects may
need listening and speaking activities that deal with attending to
both word meaning and to the sounds of consonants, for example,
in the middle of-words ( /r/.1/1/. as in carry, always) and in final
positions (as in about, did, black, his far, during). Informal obser-
vation that especially notes those words and their sounds that are
consistently troublesome to the child during reading instruction
can provide teachers with cues for individual practice needs. But
the chances are that most children can recode successfully and do
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not need such practice. Children can understand and read-standard
English without speaking it Mall and Freedle, 1973; also see Nor-
ton and Hodgson, 1974, and Gantt, Wilson, and Dayton, 1974-
;975, who caution about, and question the need for and the ap-
propriateness of, dialect materials).

It practice: you must, it is advisable that the words and sounds
be in the child's listening and speaking vocabulary, be interesting,
and be those that are frequently used and are fairly consistent in
the match between letter and sound. An example of an "interest-
ing word" which can stimulate reading is the case of a severely
retarded student who was asked to tell his favorite word. It hap-
pened to be motor. After sounding, tracing, saying, and writing
this word, the student was asked, "Suppose you were going to
make a manual for someone like me who knew nothing of motors.
What would be the first thing you'd say?" The student responded,
"Lift the hood." This oral expression became not-only the first
page of his own "book," but also the beginning of extensive prog-
ress in reading (adapted from Jeanette Veatch, Individualized
Reading Listener In-Service Cassette Library, Hollywood, Califor-
nia, 1971). Use of nonsense words, such as aps, or infrequent
words, such as asp, simply because they illustrate the deletion and
changing of sound placement in such words:as caps, does not fit
the requirements of interest and frequency. To avoid boredom,
frustration, and waste of -time, activity should be provided on the
basis of individual diagnosis and need rather than as rote exercises
going on and on as ends in themselves. Teacher X's class, where all
the children are chanting in unison words that begin with the same
sound ("monkey"--"mouse, moon, money, mother") every year
in the third week of school, probably fails to meet individual
needs.

Teachers must maintain a proper perspective on activity designed
to develop auditory discriminatiOn. Again, readers usually have so
much meaning, context, and grammatical content helping them
that they art' relatively independent of letter-sound information.
"A little dab will do you" is an expression that usually fits the
amount of practice in auditory discrimination (phonics) that a
child needs for reading. Such auditory practice is more useful to
the child in spelling than in reading.

Balanced against the idea of a place for at least some school gui-
dance in auditory discrimination is again, the crowning idea of
meaning. To repeat: in the last analysis, sounds heard are not the
significant part of language; ultimately, meanings are Vie signifi-
cant part, and this generalization applies to reading. Mechanics of
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word recognition and pronunciation are not the significant p;._ of
reading: meaning is-meaning derived front complex, extended dis-
course. To simply "bark" letter signs for certain sounds is neither
reading nor speaking; tins "barking- may represent going from a
sound code to a print code. but _it does not always indicate com-
prehension, If a child "harks out" the sounds "If .. . you .. . look

. . under . . . this . . . sign . . . you will . find .. . a .. . five . . .

dollar . . bill . . . and . . . you . . . keep . , . it" and then. unin-
formed; wanders away none the wiser or richer, she or he has
failed to read-according to the present definition.

The most helpful role that listening can play in reading for
meaning probably lies in a broad, general background of listening
comprehension, more so than in specific auditory 4iscriminations
for isolated sounds. Thus, long periods of auditory discrimination
practice with dill materials, including such mechanical aids as ear-
phones, are not nearly as effective as face-to-face communication
between teacher and child.' This most productive background
rests on empathy, projective in terpretanon, and reactive abilities
in listening (including creative problem solving).

For example, a child might say:

I thoupt you said "junk" instead of "jump," and that why I
read it that way. I wasn't trying to he smart with you. Do you
understand?

and Li,stetitttg : Siiintiiur,v Suggestiot

The foregoing section has shown the associations between listening
and reading, an area of great interest to educators. What does this
interrelationship imply for classroom activity in general? Summar-
ized below are some ideas about the relationship of listening to
reading falling under the following topics: (1) readiness for school
learning; ( 2) a relaxed social situation: (3) units of comprehension;
(4) common or analogous signals; and (5) critical and emotional
aspects (see Sricht. 1974).

Readiness. Both listening and reading instruction require atten-
tion to readiness for learning, including:

rienee with the English language
A speaking and listening vocabulary sut-ficicnt for the
task
Evidence of interest in or positive feelings for language
activity
Ability to remember and follow short sequences
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Some children begin their schooling with well-developed listen-
ing abilities. Some are more ready for listening instruction than for
reading instruction, A few need practice in simple, more global lis-
tening activities and concept attainment, such as whether or not
sounds are the same or different, near or far, high or low, loud or
soft, fast or slow. To illustrate more spe;ffically, some teachers fill
boxes with objects that rattle (stiehlis peas, beads, shells, tacks,
paper clips) and invite pairs of children to play discrimination
games,7

Relaxed social situation, Both listening and reading flourish in a
xed social situation where the ideas and-language in spoken

al written material are at least partly familiar to the child. To
illustrate, some teachers provide familiar hats and costumes for a
play corner. They then record the children's conversations via tape
and transcribe them for reading material. One enterprising teacher
created an enticingly relaxed social situation for reading by paint-
ing an old cast-iron bathtube orange, throwing in some cushions,
and declaring it a reading center. She imposed three rules: no More
than three in the tub, keep reading. no splashing. There was not a
moment, from the opening of school to its close, that the tub was
not filled with readers.

Units of comprehension. For both listening and reading, the
sound or even the word is not the unit of language comprehension,
but sounds or words do affect the meaning of phrases, sentences,
paragraphs, and larger units of discourse (an example of a word
affecting meaning: I can't take my eyes off of you" versus "I
can't take my spies off of you"). The unit of comprehension, how-
ever, is more likely to be the sentence, the paragraph, and the
whole unit of discourse in context and in the varied relationships
of ideas. (Here is an example of need for a larger context: "We are
in support of striking Afghan hemp workers." Does the message
mean "hitting" or does it mean "Afghans who refuse to work"?)
An instructor who grasps the principle of large units of meaning
connected with grammatical and literary patterns is careful to pro-
vide classroom activity related to complete language products,
among them, original stories, dramatizations, children's literature
(to tempt, inform, and delight), and other relevant and exciting
products of child language. The understanding teacher uses these
sources rather than a steady diet of isolated, drill-type exercises.

Common. analogous signals. Both listening and reading use sig-
nals, such as pauses and intonation for oral language and their cor-
responding punctuation marks for written language. Here is a clas-
sic example of the use of a pause corresponding to punctuation
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and to related ell lases of meaning in reading- What;s that in the
road /,/ ahead?

Cri tical thinking anti omotional usytttts. Both listening and read-
ing may take place in either individual or social situations, but
sometimes with varying effects. Research shows that both the ana-
lytical and the critical thinking processes may llourish better in
the individual reading situation. A person is. for instance. more
cautious when reading a propagandistic selection in a quiet room
than when he or she receives the same message delivered orally to
a group. In contrast, appreciative, emotional, and creative reac-
tions may flourish under the stimulus of a lively group situation.,
For example. a group of listeners gets more enjoyment and sensi-
tive interpretation from 1 choral reading of the poem John
Brown's Body" than does an isolated listener, Because of the lis-
tener's greater susceptibility during group participation, however,
teachers should put special learning emphasis on critical thinking
during the Iistening situation_ It is important to remember that
powerful motivation for re ...1(101g tikes: place daring an intimate sen-
sitive, and pleasing oral presentation to :I group (see Devine, 19M).

f low LDo L,ictcsrring Resent hie akin :'

Listening resembles speaking because both have a conillitAi code.
draw on the same background, and have. in many eases, leommon
vocabulary. Both listening and speaking use a code of sound in-
stead of print, and speech used resembles speech consistently
heard. It follows that the words in a child's speaking vocabulary
are also part of her or his listening vocabulary. However, a child
may be able to use a difficult word in speech or in writing and
understand it while listening and reading, but not know it in isola-
tion.

An example is the word confiscate. used in the classroom con-
text of removing, forbidden objects such as gum, candy, and knives.
Although children might meaningfully hear it and speak it, they
might not be able to read it or to write it. Thus, words children
know well enough to understand when used by another (listening
vocabulary) may not be in their speaking or reading vocabularies,
oven if they are skilled in simply sounding out words without at-
taching meaning. (Relevant .to this idea, see Cazdeo's 1966 review
of cultural differences in children's language.)

Figure 2 illustrates the third element in the comparison of lis-
tening and speaking land also reading and writing)vocabulary.
Four overlapping vocabularies are illustrated, the usual direction
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of development (depicted by arrows), and the relative size and
overlapping of the listening vocabulary. What does this interrela-
tionship imply for teachers? Simply that teachers need to concen-
trate on listening and speaking vocabularies before they anticipate
competence and performance in written vocabulary. It means that
teachers should read challenging stories each day to the children
and in other ways provide .a- stimulating, rich, and varied listening
diet (for young children see, for example, Cullinan and Carmichael,
1977). It means that teachers should encourage children to de-
mand the meaning of the words they encounter and to be con-
scious of word meanings. That is, once children know the meaning
of a new word in their listening vocabulary, teachers should help
them to use it in their speaking, reading. and writing vocabularies.

Fig. 2. Four overlapping vocabularies in the elementary school. Arrow
dicates movement through time.

Another relationship in the listening-speaking dimension is dis-
tortion (Stammer, 1977), Teachers should examine distortions
that commonly occur while children are listening to a spoken mes-
sage, for they create differences between messages sent and mes-
sages received. Four distortions might be labeled: (1) attitude cut-
off, (2) motive attribution, (3) organizational mix-up, and (4) self-
preoccupation.

Attitude cutoff This distortion cuts information off at the spo-
ken source because attitude acts on selection, For example, if Jane
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has a strong neg itive reaction every time she hears the rd
she might not hear the rest this message, The test of any per-,
son lies in action. Readers and especially listeners often receive
what they expect to, rather than what the original 4message -giver
in tended ( Amnion, 1 969 ).

Motive titirilnition. The second ible distortion, the npt
attribute, a motive to the speaker, might be illustrated by one

who says. "Ile is just selling me a public relations line for the
Establishment," or by a child who thinks, "Teachers just like to
talk: they don't really expect me to listen the first time because
they are going to repeat those directions ten times anyway."

Orgimi:atiotted mi.\--tiA A third distortion may arise during mes-
sage organization "Did she say, 'Turn left: then d ght, then right,
then left' or. '.'- "Did he say, 'tired' or `tried"?''

Self-preoccupution. A fourth distortion may occur when listen-
ers become preoccupied with the message they want to formulate
and then send back: for example. "Ill get him for that: as soon as
he stops talking. I'll make a crack about how short he is. then . . .

Preoccupation with his or her own message is a frequent distor-
tion imposed by the young listener. Since memory span is tenuous.
Banging on to one's own thoughts during communication takes a
great deal of attention and energy. Some teachers help by suggest-
ing that the young listeners make a small, quick picture to help
cue their ideas when their turn arrives, which enables them to get
hack to listening. Older children may jot down "shorthand" notes
to help them hold on to ileas until they return to the line of
communication.

Throughout all of this cognitive and affective activity, irrational
and unconscious attitudes are being reinforced, weakened, or
changed. Attitudes, which may not be the same as those held by
the speake". are determining the meaning in the mind of the
listener. T sere is a long. tortuous trail between speaking and
listening i . the communication act. The listener "creates" the lan-
guage of the speaker. Thus, while the message is ideally the same
for the speaker and for the listener, contrasts are usually present
(also see Stammer. 1 977 ).

_iytettiit,i; Resemble Writing

In the communication diagram (Figure 3). listening is represented
as the most distant from and thus the least like writing, which is
an expressive process transmitting to the sense of sight. flowev
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'pea the MUM skills eft transmission, tit sonic orn-
incm e rilc 11 Es deli lis te ning and r-,.-.li,114t Ltre reception.
Moreover, people rarely speak in the same manner they write
Itoronl the standpoint of sound, grammar. tonal patterns, and vocal,-
ida iv. Exam they say winshie:" but write. "windshield."

But there are associations between listening and writing, such as
the internid listening that accompanies writing and the -already
mentioned common background. including vocabulary. W hen
children ,Ire composing ideas in writ zen form, t hey speak and listen
linen-lait as they record : "Let's see, I'm going to write 11,-.)otit

:hat a.c a inear, maiL . No. let's Ina hc._
ce listening, is a foundation for writiim improving listening is

hkely.12) ittlect composition. However, impro Veinal t bray trot be
immediately apparent because of complexity. the slow pace of
s itch growth, and the imprecision in nlcasurenlent of language
arts

All 0 tner itafltrenee of listening on writing is the careful discrtrn-
ina ann, observation, read tri(i15la ULM int° seusory images oF sounds

t a writer may describe. Use of vivid auditory imagery to help
rile reader experience a se:ting is one of the tools of writing, as
when a writer sets a mood by not the plaintive Chirp of a crick-
et (Lasser, 1973.. had students watch a film run without sound,
write scripts for it, then run the film and compare the scripts.)

f=inally. there is evidence of dependence obtained from studies
deal children who. lag considerably behind hearing children in
iting skill (Cooper, 1965). Studies reveal that compositions of

which show less unity in style less vtirie7y, and less use
resemble those of hearing, children about three

years younger. Hearing children use more compound and complex'
sentences with a greater number of verbs in the clauses. The deaf
show practically no increase in -clause use" with age (Heider and
fielder, 1)40: Cooper, 1965). To be deaf, to be confined to the
lonely, limited world of silence; may be more emotionally disabling'
than blindness(Ratcliff, 1971 ).-Inus, writing is both directly and
indirectly de'pendent upon listening.

How does the relationship between listening and writing affect
classroom activity? First, children inust be free to talk aloud and
listen to themselves while they write. They need to receive oral
feedback on their ideas before, during, and after they write
(Conrad, 1971; Graves, 1974; Vygotsky, 1962). Graves (1974)
found that seven year olds (boys especially) need.to mutter to
themselves, talk an idea out through a series of pictures, and listen
fe themselves before and during the composition sequences.

'71
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S nviary

In this chapter listening has hen pare_, atltl relit
ir4s reading_ rJrni Writing, hl Hizure 3 listerinul _ IIl the
tipper lefthand corner to represent a beginnin2 position because
listening voc:itinLiries aro normally le trued first. Since listening (or
any langtrage art ) is 7iot a watertight cool pail nem, arrows denote
interaction the other lanauage Ltrts Noti::e. too, the disk:mu-
m-aunt-I Cl languatie p...ur tor recelVinq ineSS:igeS den()t,2(1
placement together on the left 1 and the_lan izve pair lot expr,

denoted nlacernent on the rHit).1`-'
For t he sake of illustration, take a child ,lame); led. I. I is

tnovm1 Throw!' the stages illustited ii 1-igur,.' 3. Ile (rgre!is t( his
name being For a game, or he reads on the class chart.
%cinch lists the order of turns. In both cascs /Tee/Fes a message.
This type of zu:t is reoresented by the lefthand side of the diagram.
11, in response, Fed then moves over to the game center of the

ohsi::-vi:.cs r2asonahll- surc l is r:Nq-tion of
tiles:saw. and IF he hears no remonstrance that lie has done the
wrong thing. he huts increased assurance or his own reception.

Speaking
or

Oral Reading

Children
Learn to

Communicate

VA/riting

Receiving
Language

(Decod ing )

Expressing

Languari,,

(Encoding)

Fig, 3. Listening compared to the other language arts. Arrows denote the con-
stant interaction among the language arts, with communication at the core.
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Ile has adoiinatly used the -skills on the receiving side of the
diagram.

However, led :night be siicaktrig the name ol nie player
I calling it out or 17(??:,(i the name on the chart. In hot h cases lie

tries,sage. It the iicpropodie h ik responds. an
observer niaii 10 reisonabiy sure that Tel has oNpressed himself

ir,ltely :IS represented on the comnr,,ineation diagram, But if
led, receiver or cspresser, LIM not originally and com-
prehend the sound symbols; that represent the narne (listening
background), it is cloubtt ul th it Iii\ kind of communicanon
would take pia e.

A balanced pro,2rain based on this diagram slights none or the
tutu iIt rOnItOrCITIg :-rts of k-inguage, Since listening, h:Js be-en

gravely slighted in in uctionai programs of the pIisL this chapter
has been devoted to its analysis hv comparing and contrasting it
oUt N the other lang wage arts- speal 1g. writing. and readiniz

A rinal wordit 15 onvio us that the integrated kinizuaile
Frogrdtli pro:nlin in I iluage and Tae receiving
sections of the lan2uaize arts. reading and listening, support think-
ing 111:.1k111,2, use aCCILOred information, Not all
problems are solved by using et leak0 and reading, but
it is doubtful that many are solved without help from these sub--
sidls. Listening is a crucial beginning link in the chain of subskills.
F'i st:itcluent IS a;ICIII1Or way of dvriilirP,1 lot4:11I1u2 ',In1l putting it
nit 1 proper perspective -as I UbSkill tO prOJLICLIVC, cretitive prob-
lem solving I Lundsteen. 1976a),



2 What Occurs During
Proficient Listening.

i 11,2 last chapter. by using a tclntp:tratite tC) approach
listening, es iblished the folio Ong: ( instruction in listening can
cilliathre speaking. writing, and (2l listening is a basic
underlying skill, not only tor the other language arts but also for
creative problem solving; and (31 the relations ,fir tween au-
ditory discrimination and readint is observed (so, Ines unduly)
in the schoi-ds. :iuditory discriiinnation is an 1111110Millt

-step in the listening, process as educators know it, but what about
the steps before and atter auditory discrimination? What clues aid
till in lollowing the other stcps I: ..'Viii=

-[his chapter presents the major divisions and steps that a
prulicient listener may take- -a structural definition. It asks the

ucstion : What are the parts of listening? This organization will
help the reader to identify what is teachable in listening and will
serve as a framework for further ideas. This chapter considers the
prchlems that chilLIren :nay encounter along the way', how to
ser:en for them, and what a teacher can do about them. "What-
to-do" often takes the Corn of illustrative games. Part of the
te,st.Th 2r s prohlem in pros till listcning instruction has been the
lack of a careful anal ysis of what a skilled listener does, Thus, one
of the ast important and helpful teaching concepts developed
here is biseil upon the distinctions between hearing and listening
and attention and listening. Use these distinctions as a checklist
to ferret out children's problews and successes and to ensure that
your listening program is balanced,

What Are the Parts of Listening and Il I')cl The Fut

rive compone t of listeni
are

I Previous knowledge
2. Listening material
3, Physiological activity

"merge from most malys The

Stilsat n, perception)

17



f171(1,, Occurs I);

:1. Attention or col nitk,

Highly ,c,iiscious infeileLtual a:Jivitv at t-lie ii,,._
and bevoi-,i

flies." La
last

vents are considci-ci.; ii1 the remainder oh chapter.
three, physiological activity, attention, and intellectual
are ;ItlaiV/,ed ilirther by breaking then down into ten

proficient listener takes: ( I ) hear. ( 2) hold in mem(
(3) attend, (4) form images, ( ) search t pact store o! ideas,
(hi con-mare, (7) test the cues. recode, (9) get InOiinina, and

0) intellectualize beyond the listening moment.
1 h.:, Jog .g=igs. , li the duld

does ant go through all 0t those steps, the one that is missed inay
signal the Iloint at which I,,er or his c;"'nnit nic ation is bre:,..kiny
down. )1orcover, as each step is presented. it will become clear
that Many of them also ...wily to the reading process.

hhe entire definitional framework is shown, in ontlile in
Figure 4, 11 bile each st, p is taken in a given :L.:I, tile)/ do

righ.i, set order. I hen. la Fatten over--
Thing. circling back, and almost simultaneoLls occurrence among

them, The first two parts of the outline, previous knowleOge and
material. are examined in detail below, 11 !Wont them, listening
3CtIcit 1 cwinot proceed.

l'1 eririlt -1

Au important component is the background that a
listener brings to the encounter. Background may mclude facts,
ideas. rules, principles, attitudes, values, beliefs, and language base
(including grammar, meaning, and vocahulary 1 , I f listeners lack the
background to under t ant.. the message, they can still accomplish
intake physiologically. but they will not he able to listen with
comprehension.

For example, it )'OU ire a visitor from one region of the nation
another, you might "I believe crack the window a bit-

111i:oiling open it ). But you may 'et a horrified look from the
iiiformod listener i unaccustomed to your regional dialect ), who

might inlet that V011 are going to break it. In addition, if a teacher
lacks the hackgrouni to know, for example. that "unzip the pine
top'' means "making the teacher hack di' vn,- he or slue may hear
the message but fail to have the requite,_ knowledge to compre.
hend these Verbal svmbols-that is, to listen with undersLinding.
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Fig. 4, An outline for a definition of listening.
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Does lacking a stoft of spccitic pieces or miorniatior niean that
the teacher in the example about the "pine 1,0p- 'as stupid,
thinks illogicall y. has other language meanings Of possibly (aJ(

value than these'? Such derogatory and misguided int:emu:es ore
applied to those children who are linguistically diff-:rent and who
have been labeled disadvantiiged, deprived, disprivileged. L tulturzflt
different. But these children may have quick, :agili2 minds. well
equipped to handle the logic o' survival, for evimple. in the
ghetto. Their language may have meanings of intricate, subtle
complexity. Consider these examples of linguistic ability shown
in the private speech of the uhetto child: broken lioine.s are
'IreCS Without 100L; outstd er ceniliug ill looking lor tiiriik

are "tops on a fah y I t L being in trouble is expressed as "flying
backward- (Brower, 196(3) . Another example of vivid analco
is a black Lhlld s lament over the gilflg ZlCtiVity of some of his
friends or which he was innocent but suffered midi by associa-
tion: "You know, liey left me a mighty heavy coat to wearl-
However, snch children may indeed fail to appreciate the -funny,
turinv! caption of a picture in a school reader of a cat that
has just spilled the milk. This reaction is especially true when
the child projects that this could be the only milk that the cat
would see again for a long time. Listeners are flexible and have
some tolerance for variations in dialect and context. But generally.
without an appropriate Ivickiaro mid. listening as meaningful
communication collapses.

One of the best ways to check children's previous knowledge is
to ask if each one can tell, in his or her own words. what you
mean. As you get this feedback, you either move forward or take
time to build needed background. Such action seems obvious, but
it is surprisingly neglected in many classrooms.

To illustrate the behavior of a proficient listener, visualize a
living room setting where there is a foreign-born guest whose':
English varies from stand :d pronunciation. His communication
represents a challenge to the host, who is a fairly proficient listener
with respect to his own background and dialect. This continuing
illustration tracks listener activity as it relates to each one of the
parts and the ten steps that rollo,v.

Continuing illustration. In this example, the host-listener is

lacking a background For translating (or recoiling) one pronuncia
tion of a word into a variation. Background of this sort is useful
in certain classrooms, especially in those where children speak
other languages or dialects.
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.1farrial

Background pla an important part m ill hut so
does the inaerial or the eI!III,IilLIted :di inessaNs,
there %;ould he I he word audiriy is inort.. ac-
curate here than ,i, aiieiiii ft! N to compreher hr
of the imiterial on which the n. .h symbol is based. Lister
a more general term, reteN to 1.2eeptI011 el any kind of sound.'

i/liIStiI!tHiL the communicant troni the toreign
COLUMN.- SLIcidtIlliV sends his host material in the 10r111 Oi an oral
message interpreted :is, "Do I see a cot nliS is a simple ( uestion.
Hut it should he reinembcrLd because it is used to trace the its
iNI listening and the steps taken he a proficient listener durina the
rest of the chapter.

\k tic.itions in communication range !win i single aural
symbol such as -Oh:- to the use of many symbols w ith complex,
multiple Me :wings. Consider this ex:imple: "1-know-vou-boliek
Volt - understood - what - you - think said, but - I - tint -110I
suite - - - that Htat - - heard - ILl what -1
meant." The message may he speeded up. slowed down, or masked
by noises Or C011ipetinv. messages Isueli as the sound track from the

in shown in the next classroom).2 lime message may he inonot-
o:lous, such as a child's social studies report read in a droning
voice directly from an encyclopedia. Or it may contain much vari-
ation III [One. pitch. quality, and structure. It ina have clear
signals made up of pauses and intonations similar to punctuation
in printed Ma ttor, or the spoken signals may he unele:.ir, as in the
possibly cynical "They are-trying to help him, out!'' It may have a
tight, logical organization (questions and overviews, as illustrated
in this chapter), Or it may be disorganized, as in the incoherent
account of a child who has just seen a tightrope artist plunge to
earth. The message may elicit strong emotional reactions (as was
possible with the tightrope disaster), or the response may he even
weaker than it is in reading (as in a casual request to "pass the
salt-). It may be highly listenable (parallel to re',Idable), as in a
recounting by one child to another of the tightrope incident
several weeks later. Or it may be low in listenability for most
hearers as in thiC scientific recounting of the incident by a re-
searcher interested in the physics of 1:JIling bodies. In this last caSc
the inos,iille mav omploy technield jargon COLiched ill ii11/01v0d
sentence structures (see Glasser. 1975).

ess:iges may have linguistic structures.: letter-sound (or ,,2.rapho-
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phonological), sentence (or syntactic), and meaning (or semantic h
This nonsense example is an illustration: -Nee lands stregorize
frozilv." Although the specifics of this sentence do not give any
meaning, listeners can probably accept the letter-sound structure
if they hear it and repeat it aloud. They can probably get some
sentence sense because the first word bears noun characteristics
hinging upon its position in the sentence. Also the first word.
-"neelands,- has the s on the end, suggesting that the word refers
to more than one in a class. The next word, ending in suggests
a verb form: the last word, ending in -fly, hints of quality because
of the ending, and the position of the word in the sentence.

Use and types of discourse also make an impact on the
material. The aims of the message sender also affect the definition
or and work with, not only listening, but the other language arts
as well. Frequently. a message can be classified as emphasizing one
of these aims:

Scif-expression (personal, emotive)
Expository (reference oriented or informative. in he
exploratory, the scientific)
Literary (e.g.. poetic, dramatic, narrative)
Persuasive (incitive. designed to influence)

For example, return momentarily to the continuing illustration
of the host and his foreign guest, who asked the question inter-
preted as -Do 1 see a cot ?" The guest was most probably using the
expository aim of communication, but he may have had a merely
self-expressive aim.

Material requites various channels in order to reach the listener.
These channels have an impact not only on the material but also
on the receiver_ Sonic channels, such as face-to-face, provide for
fuller communication than do others. According to NIcLuhan, the
-medium is the message "; that is to say, media impose various
restrictions that either contribute to or hinder the reception of a
message. These media (such as TV, telephone, radio, and tape
recorder) involve contacts ranging from an individual to a small
group, a large group to a mass audience. Group size introduces
another possible influence on the material, but the fullest use of
a channel occurs in the face-to-face encounter. Person-to-person
communication may use not only the acoustical (i.e., sound waves)
parts of speech as a channel, but also some of the following
elements (1) paralinguistic qualifiers, such as tone of voice,
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t1-21W1(), 1111[11:HIIU and irtnc II' ;LIJ1 111)!1% foc.11:

mem-. as hand gestures. raised ,Throve and ..ihrti!2,.: ,1 the ,h01:1-

ders:' (ouch and chemical-ele,:t flea!
,mport;w1 the [elk:pun:K. radii.
tape, and I \ wIle! naink use the listening or
iire lackm:4 one or ;110r:2 01 tIc i_receding lour possifile compo-
nents in the i-Nit (la tiOn jib Feedback opportunities.

I 10 dies this discussion apply to our e\erydak \\',; all
need to listen to ,1 variety of data Just as iaLIL,11W) 'AC need hi', a

varietyvarietY H oods in our meals. ()thcrviasc, we are prone
stead:- diet- of easy and iilic;LilIctiviiig in teriaL s1.1,11 a,i L--,s

gossip. \\ hen children hear something difierent. they ,.. he
(HI!

dramatic presentation of children's literature or a nature study.
1,101,2 what children hear in the classroom r,t,,\ ides
opportnnities to heconie flexible and skilled in listening.'

A resear,:n study hy Chonisky I I 072) supports the pos-Ole
lifting effect of Li chLtHenging listening diet. High Lon v ii lo

inaterial read aloud to children was found to he closely associated
with Ue dQl_rce oi skill in conipi-L,hendinl- -7-;:1;,:--

turcs used in speaking to children live to tell years of age. Also see
Klinzing (1972-1, who round that simplifying spoken svnta
!-aritcture iii speaking to preschool dlikINn did not i..Alitate their
decoding but it did tel to retard their encOding

The deticiencies of V3 nuns Chillitlek and media (telephone, TV)
may nuke it necessary or teachers to List,' matvriul desiuned to
take into account the several dialectical and ethnic tiroups in their
classrooms. lea chers can help children cope with differences in
material when the speaker is not present or is prvsent that is

when there is a chance to ask questions. be interactive, and exploit
an opportunity for review. See the work of 1)i Vesta on note-
taking and liszenimt, e.g., Di Vesta and Gray. I q72-I 973).

There is more to the speaker context of material that applies to
the classroom. Even elementary school children can he helped to
realize the effect on themselves of -people- Context during
listening situations. "People context- [night include the following
Won) Ostermeir. 9o7): (II the relative authority level of the
speaker (-mighty teacher'' or ''just a lowly pupil-1: (2) sell-
reference in order to increase credibility (b'l saw it with my own
eves!'' I (3) prestige reterence to increase trustworthiness 1.-Nly
dad says "The president says -Teacher says

In (I I Lihove, the relative :iuthority level of t he speiker, consider
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the role it plays in the classroom. To illustrate. sonic teachers
to pay inneh attention not only to children's spoken word 3. 1.,ut
also to their various nonverbal. physical reactions. But Ito,: Chil-
dren watch for these small signs (such as the d ramming of fingers)
in their teachers! However, some teachers do pay enormous
attention to all elements of communication I win people ri author-
ity -such as principal, consultant, superintendent of As. In
essence. some children seem to he inure careful about watching
teacher s" reactions than some teachers seem to he about watching
those of the children. But for the program and learnine suggested
in this book, the progression of attending demands careful teacher
awareness. Cues should he taken from a wide variation of pupil

t_ " .n lad Je adjusted Aniiyfe
your nonverbal behavior via videotapecamera as y on send lis-
tening material to children. Remember. a high level of authority
with little awareness and solicitation of feedback may he a silencer

elnl,,J needed communication.

Responding and ©o anizin9

.According to the outline for a definition of listening (Figure 4),
tlw next task is to move from 'previous knowledge and "mate-
mii" to major divisions of listener activity- The first broad division.
responding and organi7ing, includes the third structural part.
physiological activity. '. includes two steps: (1) hearing and (2)
holding in memory. w hid) will be discussed shortly.

y of the Listener

Fhe physiological activity that centers on he:iring that part of
the listening act that takes us into a series of steps for proficient
listening. First, sound waves are received by the ear in what may
be raw, undifferentiated sensory experience. The two steps cov-
ered in this section include (I) hear and (2) hold in inernory. The
first step, hear, consists of four components: auditory acuity,
discrimination (dealt with in the last chapter), analysi. fill
sequencing. This detailed analysis of the step makes possible an
important distinction between mere hearing and :Actual listening,

Step 1: Hear

The listener starts by hearing a speech sound or series of
symbols. The speaker has uttered these sounds by using, for
-example, levels of loudness (volume) from a certain distance, at a
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certain cLI. Aith a part;,:d[ar a certain pitch
(lb: timbre isound-wave tonn I, in the combinations 01

these intluen,:e the intelligibility or the material. The listener
of he recco.,:s a word over briel

interval of time, coll;cting bit by
( orpiog illustrate this first step (and all of

the components we will assign to it ), consider again the example

--ot the foreign-born visitor and ills listen.ng host. The visitor
seemed to say, '1)0 I see a cot'!" The listening host hears with the
necessary acuity, ..:curnialates sound, discriminates one sound
1.101'n t he other, and analyzes and sequences this message. DUE lie is

oonetholess puzzled as there is apparently no "cot'' in the room.
the l:stemir host mac hot r,2:017e it. he is now callw2

upon ills ability to perceive speech despite distortion of his own
dialect. ruconsciottilv. also probably dissected the words

,,nd the grammatical structure of this sentence. Ile may have
eoncl oiled unconseiouslv that the uressaec is a qUestion Contain-
irq.! Sd.hieet. 'a transitive verb, and an object. In other words. this

lic..trinsd step, is well as sonic of the others, !pellicles basic linguistic
inie word circle( is no proil= for Pim, nor is

intonation, in no shape. form. or substance can he see a cot!
To assign so much activity to the hearing step may be mislead-

in$,J. It is time to make a distinction between hearing and listening.
Hearing refers to the conversion of pressure waves into neural
impulses moving to the brain. There, the process of auditory
perception and hstemng with interpretation may begin. Compare

the hart 01 the physiological activity coiled hearing with the seeing

OF reception of vibrations of light in reading. Neither hearing nor
seciug 'implies formation or comprehension of an idea. But of
course accurate hearing must come before accurate, interpretive
['stoning, Listening includes more conscious activity of the nn -d
khan does mere hearing. In the continuing host-listener examp
the host has heard his guest's message, but he himself doubts that
ire has listened because a word fails to make sense to him.

This distinction between hearing and listening has important
implications for instruction. Just because a child has heard a given

direCtion does not mean he or she has listened to it. Sometimes
teeihers who equate the two processes wonder why children are
disobt.NcIient and obstinate when they are not really so,

trNarillne four components of this hearing step: (1 au-

ditory acuity (degree of hotiring lo ss. if any): (2) discrimination
(determining likenesses or differences in sound): (31 analysis

(1..irlaely in unconscious "tiiking apart in response to pitch, tone,
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and rhythm n and (4) auditory sequencing (recall of sound Inproper time order). An examination of these components as theyrelate to -screening for problems tollows, Lach component isillusirated with classroom Pillt2ti, If a listener i; deficient in anyone of these components of the hearing step, his or her iihility tolisten suffers,
Atidtren)- acuity refers to the reception of sound waves of var-ious tones at various levels or I, adness (amplitude). Acuity alsodetermines the degree of efficiency of the hearing organs. Therc is

a parallel between amplitude' in listening and the brightness ordimness of the printed symbol in reading:
Probably 5 to 10 percent of children are handicapped in au-ditor,: acuity, such as a teinporary ile'Jrin(2 loss caused hy inL2ct;:itonsils or adenoids. These handicaps may determine the amount of

sound picked up and the shape 01 [he resonance ehainhers. on-sequerniy, the resultant input changes inay confuse the child.
Children with inadequate housing and medical care may also he
prone to respiratory ailments that affect the ears and may lose
opportunities for learning auditory discriminations useful in read-
ing aid 1:-;p::11in2

How do vou recognize the pupil who is hard of hearing? [lowdoes he or she react differently front the hearing child? You canwatch ror the child who cups his or her ear and leans forward tohear, who speaks too loudly or too softly, or who has trouble
pronouncing words (i.e.. slightly, inarticulate speech). Watch for
the child who has difficulty in rhyming words or H differentiating
similar sounds. Another look at the child's school audiometer test
my also be in order. 6 (Hopefully it was given early by competent
pe,onnel.) Auditory acuity may set the limits within which
dojcrimination between likenesses and differences of sound op-
eriies, but there is no evidence that acuity guarantees discrimina-
pn (Harris, 1969). Young children who are hard of hearing will

have intensified difficulty not only with softness of sounds, but
also with distracting noise or competing messages. This problem is
also intensified in minimally brain-damaged children.

In binaural hearing problems caused by a lack of coordinated
functioning of both ears, a parallel can be drawn to disability in
depth perception in-seeing (vital, for instance, to a driver when
judging distance in passing or to a catcher in grasping a high ball).
Ability to identify an indivittual Speaker among several speakers
indicates properly functioning binaural hearing. But again, a basic
difficulty makes tor poor listening. Teachers can screen for bin-
aural problems by asking the children to close their eyes and then
to point to the location of noises ft de front various areas of the
room.
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1, //,( rim tllL 11'\ to Jis ri unate among
treated tl th; last chapter: hen no further mention

,t this )nent illade
component c11 audit( ry

r:_I -ra to the respons,'s children may make to ,:l-f4nges
itch or i it ionic iintensit\ ), and rhythm without being aware

that the:, are doing so. Listeners use auditory analysis when they
leaf smind of iAlign agt: or dialect.

Analsis to : -.e; sounds apart, as in the separatn,n of Sounds irl the
word ,roi to ti ii ir, synthesis puts sounds ha,.:k together, Whe.7
sounds are tier arated by as little as a second, synthesis becomes
Jiltieult, even for an adult ( Witkin, 1969: Seymour, 1970), Both

ntik:sis iliq III die nexL component,
sequencing. Blending c2NCrctscs are examples of how teachers

proT,)lems with
:ttnlitory dual\ sis call attention to themselves during work with
phorno m reading instruction and when Irstt:ilnig to a word to ho
spelled ("Iihary- for "library").

1( LiNOICiirg refers to the recall ds in a proper
time sequence. In illustration of this operation is the seementa-
tion of language flow, such as 'pleasesadown- into ''Please sit
down.- Closet\ related to the next step, auditory sequencing, m
its more complex forms is related to auditory memory and to the
meaning of a sentence. !Aamples of sequence related to meaning
are the (Inferences bet,,,een "The lion ate the tiger- and "The
tiger ate the lion.- "Ile went to bed and ate three banana splits-
may not carry- the same meanimz as "Ile ate three banana splits
and wont to bed'' tqur

Flow would You recugn1Ie a listening problem in recalling
sounds in proper s-,:quen,:e a maji. or dimension of language'?
Jim, who has difficulty, may carry out only the last of several
instructions, 1111X them up, or consistently garble the prontIlleta-
ti011 01 strange new words. I In may mispronounce names, have

\ in remembering tic order of phone numbers, and trans-
pose sounds, Ile may also fail to discriminate the sequence of
auditory symbols in the directions "Melt butter in a pot: brown a
large onion, add Hour and curry- For the word "totempole- he
may he saving "temtopole- or "pesgett for "spaghetti.-

Application
What ganies can the -her use to develop these four components
of 'le hearing step? ilerc are a few: more aft v,iven at the end of
the chapter. When these, v,ames are used, encourage individual
pupils to chart their successes for seli-eyaluation. Grade levels are
specified itl pLiren theses alter each activity.
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Scr bled eggs. Unscrambling sentences composed of words in
random order is a game that can be used to test for auditory
sequencing of extended discourse. For example: ,``Sky across the
like marched clouds the giants" unscrambled would be ''The
clouds marched like giants across the sky.- To make the task
easier, underline the word that comes first when the sentence is
arranged in grammatical order. Another example: "Like sound the
I sail swift-slapping of a.- Children can hold short sentences in --
memory and rearrange theist orally; or they can numberthe words
in sequence, cut and paste them, or rewrite the sentence. Here are
gther possibilities for unscrambling:

Barefoot floor across the chilly ran I
Wing way their butterflies white Lale softly as a sigh long
Hovered horses sea a stabled in a cave green great

When-you use the scrambled eggs game, select sentences that are
interesting to your children and are worth their efforts to un-
scramble them, During this game children can also consciously
discover something about how our language is put together gram-
matically, such as the order of adjectives. (Primary-intermediate)
(See Russell and Russell. 1959, for other sequence games, such as
"What shall we take on the picnic ?")

itiake yuur mice sound like this me. A game in which children
try to make their voices sound like that of another person can aid
in the development of auditory analysis and discrimination: it can
also promote more pleasant voice qualities. In a related game, the
child who is "it" covers her or his eyes while a teacher points to
the child who is to read, in either a normal or funny voice, a syl-
lable printed on a card. If "it" correctly guesses the reader, the
child reading the syllable becomes "it.- (Primary-intermediate)

Say me sarne. Read unfamiliar foreign language phrases (or play
them from a recording) or use funny-sounding nonsense syllables
f"ish-golish-rnetich-) and ask the children to repeat therm Tape
recording and playback can a id evaluation. (Primary-in terme hate)

Step 2: Hold in Memory

Auditory memory is important for several reasons. if listeners are
to judge whether or not two or more speech sounds are alike, they
must keep the sounds in mind in order to retrieve them for com-
parison, They cannot make simultaneous comparisons in listening,
as they can in reading, NVhere they examine fixed letters; they have
to depend ,upon their auditory memory. People also tend to con-

visual information to aTnemory that is structured for sound
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by v rbalizing to themselves. LIfective listening probably rests
on an adequate auditory memory span. An inadequate memory
span indicates a possible cause not only of listening problems. but
()Treading dirricOlties as well ( larris, 196)),

Fong-term and short-term memory are especially important
w lien dealing with meaning, that is, recalling the attributes or a
concept, such as "cot,- heard and learned years ago. When work-
ing with children, the teacher may ask, "I las the material dis-
appeared or has it become too buried in this child's mental storage
Ides I long -tern) memory) or was it never stored'in the first place
(short- tern memory reheitrsing or repeating terms aloud to
theniselvs, individuals can keep items in their short-term store,
referred to aptly as "scratch pad'' memory. Rut the number of
items they can maintain there k limited, probably seven to nine
digits_ Once information IS lost rroill the short -torsi store, it is

irretrievable. But individuals can transfer it into theittrelatively
permanent long-term memory by bringing to present mind the
associations from the long-term store to he Joined to the short-
term information, 1-or example. they can use a Iluneritonic device
for remembering n name, and a face, such as "Nlr. Sknosski is a
man who has a nose likv a ski JUllip.

reaCherS Cull try to help children retrieve ini`ornlation fronn the
long-term store by the use of probes, siinlilar to t he way a las-

si fication system is used to find a hook in the library so that it can
h scanned For needed information. During a pa rile instead 01
trying to randomly recall states of the union beginning with the
letter .lf, a child might better use a systematic probe,. such as a
geographie location. Such systematic strategies may take longer,
but ultimately they are usually more successful and thorough. The
more bael.:gro mid of relevant experience children have for that a
teacher help furnish), the more they can 'construct informa-
tion from what they listen to (or read). For example, a chess
master with an extensive chess background can remember twenty-
five pieces from a board layout exposed for fifteen seconds. but
beginners can recall only about seven pieces because they lack a
background of organizational schemes that would enable them to
recall more than ind ivid ual pieces,

Cctltintruli, illustration. The host-listener has probably rehearsed
several times to himself his guest's utterance. "Do I see a cot''" in
an effort to retain this seemingly meaningless message. As he
repeats the sentence using his short-term memory, he has probably
succeeded in placing it in his long-term memory as he pulls out
past associa Lions with the words.
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When screening for difficulties in short-term auditory niernory,
a simple test is to tap a rhythm with a pencil, which the child then
repeats. A teacher might check vowel and consonant short-term
memory by asking a child to repeat a string- of sounds, such as
/a-too-a-opl. A few reading teachers find j high incidence 01
deficiency in the last listening stepss(auditory onillysis and discrim-
Minion, sequencing, and especially auditory memory) among
minority group students who are successful their use of visual
skills. The key to unlocking further progress lies, for a le NV
uals, in enhancing auditory skills. The following is an example of

classroom activity related to memory-

Application

colitrol tower, pretend tea be airpltarte pilots I 1st ening for
landing instructions, They must hold these. and se-
quence them correctly to comic in for a pertect landing. For
exainple:

I I O W JO I kind'?

Fly around the library table, over to the third witIdow,
along the bookcases. circle the listening center three
inuo,, and collie to rest under the pencil sharpener.

I

err series, encourage children to use such devices as rehearsal,
,i's!.(.iciati . and organization, Have the children keep a record of
their successes. 1 Primary )

or (. "0,1 tra!10/)

like physiological activi is another part of the
listening situation. The attending step (like memory) probriblv
operates iihnost continually throughout all the other steps,
Step 3:

In this step listeners focus. concentrate, and select cues Front the
speech sounds. lo use the analogy of a radio, they "tune in,
Their selection of cues may depend upon the repetitions or the
conversation Lind non ve rhal gestures of the speaker, During attend-
ing, t y may also need to follow the utterance (or track the
soup, through time. (It may take a listener one-third of a second
to hear a syllable.) Their awareness includes recognizing that a
sound has started, stopped, or changed, (See Stanners et al.,
1972, on the pupilary response to variation in material, )
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C wirlinunc, itholt-cwim When tic proficient listener in our
living room scene heard his guest speaking to him, he probably
attended, concentrated. focused. and selected sound against a

background. this general noise level of sounds may have com_.
from his stereo. the wind chimes On the balcony. a motorcycle in
the parking lot below, the police helicopter, and the crash of a
wave on the not-too-distant beach. Rarely do people deal with
a single sound against a background of complete silence. They
select specific sounds and ignore the rest. Two key components
in the attending step are focus and selection.

FoLais refers to the location of a sound source in relation to the
listener. Babies turn their heads toward laughter from someone
they canziot see. A teacher may use more advanced focusing to
identify which child in a class of forty running on the playground
used an unusual word. Selection, another component of the atten-
tion step. is related to such devices as an object that at first glance
is apparently a white vase On a black background. But as the eye
studies it. the design may turn into two black vases on a white
background. This behavior is sometimes referred to as figure-
around distinction rather than Q.election.

The listener makes selectio,, not only against a ha..kground of
noise (as in the continuing illustration), but also from the stream
Of language. To phrase it linguistically, the user selects the most
productive cues from surface structures, such as signals for the
plural or the past tense. The language user can get to underlying
structure and to language meaning. DUI avoid using every feature
and relationship of every sound.

When. iii t h continuing illustraqon, the host heard the question
1)o I see a coe?' he was probably giving special attention to the
sounds and the rising intonation comprising the last puzzling
word. Similarly. a child learning to read learns that some letters in
a word are more important than others. For example, the initial
consonant milv carry more information as to a word's identity,
than do other letters (Samuels, {969). if a child reads 'Do I see a

the chances are that the other sentences and picture would
be redundant so he or she need attend only to the initial letter

and rapidly move 00.
Selection from context cues (rot trial and error) controls the

order in which listeners try to ma tell the message they reconstruct
with the actual one. any tentative identifications are made on
the basis of what the listener expects from context.
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tfle (curls ait ,

ccmcentra le are misinterpreted
as synonyms for listening. 1 child can give Ins or her most
earnest attention to a strange foreign language and still not corn-
lecher that is, listen. Listening is not only more than bearing, it
is also more than attention. Attention is a ne,:essary but not

he tent condition for learning from verbal imiteniik. (An ear
specialist, however, may lind that more (ruin halt of proclaimed
,,leatnss is nothing more than inattention, )

he SC11001 Om tronment sometimes discouniges attention.
Notabbi, husiness and industry have learned the importance of

, -
:ittention, they hobo presentiltions thin :ire designed to influence
nCrlorrn:Int:L' to not more than twenty minutes and take pains to
ininimi/0 distraction. monotony. irritating gestures, and poor
conditions: on the positive side, a ppropria te tone and organization
arc crapiLisizoi it is not uncommon, however, for children to
have to listen h Thisc .mid their reasonable attention spans.
they MT_Ist 11 MOWOrS clatter, 00,er children shout
outside the w.indo:. mphe walk on noisy llo,,ring, and they sit

sweltering temperatures in short, they encounter every imag-
inible kind ot inhibition to intention. All of distraction occurs
in spite tit the know!: 1!40 that two equally competing mt2ssages
pr cotol at the same time render each incomprehensible (Irma
bent, 1062, 1966). de need to apply this inforiwition to the
child's learning environment is long overdue. 1 Also see research by
Doyle, I 73, on listening and distraction. ,!evelopmental study

selective attention. She found that superior child listeners
inhibited their response to distracting information during the
selection task, rather than 111k:ring:it out early.)

'1;1)11c:tip n

A child sirs, has di! ficulty in paying attention and in concentrat-
ing niziN trail to signals it the playground or classroom is
especi :illy noisy. Or she or lie may he unable to follow the teach-
er's instructions it (There is some class commotion or if there :ire
(11,4fracting noises outside. You might test attention, awareness.
and Concentration by saying to a pupil, "Raise your hated when
voki hear an animal sound. or sonic other signal.

Children who are easily distracted may need guidance in grad-
ually extending the time they can attend to messages. Thirty
seconds, two minutes, live mMutes of story time may eventually
stretch to twenty _minutes of attentive enjoyment. Easily dis-
tracted dnldren may profit from using context clues to fill in
those parts that their wandering attention has caused them to

/r
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Context and rhyme appear in a game of attending to unfinished
verse. For example, -13illy ,/oncs cries tind Inioans),- "Janie
Ling will dance and _ (sing) Pupil partners can compete in
composing and in at te nd in g to context. ( Primarv-intermediate

A child with apparent difficulty in figure ground discrimination
or selection may need a simple classroom environment, visual as
well as auditory, to facilitate listening, such as a "quiet- class-
room, Children who have problems in tracking might Lid it
helpful to talk relevantly to themselves, they can anticipate the
message and work iround it If te:ichers ot these children tillow
them to "talk their lessons out loud to themselves, it might
improve their concentration, attention, and learning processes

raves, I 'ygotsky, 10 Conrad, 197 I ).

(lie use of coniprevsed cplc ctil in instruction may be the future
tinswer to prof leins of attention rn some cases.' The time lag
between the speed of speech and the heginning of listening cou-
pled with thinking causes attention to the message to waver.
Thought may he ten times faster than speech. The leftover think-
ing space that is blank until the speaker's next words are uttered
can get the unskilled listener into mischief. While normal speech
may progress the nit,: of I 2:s to 17 7, words p,,:r minute, spec,,:h
speeded up to 350 words per minute shows little comprehension
loss, depending on the II1,itenal. In Itict, blind people. who use
speeded-up records and have acquired some skill in listening,
prefer more accelertition in presentation than do sighted people
tDirker. ()(iS: Stieht, 1969). Education in the future may employ
speeded-up spoken discourse in order to increase consistency of
attention t,ind comprehension twirl to raise the rite tr;:nsmission
of spoken information tout its issiniiltition up to typical reading
rates. !.paneled speech, on the other hand, might he useful in the
analysis and teaching of foreign languages.

A few zidditirmtil cltissroom activities for promoting attending
follow, Others are at the end of the chapter.

ileac !Live the children close their eyes and listen for a given
period of tune. Then to a partner they tell or write everything
they heard, such as is clock ticking, feet shuffling, leaves blowing,

:ps in the hall. Or the children might attend to the precise
sound of rhythm band instruments, closing their eyes as each is
played, Or while the children listen to musical compositio:is,
they can try to distinguish among the instruments. (Primary-
intermediate

Likek oa unliticiv:' -n,c! leader tells about an action, and if the
statement is lash swim). the children raise their hands.
If the statement is unlikely (trees swim), they keep their hands on
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their knees. The children should record individual successes in
attending. Various school content areas may be used in this game.
(Primary-intermediate)

Hare you seen my The leader says to child, "litive you
seen my friend'?" Then that player responds, "[low does he (or,
.she) look?" The leader begins to describe one of the other players.
As soon as the listener recognizes the child described. the listener
tries to touch him or her. A chase around the circle may take place
once. If the player who took the part of the listener does not
succe=ed in touching the child described, then he or she becomes
the describer. If the listener does touch the child described, then
the tagged child becomes the deseriber, Others in the group pay
attention in order to check on whether or not the description and
choice are identifiable. (Prinary-interediate)

Step 4: Form Images

After attending, listeners form tentative images from the sound
cues. During this step they may translate the sound image into
internal speech. They may give to a word or message a meaning
that probably includes an internal picture of the thing or event
named by the word. The picture evoking value of words can he a
key to ease of learning. It may be even more important than fre-
quency of use and meaningfulness.

The study of memory suggests two separate elements in a-
ditory image formation: sound and meaning. Most errors in short-
term memory arise from confusions between sounds, even when
materials are presented to the sense of sight. e.g., "Was the word
rail, or was it cant?" Errors in short-term memory arising from
confusion in meaning are relatively rare, yet in long-term memory
confusion about meaning canse& more errors than does confusion
about sound (Anderson, 1970).

bluing illustration In our continuing example, the profi-
cient host-listener was forming mental pictures along with his
sound images as he received his guest's message, "Do I see a cot?"
Among his encoded meanings was possibly one for "see" (re-
ferring to "looking") and one for "cot" (referring to a tan-colored,
canvas object with a wooden frame, such as the listener might have
had to sleep on when lie was a child visiting relatives). Perhaps the
listener was even imaging such a cot in the middle of his elegant
living, room totally incongruous. Whether by sound or sight,
imaging enhances remembering.
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Application

By whatever means imaging takes place (sound, sight. tou h.
taste). reading instructors realize the importance of familiarizing
language in the child's ear before expecting the child to "get it in
the eye" during reading. Teachers have long known that because
children can form a visual thought picture, they can learn to read
sight words, such as uir /i /aiw more easily than such words as
vhether, there, or was The following activities levelop applica-
tions for auditory picturing.

Image scrimmage. Children can listen with the purpose of
ming sensory, auditory images from oral descriptions. After the

first presentation of a selection that stimulates especially through
Its imagery related to sound, the children are asked to analyze how
the author could picture them so vividly and then are asked to try
to do the same. For example, the children might examine the
following phrases for image formation, both visual and auditory:
"The ambulance sirening its whining, whirling whoop of sound ";
"The snapping, sizzling whine- of fireworks on the Fourth of
July": "The whisper of soft grey hairnets of rain"; "Licking his
lips, the leopard lolled and lapped his yellow lollipop."

Another activity requires a detailed! oral description of, for
example, a clown. Then let the children draw what they image and
compare it with the original message. Children can check their
own imaging ability,

As to spelling, a conscious use of visual imagery is found when
a word is pictured as being on a large billboard, each letter fas-
tened there securely with large, fancy nails, This visual image
might he accompanied, where appropriate, with an auditbry image
of the sound associated with the letters. (Primary-intermediate)

Step 5: Search Past Store of Ideas

In the next step listeners may have to search and sort through
many possibilities and images stored in their long -tern memory.
They may also "anticipate" by using this store. They search their
past experiences, including their competence in vocabulary, their
language background of probabilities, standards or criteria they
have formed, ways of organizing, and various purposes and associa-
tions. They may need to compare the material with the context of
what comes next, if nothing came before. During this step the
listener is still using, hopefully, the time difference between the
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rate of presentation by the speaker his or her faster speed of
thought.

Continuing illustration The listener in the example might be
searching through his associations and possibilities of meaning.
comparing and thinking to himself, "'Cot,' cot' , could he be
referring to 'couch"? But of course there is a couch here. why
would he be asking if he saw one, especially when he is looking
over in the other direction into that dark corner?" By comparing
the findings of his search, the host is also illustrating' the next
step.

Step 6: Compare

!laving found cues in the message, listerlers,compare those they
selected (-cot-) with their previous store of knowledge (which
they have just searched). This is done in order to form a tentative
image so that they can predict meaning. Here it is possible to see
many closely bound steps in proficient listening. The listener may
be comparing not only previous knowledge of sound and sentence
patterns, but also larger organizational or relational structures. The
term larger organizational structure can refer, for example, to the
following: (I) chronological time sequence ( "It happened at
3:UO, after work. "): (2) cause and effect ( "because it was rush
hour"); (3) part of the whole (-His was one car in a long stream of
traffic."); and (5) contrast (-This route now is certainly different
from the way it was ten years ago; why, this freeway was a cow
path then!") (McCullough, 1968).

Application

To compare, the listener usually needs to use those components
called indexini; and scanning. For example, a child who lacks
indexing and scanning skills fails to flip quickly to the mental file
containing at clusters when asked to name words that rhyme with
bat for the class Halloween poem. (I'm not recommending this
sort of thing as the most productive activity!) As another example,
when a writer searches for the best word, she or he may scan
several groups of synonyms to find just the "right- one Scanning
includes partial listening when interest lies only in certain portions
of discourse. Children with a scanning problem may be unable to
get the general impression of what they hear or be unable to pick
out details. For example, when Ted dials the phone for the time of
day, he may be inundated by the advertising message, miss the
time and have to call again. Yet he probably could not recall the
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main idea of the advert king message either. I lerbe'.-t Spencer once
said that when knowledge is not in order, the more 01 it individ-
uals have, the greater will be their confusion. Indexing and scan-
ning skills help avoid such confusion.

Scanning for organt7atiotil cues. Consider using this activity
for increasing skill in scanning, searching, and comparing, During
practice lor scanning for rhetorical cues, listeners should spot
hints on : I1) the introduction ( when they notice the %voids. In
overview . .-); I 2) progression Or transition (when t hey spot the
words. "The next point . . 13) the conclusion (when they
-detect the words. stmnary . ."). Help the children collect
signal words and phrases, such as "in the first place.- "as a final

"on the other hand."
After a class discussion of such signal words and phrases, read

organized material that uses these cues. Ask pupils to tell or record
when they recognize a turning point or some other signal that
shows a relationship among ideas. Pupils can devise selections for
partners to scan as they listen. The following are some examples:
additions (also, besides): timo (at last, meanwhile): e; planation
(for example, in other words, on the far Ode): comparison (vim-
llar/i-); contrast (howeve. hut): and cause and effect (because, on
account t,/) ft-iddle school )

Stop , Test the Cues

Listeners have now compared the signals from the speaker with
their repertory of possibilities. Next, if listeners cannot readily
make a choice regarding an idea (hypothesis) about the message,
they may ask the speaker to help them. This provides assistance in

lug their cups or in selecting them. Listeners may do this by
asking a question or by attempting a summary of what they think
the speaker said. If possible, listeners should compare a larger
context of sound sequences with Theirsinternal store of infora-
tion. When listeners test their cues about their hypothesis and get
a "match," they can then progress to understanding meaning and
its use. If they fail to get a "match,- back they go for further
search and the next most likely idea, unless they just quit.

Continuing.illustration. In the continuing example, our host-
listener might test the cues by questioning his guest aloud: "What
did you say, a 'cot,' something one sleeps on?"

In essence, the hostlistener's testing of hypotheses functioned
like this: upon hearing and processing this message, he got a likely
identification, which he tested to sec how well it lit the cues of
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context, common sense, and (now, if possible) feedback from the
speaker. The proficient listener operates in large part by sampling
activity focused on hypothesis testing_

Applicatidn

Children show individual and developmental differences in sam-
pling skill and in testing cues. Few need the whole word to make a
correct identification, It you should hear the sounds represented
by "Now he lis ...," you probably would guess correctly from the
sample and the context that "listens" would be the last, word, You
work with the pibbabilities of your language and children do too_
As they grow older they increase their ability to judge from
samples and to test cues.

Experienced listeners, who process only 50 percent of the
sounds in their environment, piece out from parts, "tuning out"
the rest, listening with "half an ear." While sampling and testing,
proficient listeners try to select the fewest possible cues to make
the best possible choice (Ammon, 1969). However, individual
differences are ,Ijkely to occur. While Jim might be an accurate
"word-by-word" listener, he might not be so skillful at thoughtful
analysis of extended conversations. Taking "bite sizes that are
too small, he gets lost in detail when he tries to use his listening to
solve a complex problem for which he needs a broad perspective.

A final aspect of cue testing with possible classroom applica-
tions is called monitoring. Listeners check to see if they_have
heard what they thought they heard. During monitoring, children
may catch mistakes in their own speech when the sounds they just
made are processed. For example, in a conversation they might
say: He don't knowerHe doesn't know." A great deal of
learning by listening takes place through going back for testing and
correction. The same is true of regression in reading. This is an
aspect overlooked and undervalued by some reading instructors.
Again, the speculation about letting children think and talk out
loud to themselves about their lessons fits in here.

Testing %%'11T context clues To develop this step consider activ-
ities that employ a. .1 test a variety of context clues developed by
experience, definition, synonym, comparison, or summary. In the
following examples the category is given with its illustration. The
word to be gotten from context is underlined. Further explanation
is given in some cases.
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ience: "The man was hit on the head, punched in
and had his wallet olen. He met with foul

play," Note how the earlier context gives the clues (that
might be categorized as experience) for the meaning of

words out play, should the child not know what
words.mean.

Defintribri: The tube contained the fluid part of the
blood, the plasma ." Note how the earlier part of the
sentence serves as a set of cues to help a child in testing
out the meaning of the word plasma, should the child
not already know its meaning.
SyllNOTyPII: "She received the formal letter, the epistle
Comparison: One boat stayed right side up, but the

psized ."
Sten "They all adpeared uncivilized, rude, wild,
arts showy in their dress and manner. In essence, they

barbaric ."

children check their comparisons by testing the cues and
otheses against you or against a dictionary. (Intermediate-

midtll school)

39

Step 8: Recode

Probably one of the first reactions persons have to words they
notice in a message is to say them to themselves_ They recode
spoken symbols by noting changes in sound and in the order in
which they occur. As they regroup the sounds, they may trans-
late them into images while they rehearse the sounds to them-
selves, Or the listener may simply be able to go directly to mean-
ing with little rccoding (see Liberman, Mattingly, and Turvey,
1972),

C'orithiuirig illustration. Our host-listener might be saying to
himself, "Cot? Sot? Toe? What in the world does he mean?" He
proceeds from thi raw sound to try for a match with the language
codes he knows. He uses all of the rules, strategies, and reorganiza-
tions he thinks might fit. In this case.recoding is a key problem.
Although the host is trying, he has failed to find the appropriate
re coding,

A listener may go from code to code. For example, she car he
may find it necessary to recod,e by translating Swedish into Danish
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if Danish is better known to the listener, and then into English.
In OW last Thaptc it was mentioned that dialects, such as black
English, Indy be receded into other dialects and pronunciations.
But all of this recoding during the listening act may or, may not
lead to comprehension of meaning. Similarly, in reading it is
possible to recode from letter to sound and still fail to have any
grasp of what the author's message is all about.

Application

Recoding is common not only in movement among dialects,
also in processing ordinary oral language. Besides the recoding of
dialect, reorganization of language sound and structures is discern
ible, for instance, in almost any spontaneous tape recording. When
there is an opportunity to play back a sample of informal conversa-
tion or to read a transcript from which nothing has been omitted,
most of us are surprised (appalled?) at our language. As we change
our minds in midstream, thDre usually will be clutter, repetition or
redundancy, unfinished ideas, unintentional sound substitutions,
garbled mazes, even apparent slips of grammar or usage from our

=native dialect. There will also tend to be some general incoherence.
Such examples are found on TV talk shows, in interviews, and
even in'presidential speeches. Ai by redundancies, listeners do
much recoding in pursuit of meaning. If teachers and parents
realize this kind of error is normal, they can be more patient with
child en, especially those who speak varying dialects. The follow-
ir ctivities indicate further applications of this step.

Recoding dia/ects. One of the games grows out of listening to
-recordings of various dialects and engaging in recoding. You might
use, for example, the Folkways recording (a l 2-inch U) "Instruc-
tional Record for Regional Speech Patterns" or the dialect side of
the McGraw-14U recording Our Changing Language." You might
read from conversations in dialect in children's books, such as
Torn Sawyer, Natalie Carlson's The Empty Schoolhouse. or Wilt
James's Smoky. Or you might tape-record your own material. See
if the children can recode back into their own dialect, then back
again into the original language. See if they can put a common
phrase into various dialects.

Shir/en language. Devise and try out in the classroom some of
your own contributions to the -Slurviens-language" to illustrate
the proficient listener's act of recoding.8 Slurvien sentences are
composed of actual words or names in our language. When these
are slurred sufficiently or spread apart when spoken, they can be
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"symbolized by other words. At first glance for first hearing) the
words seem to be nonsense. But a skillful listener can recode the
slurred words into an old familiar line or saying. Correspondence is
not complete, but elements are close enough when slurred.to make
the recoding leap possible.

Consider this line: "Rocker buy hay he inner treat hop." Say

this line aloud quickly several times to see if you can recode it into
a familiar line. Better yet, get someone else to say it. slurring the
words together quickly. If you are able to recode it to a familiar
line, several factors emerge. Even if they are not well articulated.
bursts of sound separated by pauses are translatable because of
pattern, major vowels, and stress. A successful recoding shows that
people give little attention, actually, to individual sounds of a
language written in an arbitrary manner. Since we receive in rapid
speech much auditory_information that comes quickly, we are
fortunate to have redundancy and the three elements as language
markers. Of twenty individual speech sounds, approximatelyetwo-
thirds may give. us enough information to grasp the message. In

translating Slurvien listeners find themselves moving beyond
analysis and synthesis of the information as they seemingly put
their brains into neutral and coast. Then. "Ali hall they have it.
By now you have probally recoiled the Slurvien example "Rocker
buy bay be inner treat hop- into "Rock-a-bye baby in a tree top."

Next, look at this example of Slurvien: "Turnip out fir ply."
Say it rapidly over and over. Among other variations in articula-
tion the recoder substitutes p for h common exchange for the
interpreter of slurred speech) as he or she turns "Turnip out fir
ply" into "Turn ,bout's fair play."

Some people have great difficulty with this task. For example,
they are unable to translate "Kep pass tiff up hurl hip" into "Keep
a still upper lip,- even when they are familiar with the saying.
People schooled in the application of the International Phonetic
Alphabet (1PA)'" will usually have an edge in the game of unrav-
eling Slurvien.

One of the skills of the proficient listener is this ability to re-
code by sampling information and relying on pattern, major
vowels, and stress. Of course, it also helps 1.4-1 have the original
,saying established firmly in the language/background. Also it
helps to realize that the task is to translate the saying into an old
familiar line, such as "Oswell attend swell" into "All's well that
ends well," Older elementary school children can have fun devising
these SlurNien phrases at the same time that they sharpen their
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awareness of certain kingiLlgt: features. 10 review, these features
are pattern, major vowels, stress. pause, the arbitrary nature of
written language, and the importance of beii orally familiar with
the language.

s lrttrllcrtiutl A ct

Beyond that part the definition labeled Attention finally
emerges the part labeled Intellectual Activity. It may represent a
highly conscious culmination. The first four parts were labeled:
Previous Knowledge. Material, Physiological Activity, and Atten-
tiol. In the fifth part of the definition. the two remaining major

listener activity (Getting Meaning and Thinking
Beyerni Listening) and their steps conclude this definition (review
Ligure

Getting stet, tg

The first r e, ision of highly conscious, intellectual listener
activity, g au .fining, could be broken down into many steps
ref-let:tin:Y. skills. The step chosen to illustrate this
division, ho veve:, nsists mainly of literal interpretation in terms
of simple. acc4rate, tes,l-N11 relationships.")

Step 9: Get Meaning ( 1 iteral Comprehension)

After listeners have noted sound, formed images, recoiled, and
tested hypotheses, they nay think about relationships in order to
decide what the message r.-atis to them. For example, the listener
may link sounds heard with verbs (the man tossed the grenade) or
with prepositions (beyond the crowd). They may do this as an aid
to retention, association, and comprehension. (As used here,
decode" is a synonym for obtaining literal.understanding from

the oral message.)
Continuing illustration. To return to the example, suppose the

foreign -born guest helps the listene:-::ost by a hit of gesturing,
thereby indicating whiskers and claws. Th.! listener then uses these
nonverbal cues to help him recode accurately and vz the mean-

g. The listener says, "Qh, oh, 'car is what you said, not `cot'!
Why yes, I didn't know that she was in here. Yes; it's a Siamese."

Indicating that he has achieved meaning, the listener: -host may
be saving something such as this to himself: "At last I gut
that one! He asked if he saw my cat, not a cot." The
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":11k! !Or t.,".1

reaehos the point in This erie ot stcp where his experience hirings
Meaning to the verhal inhoiS, 1dm hsteneNhost N now IM poi-a-
non to make appropriate responses to the speaker.

Application

As illustrated earner the meaning that the Itstener d _fides upou
one time may or inioi not he the same aN the intended meaning 0:
the sneaker. As was mentioned in the last chapter meanini2 is
seldom round ni :ism,* word or phrase, 1 he i-roatfer relationshi;is

"w, Mit to whOm Lind tinder what Larc

10 :am' this idea 1 unher. according to the \ iew gonmiiif
hit 0 ricil

person w Ito is using It i the transicr 01 meaning that k the goal
ot listenufg. Suuee nw.nung 1 the user . ine;,timigs eh:.inife. I

charilt.e :tecortung to f identity of the communicators ;slit:dents,
tc-dcher,, triends 'ma I \lahanlai Annara-

'and time I hiornin,
tomorrow, five veatis ater, twentv years earlier).

Sirce ciimmon heae no inherent meanings. I-1 teacher
earl encourage ChlilUlli to ask, questions designed to transfer
comprehension. Such ilUestions :ire "\\ "What
Inner' and \\ hat di tnetn'.'-' (not \\ Ii does it me:tiCI.
i ph:ti,urage children to search tor cxperienees that are common to
both sender and ILL wi umL in i word is rarely it vv!..2r,

to the event it reports. As general Serniintieliiiitiii. would Silk the
WOria IS not tne thine. 1nel/10i:owing

117i/(1/ As an :tctp, ity tiNed to cheek or cow,:
io ii of (( 1/i 1/0 ii luldren eauu if:sten to p iii I Seritent;ciiii

that 'line speedi words used with two did ferent meanings. For the
:list pair: write so that the chilthen u ec o cil her [Ilk:
rileSiiiageS and net the idea Or the girlie. 1'101 let them listen only.
Cluldren are to nial in thin tirst sentence i word that can he used
in the sgeonti llti Il I hOrl i pictnno wh:it eiich ot
the two tiSes 01 Hie \kid to thietim Icrc are two examples:
f,_hildren can ,:tinstiuct others. (Prunar0-anternieWatei

II %on /cdf! against that glass. It might break.
I want a piece of _ steak,

nsd fit I: 1() Make t lie !Mlle
h dint %on ;Innilicr qdticm:
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1-o t- sonic comp', n
rd

, nfil) pia)'ay find
in the dictionary column column of multiple definitional
material, a confusing. mass if print. hile -ou probably
only about 2,00U words in talking to your listeners each day, the

CDO words you use over-all probably have about 14,000 telini-
tions in the dictionary. That number seems meager, however.
when every moment 4.l life brings experiences unlike any exper-
ience you had be;bre_ dictionary may give anous
meanings for ditlerent contexts, it fails to tell what word

means.- ,/,) Id HI 10(1' dC, I

-I !linking 1

o
to productive thought and response iar h nid the event. I hey
may emplo, the perceived meaning in rurcher intellectual activity,
For example, they might go on to respond with sii:h purposes as

following: ckissif ying parts of a message (acc;)rding. to time,
space, position, degree, etc.): ranking information (according to its
importance and relevance), making comparisons: defining: assign-
ing sequence: predicting: applying: seeing cause-eilect relation-
ships: planning procedures: ev:iimiting and appreciating
the drama, tone, rhythm, and lyric quality (-turning on-1, I have
often suggested that the listener might unity and interrelate all of
this mental activity through creative problem sok ing (Lundsteen,
1076a, 1976n I.

`tel ,U: Intellectualize (Beyond Listening)

In this last step the listener thinks beyond listening. One reason
for its importance is that it facilitates learning it it includes pro-
cessing that is deep. full, meaningful, and filled with purpose.

Purposes of lister.ing, which may he similar to those for reading,
have it wide range. The objectives range all the way from playing

ith simple sounds to literal comp_ rehension, sophisticated inter-
pretation, and intense emotional experience, ihe following are
examples:

The apparent purpose may he
that person has a nice sounding_ voice.
I he purpose may hi to use the nnin _1 in t/.5), ring or in
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-neone who would use .1 _on.; such as that
does tUJL hclon,2 WV .tencration.)
It may he hsteiune I ordor to ,,reinti: to c1 nthcct:c ("I
think he is trying to del me pcacc, it c,,ald tC organized into
a definition with a little reworking.")
It may be using the mind to listen rurcally, according to

)711t: high!): LOft,LlOL1 Linchind, i "What does he know tibout
peace? It doesnt seern to begin with himl)
I he listener may have an criiHrumul. ilyt-ccutric purpose in
mind. ''\h-h-h. what :i itatieth; choice ol kn,,ORIS: ii only I

could speak as well as chaff')
ur mc purpose may he to k:ngLiQt: while
listening, ("1 hat sugi,Nstion for a survey could he one of the
irst L n or attac k Oil iluise poliution,";

onmo(ry.,' Lilac/ration. hinallv. the listener-host might think
beyond 11---:cning, even with such a smaf slice 01 discourse. His
thoughts ii lit run in this %ishion: "0 \Iv guest pro-
houn,:es t cot, I w. hat other languages would
sound 'cat as 'cot.' 'Cot,' 'cot I like that accent. Nlavbe should
of fer to help lum with his hrighsh and he could help me with my

Application

The following are a few- classroom activities that can be used to
promote this step.

8/ack-whitct. In this simple listening and thinking game. you and
our children can explore meaning and interpretation further. Use

smail groups with complementary abilities. The lead-r spek
word and asks a player to speak a word that means the opposite.
The children can keep a record of their successes. For the primary
grades use. at t 1rst, simple words with obvious opposites: light-
dark. stop-go. up-down, young-old. North Pole-South Pole. work-
play. Then the children might talk about how opposites may shade
into one another, depending upon the point of view: for example
"work"' to one person may he "play to another. (An example is
the whitewashing ot the fence in Toni Saw i cr) Primary-iiiterme
diate-middle school)

Hachilikc.ctory Someone in the group starts a tale, c.v... "It was
a bluster\ . gtile-blown night ,'" At a given signal the teller Ii ills
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and another listener 1oust pick up and continue to weave the story:
Proceed in this fashion through the group. (Ph:nary-intermediate)

The Step Framework in Retrospect

I he summary diagranl 01 the ten steps of proficient listening
(Figure 5) is b), no means technically precise. Occurrences may
proceed in more of a hop. skip. and lump fashion, and steps
are not entirely independent of 011C another.' Motzi statements
based on this framework are tenuous, they are made solely to
pro,,Ide a has for definition killd later ObJCI2trke. Knowledee of
the listening prooss, listetm:g characteristics of Juldren. and
teaching strategi, their effects, and their development are still
primitive (Carroll, 19()S: Devine, 1978). But now that educators
arc learning more about listening the advantages. educability.
and deficits hi ante as a crucial langua:,:: an is unlikely to
go away,

To meet growme needs. the following flow chart of steps can
planning ,171,1 insiruc-

nolL Use of this framework brings the listening process to higher
consciousness and facilitates reaching problem areas. A helpful
curriculum may need, at sonic time or other, 1. take all of these
steps into acCOLIIIt. //IC ii0i1If /.s /hat 1/,!C/1/IlLZ n onlipicX and rho!

listciling skills hare pac_s-cci (ire/. clirric-
,1L111. A framework ol steps brings these kilk to a necessary level
of awareness. As VOLt learn more and nio:c about the listeners in
your classroom, it is suggested that you marl this frame-
work of steps, add to it, alter it, and make it your own. See how
much of it you can integrate into challkmging. creative, problem -

oriented activities. Use it as an organizing framework on which to
hang isolated activities, games, and hits of information as you
iccumulate them, Then you can retrieve, arrange, and justify them
in a more interrelated .vay,

The three major di% isions of listener activity are summarized in
Figure _5, which draws upon v ark by Goodman in Gephart ( 1070).

k)ti may have thought of several items that appear to be missing
from f!),is framework of steps. For example, there are probably
different stages of listening development (prenatal to old age)
relating to each of the three facets: the material. the background,
and the skills ;.see Weaver and Rutherford, [074: Rossiter, 1970),
As the listener develops skills over a long period of time, beginning
with the ability to !tear in intrauterine lite, these Facets probably
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Fig. 5. Flowchart of the steps a proficient listener may take.



let on one ...inofher in differing ways. Also missing from this
listener framework of the filters and distortions of- masking,
Irom noise and 1:ttigu,,, to personal blocks and destr,..:tive habits,

het are nussin4 partly, because [111!, is a chart tv_- a proncient
listener who knows how to L-ope etliciently 1.,-011 these blocks,
Ako omittLd are element-- 01 Sell centered legOcentric comnni-
nicat on (Havel. 10!-'L. Lundsteen. I 970a. pp. 430-7: also see
chapter three),

caution; when researchers suggest a performance hierarchy.
,nine teachers may appropriine it unwisely and use it as a rigid
accountability model. However. listening. as is reLiding. is more
than a sum Of isolated skills. The idea of fitting skill upon skill. as
iIi o.,ns:rucliri:. a tinker toy (popular in a,._:,v,:atability modJs of
te:fthing), will not solve most problems. linker-toy teaching
alon,! is unlikely to turn children into proficient communicators_
\filch about being a proficient l!---tenor is still unknown. an m-
e xplic:ible recombination and synthesis behaviors, attitudes,
and feelnigs that are more than the separate parts. Keeping this
caution in mind. the teachers alatv to know and sk 1111.111y
anab, Le parts or 11:-.terint* and account for some of them may help
at least some children to an extent never achieved before.

clusioi

the dermition at the openir::. of this chapter was: l-istening
refers to the process by which spoken language is converted to
meaning in the mind. The components have been clarified as
follows: //qnini! is distinguished from physiological he:tring and
frma attention: pmcc.ss as made up of steps: spoken language as
having various dimensions it material; meanin( as residing in the
useN i with need for testing cues and for feedback); and mind as
capable of intellectualizing far beyond the received message.
Additionally. if we listen well, we make an appropriate response
to what the speaker says to us. Rut keep in mind that complex
processes are inadequately defined in one sentence or even in
one paragraph.

A a! Activities

-1-112 major step in the listening process which each of the
lollowin! activities applies is ',;iven in parentheses alter the activity
along with grade level. As you discover and use other listening,
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aeto.unes in the classroom, consmer tne si,ecitk; .,,(1e to l\
H. OHL:p.-1;1,1. lilY iiIlrefl.

lJtii /1 In this \Ay memon: and sequence play a part.
Atter inanner ot -10Host the 1::i r. the tirst player (standing
iiid w111101,1t a chillr) MIMICS and describes his or her action (e.g.,

I Jill throwing a 1-risbee). Moving Ill .1 clockwise direction. the
next plover repeats that action and adds one of his or her own

I Lim ti o\ i Frish,:ie -and holding a kitci, :ind so on until
,iomeone torgets some WI tile preceding additions. Children can
leave their chairs, arranged in a circle with one less chair than the
number of ehil.tren, and follow the loader :.irotind the inside of

filL II inn., i they walk: zidding pl:ivers. and adding to the
repeated sequence. When someone misses, Lervone must scramble
tor the empty duffs, the pit' t,ir lett sianding starIS the next
round of reinmbered mimes. ( St en 1. Primary-mtermodiat
Ill dult: st,nool)

Orcam it' have a group oh J1IlcIi --diggest a number of items
they can dream about: a Uppv. C:AildV, a merry-go-round, a lire.
lIJvY the leader hold up a card with the letter of the alphabet that!:' T11,2 topi,,
as an .1/ luldren who recall the .1/ word as merry-ifo-round . an

pantomime the word, sketch it, write it, or say it The memory
lictor can he nr.ide e.,isier or more difficult by the nature and
number of the words to be kept in mind. Again, keep records for
diagnostic pui-poses, I:or older children assocKitional md organiza-
tionJI pI0`.. to ;..4.id ith2nion. could he discussed, for example,
remembering a number of :Rims by associating each with a
room of a house. A vivid sensor,: imaging might also be tried.
(Step 1, Primary-intermediate)

The okl mUlL of gossip tisos a whispered inessii2e riissed
from person to person and finally oken aloud by the last person
to receiv,7 it the origintil message is then stated by the first person:
This IL ti illustrates many aspects of hearing Ind listernnLY.
iitmilur_ r=iuditory discrimination and :link sk, (Step 1. Primary-

intermediate)
Word puig-potig. Pairs of children are given a list of words, At

a signal. one child speaks a word and her or his partner must say a
word that rhymes with it The two continue I.nick and forth until
one child cannot think of another rhyming word and forfeits a
point to the other player, or until there is a general signal to start
with :mother word. Or the point L ii be forfeited alter the
of an agreed upon length of time. Once Nou determine which
children ore skilled in discrinunatnw. rhyming. they czin assist, lor
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brief periods. those children who are less skilled. iStep 1. Primary-
ediatc-middle school)

_ it short prepared talk or tell a story and have
children listen IL'r all the oll's you use, sounds von substitute.
numbers you mention. sounds you mention. and so on, if the
children are assigned the roles of haracters or objects in the story,
each time a character or object is mentioned. the player is to jump
up and make a sound or a motion characteristic of the assigned
role. (Step 3. Primary-intermediate)

Musical cutouts. A variation on nil ;ieal chairs is to tape large
cutouts to the floor at various poini- around a circle planets.
animals. geometric shapes. states). Players march, skip. etc.,
around the circle. stepping on Cacti. cutout as they come to it,
When the inusi,:, reading. or sound stops. any placr whose foot is
not on a cutout is eliminated one or more rounds. he players
might also be asked to identii His or her or give a word
that begins with the same soun or that rhymes h I Step 3,
PrimarY-intermediate)

.-IttoiduLe to rcrerses The leader, walking around. suddenly
touches part of his or her jv, or helonizirs and
deliberately misidentifies it for correctly identities it). For exam-
ple. he or she might say. "This is my shoe." and touch his or her
shirt instead (or do it correctly ). The leader then points to one of
the players, who gives a reverse response it the leader has mis-
W.:!ptified. "This is my shirt, ahl then touches a shoe. If several
sn!A groups are playing this game at the ,.:;1111l! time ,:hildren will
be setting, practice in attending during competing messages. (Steps
3-1 O. Primary intermediate I

Re/7ccting on a :poem Select two poems. one to read lust for
enjoyment without comment and one to prolote conscious
thinking aloud after listening. The following stanzas from a poem
by Sara Brandon Rickey have provoked thought and discussion in
classrooms;

eater Magic

A rainbow comes, a rainbow goes
In rhythm with my sprinkling hose.
It arches over my green lawn
In colors seen at early damn,

And then it di.,appcars: bin wh-
llow does it hide itself in ;lir!
I low does it icappec agzim.
Forming itself- Iron hose ur rain'
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Children imizht he enthxd to express their reelings about th.2
rhYthrni,:, k ri IL ilk They Might encourLigod to rocull their
ov.n comparisons. (.1'nliiren may reconstruct the experience of
looking into a slice' of water droplets (rain. 10,_L snrav) that is
illuminated hv strong, white light Irom 1-,2hind them. They may
recall secine one. sometimes two rainbows, the inner one brighter,
narrower, with colors reversed (red on the outside, violet on the
iitde edge ot the smaller one. The migl t clarify the kind of

that the poet was probably tAking, about. ;As they
exjinine ndenngs about cause-efleet T lationships between
the spra ... the light. and the colors. they !night pan procedures For
finding inforinitiOn and or rilkinr their own rainbows to taI

After for {.:Y.;tiripIL% walk down the
street_ the tL ould suggest tt S list all or
thc, noes heard. list, or tell three wrds or phr;:-ics that describe
the noises, de,7Rle whether the noises 1.`, C1,2 pleasant or unpleasant:
if there were too nany hi4hiv unpleasant noise !-=. plan steps to
overcome each of them. (Steps 3=1 0)
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The first ell: placed listening in the contest f the other
language the second chapter v.ave a detailed we, of the
various parts ;and steps contributing to proficient listening 1 he
final part of this rainework included getting incaniw and thinking
beyond listening both of which are aspects of comprehension.

nis chapter elaborates ideas ahout skills. especially for listening
eomprehens!on the IllaJOr concern at most classroom teachers.
Most sections this chapter are IndiCatcd P5
quotes, that teach('--\ have asked, fc, example. "Can I find a spocil-
ic sequence of list. : !ng skills ilia', cnli.lren need' ?' Ir other words_
what are some of the instructional objectives': L;nt! ---4:indine how

.e _h r a fochn of coil bunt
of pressures tor account:1111lny cruel a better tor decision
waking and evaluation of nrog7ams.

Why All of This A,ttetitiorn to Skills'?

Currently tier= Lin tnrtunately Increaslli attitud(: that -li
you can't rest it, it isn't there or it itin t ( ansequently,
it appears Vise to coneentrzite crezitive cfltilts on as:;essing the
crucial higher levels of comprehension- thinking skills stimulated
by listeninir. otherwise. they are lost. However. at the same time
that pressure is being exerted for testing specific skills, some
performance contractors are discovering that currently used
achievement tests are totally ineffective. These tests rank children
to th )ith &Tree of precision around a "meaningless average that
tails to retie Lit appropriate goals or instruction- f Nlarkel.

It the evils Inherent in poor tests and the pressures for mea-
suriniz trivia are kept in mind. effective instruction will be based
on cle..irly defined skills :Ind behaviors. Consider the instructor
who plans in this manner: "I MB going to set up an activity and a
method of ohsCrVing that will show me it this child is distinguish-
ing tact from opinion in this type of sentence, tising this type of
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quQstio for thr ivpe 1 hip ir.-tructor. who
1),.,are benefits of careful plannin, will probably 112V:2

PUPILS who arc achieving listenin mor2 rapidly thin those of
lhe teacher who says vaguely. "I'm going to each more
II the first teacher also lla:; a prob:iblo sequence of listening devel-
opment in mind (rattler than considering. listening .Lis an isohned

), greater gains for the child are more likely to result.
if this teacher also attends to the a.,itudes being created and
realizes that listening instruction pays Lrfduring creative problem
solving, gains will probat-Th:, be far more ,orguine and long lasting.

p-it it another way, Gic hope is that teacher,i will at least go
beyond the type of skill objective that reads: "After listening to
what I have to the child will he able to tell me what I said"
(Nlzirkle, 1973). The ideal is for educators to help the greatest
possible number 01 elide ron to ;Ichieve both cognitive and allec-
UV,2 g(NIIS Jr. the hi:4110Sr WV-AS. 131.1t it IS indeed hard to be precise
,Is :0 Just wiLi: objective, to use. HiLls, a typIt:11 Lier,i10I1

train teachers --What listening skills do children need most?"

Villa t Is a Useful Progression of Listening Skills?

Presently, educators are unable to say, "Here is the list of listening
skills," In fact, when one investigator went about asking. teachers,
"What is a listeninI7 skill?" he found that virtually no one knew of
,inv at all (Kellogl-!. I966),' Consider the following method of
generating those SRills called the, A, B, C's of listening.

Tne three letters represent three levels ranging from the least to
the most intellectually complex. Level A represents the lowest
level of skills in acuity (or perception of sound). Level B repre-
sents basic discTimination among sounds,2 The most intellectually
complex, Level C,, represents comprehension of what the sounds
inearL At Level C. sounds become meaningful words and discourse
(linguistically symbolic). Skills at Levels A, B, and C may thus
Corm a hierarchy beeause persons who fail to discriminate sound
differences with finesse probably also fail to symbolize much
verb Al meaning front those sounds. if they cannot recognize
rrteaning. they cannot think or talk about it.

Once skills for the three levels are pinpointed., the next job is to
superimpose types or sounds upon these A. 6, C's of listening. The
sounds are those made in nature, those made by artificial objects,
and those made in speaking,. Some children need to begin a listen-
ing program by letirning to give discriminating attention to sounds
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in nature an 1-0111,111.1ik:Ld hft In Mrt121-
And pAitC1-11,

it a -1,!,id:Cr ,20I:11,11142,, !',! or
an develop a end for _r.ilcratnie . oh,ctivc such i tli..t h;

f=11411re r) it ic darken,:d cell ;a1 [1e hottom rftzlitr,irei ._orner
Lo:,2u.-Ary (1nLien 1 karrant--, sonic further

What Are thc SA//lc Lc; cis: .;hguagc Cmhprchchspor

Language comprehension represents an area oi much concern to
educators. -The teacher can use JUSt this behavior -cell- iii

expand its framework by running v,irious skills of comprehension
down ono side of a tt. d matrix alld vanotis Units of tnt
across another. Units of language might begin with wbrds or even
with sounds withm ,.,vords. Then might follow sentences (w-
grtimmar). These units might I followed h' p;,migt%ipbs 11111 tlwn

by the total composition. This last complete unit ,J1 discourse.
during which many relations and on2anizations emerge, is fre-
quently neglected in listening instruction and is indispensable to
the adequate teaching of comprehension.

Next. the skills of comprehension should be elaborated. The
diseassion here reflects a traditional classification described in
H. S. Bloom's raX611/01711 Oh/cc/11.es (1950),
Briefly, the progressive dimensions of Bloom's taxonomy include
the iollowing:

Knt-wledec of specifies. Recall and rLeognitio:.. Who?
WIhit? Where'? When? To of teachers stop here when
seeking responses and ime en encourage pupils to respond at
the hider level:,.
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I IL

comprehension

, Fig. 6. By combining the A, B, C's of listening--acuity,

basic discrirination, and comprehension--with types of

sound--thade in nature, thuse made by artificial
objects, and those made in speaking--teachers can develop

a grid for identifying listening program objectives.
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2. comprehension. Translation ( How else can it be said?),
interpretation (What does it mean? How does it relate?),
extrapolation (What came before? What is next?).
Application..I low do you use it'? How do you use it in still
another way?

Analysis,'What are its parts? How do you classify them?
Creative synthesis. Includes divergent thinking and creative
problem solving: how do you form new " holes, invent,
and compose, using your own ideas?

Fvaluation. Judge, using standards; choose, tell why: debate
means and ends..

Figure 7 elaborates these steps in language comprehension.'
Fxamples of skills based on this chart might be: listening to recall

detail mentioned in a paragraph, e.g., number of miles (possible
classification: Knowledge of SpecificsParagraph; see X, marking
the skill in ti- matrix of Figure 7): and listening to learn how one
idea or part of a play (the theme) has been related to an idea
within it e,g., a character's behavior (possible classification:
Analysis --Total Composition; see X2 in righthand column of
Figure 7 , If a teacher follows the grid, skills for development that
move from simple to more complex and from smaller language
units to larger can be selected.

Comprehension
Skills

Units of Language Organization.

Word Sentence Paragraph Total
Composition

G eraI Listening
knowledge of
specifics

Comprehension

Application

Analysis Xi

Synthesis

Critical Listening
Evaluation

Fig. 7. A grid for classifying listening comprehension skills.

9
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Units of Language Organization

Phonology

----

(sound)

Lexicon Grammar

Morphemes,
Words,
Idioms

Semantic and
Grammatical
Components
of Lexicon

Morphology
and Syntax

Semantic
Components

Fig, 8, A language unit classification scheme igg6 ted by the work of Carroll

(1968).

An alternate to Kellogg's simple recommendation for Laiguage

units is a classification suggested from the work of Carrot! 1900.
This s(.,lieie could be added at the top of Figure 8. Tim: more

detailed classification of lang ge- signaling, systems am i ma-

tion processing might include not only the sermon g of

words, sentences. paragraphs. and compositions Liu!'
(11 the ways word affixes influence their semantic 4r2.1

syntactic function: (2) the ways phrases and deep are

assigned to sentences: (31 the ways surface and deep &-

sentences govern the modifications of word 'arid phras, "

(4) the identification of antecedents of pronouns, pro-',eiof.., and

words or phrases standing for another phrase, sentence!. or larger

unit in a passage (anaphora): and (5) the -way, structures arc
assigned to and modify that which in spoken discourse might

constitute paragraphs an larger units of discourse (Bormuth,

1969). This classification not mean, "Teach children formal

grammar and rhetoric." Children can learn to respond to the

signaling systems of language without having f:onscious knowi0_,df:e

of even the existence of formal grammar and rhetoric (Bormuth,

1969). It does mean that developers should take eat g, units

into account when formulating skill., (see Figure 9 for the rela-

tionship).
The next example illustrates how all six of these levels ofeom-

prcliension can be called for in the total composition known as
advertising. Each of the various objectives might be placed on task

cards in a learning center I de. A child could start with the first and

easiest questions on the level of knowledge of specifics and move

to questions that require higher and higher levels of corn-
prAiension 4,01.4
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Comprehension Skills Units of

Tbtvards a Listentn r Taxonomy,

Orgzoii.a

Total CompositionWord Sentence Paragraph

General listening

Synthesis

Analysis

Comprehension

Knowledge of
specifics

Critical listening
Evaluation

Fig. 9. A scheme for listening skills development tha
la-lquage units shown in Figure B.

s into account the

Task Cards ir Developing Let ls ol`Comprehension
Strand: Listening to Medi,. Advertising and Television
Overall Objective: The child will analyze, compose, anti evaluate
an original TV advertisement.

Social Studies Concept Demand is cow; mei willingness tto buy
a certain product at a given price.

1. Knowledge of specifics: Become an ad collector. Use food
advertisements for examples or use a tape recofder to -col-
lect- or recall commercials for different brands of a product
you have chosen. Note the differences in the z4L

2, Comprehension: Using your own words. summarize and re-
,-rite the commercials, aiming for an audience of your own age
group or another selected group.

3. Application: Make a survey, asking ( I ) What is the p,rson s
favorite cc.omercial about the product? (2) W:iy is it appealing
to him or her? (3) Does it influence him or her to buy the
product? Apply what you have understood and the skills you
have developed from making earlier surveys.

4. Analysis: What are the minimum elements of an advertisementif it is to present necessary -information? What are. its parts?
Conduct a survey to determine from a sample of "consumers"
those parts of the advertisements that affect them most and
why, Try to include different types of consumers in your
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survey. If the advertisement is for food, spot 11 w much nutri-
tional information is actually given. Analyze how your reac-
tions about the food (based on persuasion through child
actors, lights, words, and canned laughter) might affect your
health.

5, Synthesis: Write and produce your own thirty-second cool-
mercial far a product. Decide what audience you arc appealing
to and how you will appeal.

6. raluatior Plan and carry out an evaluation of your advertise-
ment. Ask sample of potential consumers to react to your
ad. Were you successful hi light of the criteria you had set?
Why or why not? What are the essential parts of this kind of
composing if a demand is to be created? What moral or ethical
ideas (rights and w touff do you need to consider about the
impact of the ad otiv7,e,:ers such as their nutrition and health'?

If this set of question. placed in a task tile box in a learning
center in a class:- -.'T =t might trz! only one of several.f Other
related questions conic designed to help a child attain a certain
social studies (or other content area) concept at the same time
that he or she was practicing specific listening comprehension
skills. Of course, when listeners art: ecisiged in creative problem
solving through li5teniila they aie m:!anngfillIy using and inter-
relating all of the Nwious levels of skills.

If sir. levels of co=riprehension seer; co,:o!.,.(icx, all: ii onsicler
grouping them in it.) just two ievels labeled -general listening" and
"critical listening" (to the lilt of the chart, Figure 7). The term
critical implies the use of highly conscious standards or criteria for
evaluating spoken material after it has been comprehended, This
classification would split the Bloom taxonormy in two, with the
first live levels in the Ii7-1 group anti the last level, "evaluation,"
by itself. Evaluation, synonymous with critical, is supposedly the
most difficult or complex comprehension process. Evaluation
encompasses all of the earlier levels of the Bloom taxonomy. The
following is a typical collection of such :kills or ?;-c As:

'ellen] Listening

Remembering significant details accurately (know ledge of
specifics)

Remembering simple sequences of words and ideas
Following oral directions
Paiphrasing a spoken message (cornprehensiot..i, transla-
tion)
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Following a sequence in (a) plot development, (II) char-
acter development, (c) speaker's argument

6. Understanding denotative (literal) meanings ofjwords
7. Understanding connotative meanings of words (com-

prehension by interpretation)

Understanding meanings of words from spoken context
(comprehension by translation and interpretation)
Listening for implications of significant details tolvsis
and interpretation)
Listening for implications of main ideas

I I. Answering arid formulating questions (interactive listening)
11 Identifying n in ideas and 'summarizing (:ombining and

synthesizing the who, what, when, where, and why)
13. Understanding relationships among ideas and the organiza-

tional pattern well enough to predict what may come next
(comprehension by extrapolation)

14_ Connecting, the spoken material with previous experience
and planning action (application)
Listening, to unagiti-_ and To extend For CITTOyt.lorT and
emotional response (ail ective-ioned synthesizing)

kih might incl tak JonreciatiGn of the aesthetic and dialectical
richness felicity of rbv; Unnic flow. sensed emotions,
mooes. manisei' de!ivery. 1! le :kiener demonstrating this
skill rt:ciale the inquisitive scr;ir,e of an opening drawer,
the gossirv_ v'hisper of a broom.

It might a nstake to say that Li no highly conscious
standard appH.'d r: ru_rIi r' i 6 iig ..' n this first group of
general listening st,i!.- ;?,.inking is present to
a far higher and more conscious in the skills of critical
listening:6

Critical Listening

1. Distinguishing fact from fancy. according to criteria
Judging validity and adequa, , of main ideas. arguments,
and hypotheses

3. Distinguishing well-supported statements from opinion and
judgment and evaluating them

4. Distinguishing well-supported statements from irrelevant
ones and evaluating then,

1
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Inspecting, comparing. and contrasting ides and arriving
at a conclusion about statements, such as the appropriate-
ness and appeal of one descript v(.. word over another

Pvaluating the use of Ilacies. such as: (a) sell-contradic-
tions, (b) avoiding the question at issue, (c) hasty or fair.

generalization. (d) false analogy, (el failure to present all

7hotees, (II appealing to ignorance
7. Recognizing and Judging the effects of various devices the

speaker may use to influence the listener_ such as (a)
music. (b) ''loaded'' words. (0 voice intonation, (d) play
on emotional and controversial issues, (e propaganda,
sales pressure that is. identit),,ing affective loading in com-
munication and evaluating it

8 (Meeting and evaluating the bias and prejudice of a speak -

='r or of a point of view
Evaluating the qualifications of ,t speaker

IV, Planning to evaluate the ways in which a speaker's ideas
might be applied in a new situation'

Once listening (and reading) goes beyond ply ,' reception,
the skill includes the intellectual thought processes. includine the
abilit, to make intellectual distinctions and to reason. These are
the mental processes, whether the intake comes from oral language
or from print. Ho ivcrer, a natural progression of instruction wind,/
he to teach thinking skills in an oral context nelbre expecting
thinking ckills to .serve children to their hest advantage in reading
and in writing: Work on advanced comprehension skills should
begin during listening.

Successful teaching of any of these higher level skills may call
for steps in concept attainment (Lundsteen, 1976a, pp. 46-50):
Briefly. concept attainment calls for guiding generalizations to he
drawn from examples and nonexamplei, encouraging pupils to give
examples. and testing with additional examples. (The reader will
find creative problem-solving tasks related to higher levels
listening comprehension at the end of this Thapter.)

Can Co Skills Be Defined More Rigorously,'

Comprehension has so far been defined almost entirely in terms of
mental processes, But since these processes are not directly observ-
able, attempts to describe them in terms of skills are confusing to
practically everyone. These skills are probably invented in this
way: authors begin by trying to examine their own mental activ-
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Ines as the:: listen tor read): as they examine them. they try to
each of the different processes they employ. ,fitter they

identity < ash of their mental processes. they try to describe them:
next they may devise a test ) measure each skill. Finally, they
sometimes submit their tests to a panel of judges. Teachers are

xaiiiple, that One important listening skill is comprehen-
sion oi facts. That sounds easy to handle, but the definitions of
this skill never explain what a "fact" might he or how to decide if

is important.'"
Listening comprehension becomes less tangled when it refers
ciselv to an increase in the amount of incormation a child canexhibit as a result of exposure to the specifics of language, We

must remember that a child's comprehension is a complex re-
sponse to the following linguistic specifics: a language system:
rules describing how the system transmits information: and specif-
ie features of language emerging from devices in rhetoric, seman-
tics. logic, and structural linguistics. Thus, four clarifying criteria
for skills (see also Carroll. I 968) are as follows:

Does the task relate to a definite language re? E.g.,
told Bill to go.. Who told Bill to go? (1,Z !all of relative
noun antecedent,)
00-2s the task. including the question asked, enable the child
to use the skill that the teacher thinks it does? For example,
if a child hears that a logomowheel" fits into a "gasket,"
she or he can answer the question about where a logomo-
wheel tits without any comprehension of what it is. Must the
child listen to the test passage to answer, or does unconscious
knowledge of sentence structure, or common sense, suggest
the corns ,t ans

Is tile construction of the task as concretely objective as pos-
sible? For example. the task "Write a paper showing that you
grasp the significance of listening" is not very objective, "List
lour listening comprehension skills in order of complexity
and based on Ile Bloom taxonomy" is more objective.
Can a teacher set many similar tasks in order to elicit a pre-
cise definition?9

This call for linguistic precision does not mean that ._iiildre, itsthe taught formal grammar and rhetoric. but a detailed class. Ca-tion does in, _h., that children can learn to respond to the signaling
systeiris of language without having conscious knowledge of the
existence of formal grammar. It does mean that developers of
skills (including teachers) need to be aware of language units,
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he next list, collected from at least fifty sources, represents
some prerequisites for proficiency in the complex skills of lis-
tening. This compendium represents items that should be in both
the listener's and the instructor's personal glossary. The list implies
vocabulary background, a relevant skill in itself. Some of these
ideas, cued by phrases, are common in the literature: others are
less so.

A. Skills of ng and tuning out distraction
9. Memory span

Auditory memory span for maningrul sound sequences
and syllables
Auditory any span for nonsense syllables

3. Auditory memory span for words, sentences, xtragroplis,
and other linguistic features in organized and unorainted
discourse (see section on discriminations)

Further elements of a working vocabulary for listening
I Hearing and listening (understanding the difference be-

tween these terms)
Ati,ing (including levels of list in!! showing increase in
consciousness and complk of comprehension and
processing skill)

3. T... o-way rIN:71±miH!ii for conummisali
4. Hey.ible purpose for listening

ptimal use i leftover thinking space (or thinking time)
while listenin!_!
Similarities and differences between listening and reading
(e,e,.. contexts: person con time pressure, material or
hardware mediUM1
Empathetic listening
Report versus emotive spoken discourse
Interrelatio:, of other language skills with listening Skill
NOttfacilitati barriers or "bad- li;Mit in listening

it Labeling the subject as dull (negative attiitide
h) Overreacting railure to recognize the nonration-

t he subliminal device_ letting emotion-laden
words get in the way of the message. excessive
elf-assertion of emotional aspects of the commu-

nication atmosphere, personal antagonism
c I Inflexible purpose, e.g. . listening only for details,

detailed outlining of all input
d) faking attention Instead of directing and main-

taining it ( "tuning out-)
e) Ease of distraction
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f) Missing large blocks of the message_
g) Listening only to easy mitterial (avoiding chal-

lenging listening)
Wasting the difference between speech
thought speed
Daydreaming
Private planning, private parallel argument
Creating distractions
Inability to anticipate next point (inability to
plan for and anticipate the message)

m Inability to identify supporting material
n I Inability w summarize in own words
()I Inability to relate thinking to main theme of

spoken material
Using the difference between speech and thought speed
(tuning in, turning on)

a) Using related mental imagery, applying criteria,
relating past personal experience to the message,
entertaining vany idternatives, adjusting to dif-
fering situations and individuals
Identifying locus words or orgimiziitional clues or
signals, e.g.. time signals, tenses, articles
Having a question set. i.e.. gentle, exploratory
mobing

12. Dis
a ) Soti:10 stress. juncture (pause), pitch ipraseg-

mental contr:ists), cadence. rhythm, emphasis,
phrasing. rate, volume
Sequence
Sound contrasts, e.g., vowel, consonant

LI1 Grammatical contrasts, , The business fails.
The businesses fail,

in Reduced forms, e.g., You an t jog, You can jog.
13. Using context

a) Short message= without memory (mnemonic)
devices

b) Component focus
c) Contextual focus
d) Long messagewith mnemonic devices
e) Preparation for listening

( ) Prior discussion of context and/or vocabulary
(2) Giving the number of major points to come

7.
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(3) Giving a partial outline
(4) Question outline
Selective listening
( ) Note taking
(2) Listening for time signals, tenses. articles
(3) Unguided reconstructionsummary

14. Finding the organizational skeleton in the spoken ills
course

15. Avoiding the illusion that expression is communication
1(1, Knowing group discussion rules. strategics, and courtesies
i 7. Demanding meaning (conscious effort to increase vocab-

ulary)
I S. Encouraging upward comnitlnleati. r a person in au-

thority)
19. Using redundanc=y to reduce line loss
20. Avoiding oversee for redundancy (Teacher always

directions many times, so why bother to listen the first

time?) .

Improving the climate lor communication
slaking a listening inventory

23. Kt:.eping a listening log
:14. Constructing standards for effective listening
15. Appreciating unexpressed meanings (rarely do

exactly what we mean or mean exactly what we .,-;av)
Understanding the concept of noise pollution
Listening appreciatively: sensing emotions, moods, r

of delivery
Listening with patience

29, Listening w.ta diversity of r
30. Listening with flexibility in using concrete and abstract

thinking
31. Listening nonegocentrically

Listenahility (related to readability : see Glasser, 1975)
3.3, Getting horizontal transfer lrom listening skills to reading

aild the reverse
34. Listening critically

Evaluating hearsay evidence
Evalnatiqg hidden: assumptions in oral speech

c) Evaluating point of view
(1) Spotting and evaluating speaker's purpose, intent

The next step after formulating some dimensions for a 'axon-
only of skills might be to choose for instructional emphasis those
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of cultural impoftan e anti particular relevance to the target
group's age level, attention s,,-,an. and diagnosed weaknesses. Al-
though cross-sectional and longitudinal studies indicate step-wise
growth, they tell little else about selection and placement of skills
other than what common sense and a knowledge of child deveF
-opulent already indicate. Perhaps the worst error has been to
underestimate the vocabulary, grasp of language, and complexity
of the thinking process that even the youngest child in school has.

The following material is an example of skills or objectives
selected fOr a fifth-grade population in a number of Southern
California counties (Lundsteen, 1969). Block diagrams and adescription of a .tentative hierarchy of some general listening skills
and some critical listening skills are included. Chapter four touches
on the measurement that was used to assess these skills.

Tentative hierarchy of Some General and Critical Listening Skills

A designer of an instructional hierarchy" usually determines the
final tasks for the child and then asks the question: "What does
the child need to be able to do to perform this task successfully'''
Then an objective is added, This procedure is continued with each
subordinate objective eventually defining a hierarchy of objectives
extending to the entering or prerequisite skills for the child in this
program. Accompanying the block diagram are lists of objectives
for pupil behavior in II more complete statement. the numbers
corresponding to the diagram. This material gives the teacher a
quick- overview of the behaviors to be exhibited and evaluatco.
The two hierarchies presented in this chapter are a supporting one
for general listening (Figure 10) and one for critical listening
t Figure (Also see Weaver and Rutherford, 1974, for an exten-
,:ve hierarchical listing of listening skills from the prenatal stage to
grades four through six.)

Verbs are important components in st:.;,i1g objectives. Some of
the major verbs in these objectives are adapted from the work at
the Southwest Regional Laboratory Inglewood, California, as
found in a paper by Baker and others (1968): (I) identifying,

,) naming. (3) ordering, (4) descriting, and (5) constructing, The
verb construct as used here reflects a verbal product prothfced
autonomously by the child but guided by criteria rather than by a
concrete object designed and assembled. Identify is nonverbal in
response while minx is verbal: describe includes recall or iden-
tification of characteristics.

An obiective in Hie .hierarchies may include several of the verbs,
especially if the verb applies to the last and perhaps _most complex
behavior, constructing, During a lesson the same objective may
call for all five action levelscalling for a response in which child

3 3
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behavior varies from pointing to a word on the board to construct-
-!ng on his or her ov,-n revised criteria for evaluatinghypothescs.

The pre' L.q Lashes ivac ac uiil ally possessed by the child at a

relatively low level bec.iuse these riereqUiSiteS continue t0 operate
and to be reinforced. interrclateo. anti practiced as tic hierarchies
progress.

'Subskills General Listening Objectives (Fig. 10)

Distinguishing leafing from Listening ( prereo;a1 For
example, the child identities, names, describes. discrim-
inates nonverbal and incomprehensible sounds in cc toast
to verbal messages that he or she comprelienck.

Demonstrating Two-way, Listener- Speaker Responsibility
(prerequisite). The child names, describes, oistinguishes
(true -false questions). demonstrates (e g., during "bring-
and-brag." time), constructs. applies. and states principle of
responsibility for two-way communication.

Selecting Facts and Details, Given four possible choices
after listening to a selection, the child reezJis and identifies
facts and details within the selection.

4, Sequential Ordering. The child recalls and identifies se-
quential order; resr,:ids td such questions as. "Which
came first in the story?" The idea is to know what you are
doing, where you are going, and why,

Selecting Main Idea, The child recalls verbal information
and orders, dis-tinguish-as, constructs, and identifies the
main idea from among the four choices given.

6, Suromi.trizing Covertly, the child recalls, describes, details,
0:sting oany main ideas, and overtly iden-

taternent from among four choias given;
,ors such as. "Which title best covers all

ideas in the story ?" or "Give one sentence telling
what the story is about."

7. Relating Om'. Idea to Another. The child recalls, describes
details, distinguishes, sunlit-italics covet-6:0, and overt-
ly identifies a valid 'relationship from among four choices;
responds to questions such as, "Finding a cobra was re-
lated to which of these ideas?"

Inference Making, Covertly, the pupil recalls. describes
details, distinguishes, orders, summarizes, identifies rela-
tionships, and overtly identifies a correct inference from
arming four choices; responds, for example, to "The story
Ieils us to believe that . ."
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1

Distinguishing
. Hearing vs.

Listening

Prerequisites Demonstrating
Two-Way

Responsibility

3 Selecting Facts
and Details

S Selecting
Main Idea

8 Inference-Making

Fig. 10. A tentative learning hierarchy of general listening objectives.



Sustaining
Listening

4 Discriminating
Multipurpose Content

8 Applying Criterion

3 Identifying a
Single Purpose

Autonomoc.:
Constructing

Identifying
Commnn
Elements

6 Labeling a
Criterion

7 Identifying and Categorizing
in Similar and Analogous Practice

9 Applying Broadly

10 Naming and Stating
Principle of Evidence

11 Stating Principle
of a Standard

Identifying
Snap Judgment

14 Dist.nguist- mg Snap Judgment
'm Conscious Judgment

13 Identifying Highly
Conscious Judgment

15 Stating Principle
of Critical Listening

-1116,*
16 Appreciating Cmit..al7-1

Listening

Fig. 11. A tentative learning sierarchy for critical listenin
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I. _Sustaining List:ening tprerequis. the cl ,Id listens all t
to the crul of the iressaie: xainpie, or lie

L1211[1110; arid oscruninarets I.:IL:W-111Lp In perlodic sentences
Lind surprising last 1..0 svhic h are erdbet,ided in lessonF,
;or prerequisite testing purposes.

cniai ying CC7 !union It 1 erne nt 411 C ec]aisiTv). The child
AL:nukes, 111 .2X Y.11LT,

pt2:H:er gives t`.:SpCla rail' , historical fact. or ohserva-
, fa on word-,. es..:azgr.?_ti:-.1p. or surrnso:

r ''rio s'9 a ILIUM/ 1% Ord pie:ure.
I dont ifying i Single Purpose The child lists'. -ritica!1\-
1 inpl les criterion orilAlges in light of critlrlat to I Iriesage
k. it 11 nr.oscd1,: one rpose.

1,1, Nlultipilrpose Ccl ent, Th child
listens --,Jv t 11'): standard or eritei to a longer

purposes e.g._ to give facts, to pep-
s m and to be la UJUOI

Alt to nomous constructing. I ne child constructs esanpies
01 his or, rows.

h. Labeling Criteria. a Ind stores the prececiinc
come -ton elements (Oland in t 1. rniullting of facts or or
nurnmous discourse as a sot of classes and as criteria for
eat r use ill jitdctm'nt.
Identifying and. categorizirg Fact and Discourse, Opinion
or Humor in Similar and in Analogous Practice. Given an
example, the child names giving facts" or "being funny"
as a speaker's purpose and can tell cH' :Ha used and the
details thot fit criteria.
Applying Criteria, The child applies criteria when listening
to in: -.,xainples in order to match the message with a
11130 purl\ se --to he factual, funny. or to give opinion (in
a recognition situation).
Apnl,/ing Broadly. The child a riplies criteria to reported
"ton-your-4)km" experiences ottsnle ot the s lesson
tinge.

ria rig a lid Sta :71g Principle of 1_,.iLlence. The child names
and states the principle of noticing evidence in order to
a pplv criteria. (There :oust be evidence or reasons to back

p judgrIlCiltS, elements of facts or cif humor.)
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I, Stating Principle of a Standard. The child states the prih=
ciplc ot Lisp- j: or cr.,:ating a stanch -LI by wh ich to

(There must he a standard USLrJ conscious!: )- eri judeine.
related to discrimination ni hamor,)

12. I Ii lying and Naming Snap Judgment. (;iyon
: child na:nes element, of sn,lp judg-

mcnt g, did not listen all the way to ine end, did not
notice cJadence, did m o use or cannot narno apply a

iii NaI1L ag Highly Cop:;elous hid ginent Given
examples. the child names elenments of hchavior dem
01-st rating highly conscious judgr,ent IL listening i :11(2

way to the end 01 die message, not]cing evidence or details
ot humor, naming and applying a standard).

i 4. Disfingt.Ishing Snap Judgment from I iL hiy Conscious
Judgment, The child identities. names, describes. and dis-
tinguishes between snap judgment or opinion and highly
conscious or reflective judgment when presented ohil,
train-of-thought examples of each.

15, Stating Principle of .rittCal LiSteffing. 'fhe child describes
the principle of or defines critical listening in his or her
own words, inclading eridence, standar(L and %uglily con-
scious judgment. dr words similar in meaning, and tells
the function of each.

i u Appreciating Critical Listening to Speaker's Purpose. Given
illustrative examples, the child expresses or s7ates the
"principle- to the effect that "If you don't listen
von may be fooled or inks a --)f fun," Observation of
)chavior in class and lessons, iding dist;ussion, dem-

onstrates acceptance and i. preference for critical
Ihlening (but in a way that ri atagonize and block
further communication).

t may scent from the foregoing analyses and list t oat is

laid solely on th:: solitary listener and the cognitive domain. How-
ever, the interactive and the affective domainsthe next topic--
have lot been forgotten.

What Are Sotoe Skills of Enmathy and Role-Taking?

Another dimension listening skills should be exatained: the
development of role-taking ;Ind empathy ip 1, Liren----the soci41-

LI



T 'wards a

This of sei1ls ins T

r)arts: I ! the ahnlin to "take the role o: otter persoh, a
intended listeners ,%,,; ii,sess:ng their capacities. ic.. their neL.,is,
intentions. opinions. stn tits. and limitations ernottorah erccp
tie_I or inteL.ctwil, ar,"; 2) the ahurt,; to use :his grasp or tilL

0:11,,:rs as a tool in
them.

Uster,ing ls ike two-sided imrror, one slue 1-c:fleeting the
rh re, r!

thus .onderst..indin,;, as their listening hcr,.oines les< s-.217-conterH:
The \,,iting child is :At first eg,-,,.:entric. e pm,.oner a his or her
own mdividual ;Ierspecti \e. irLeelv I UULIL1I ot and unconcerned
win the nerspeetiv,:s o(cthene

There are descriptive features 1 rolc-takin!.: th; : take it h,evond
the isle in skills mentioneJ earlier ole-takers may base their
estimat:: O. I general
knowledge and expectations of 'plc ;.aid their I- ehavior: and
present perception according to listener's app:!rent behavior. 3
r or exati,ple, how did the uudience respond' Were the'.' blind-
lolded? From what position, physically, are hey sec 1 a person
or oh!,ect? This socialized, other-person-orientoi cotiitnunicaticn
lus been variously called .i2C4aAing, red(' 1%'rc'CptilM, le-Plat fug
(01 cni. oricna, silently purikL: vours-clj Ii. cni2cone CLSC 8 ,shocs,
ond eimathy. Emi.'uthy. pref,_ ! 'hie to o.i/e-tuktio.:, more of
a feclinic tone (although not (aiie so much as si.thilarin- It that is,
one's co.in identity arid objectivity are maintained. 7s.lorenver,
information is definitely not r.a.'!,2ied r nrovide a tool for
manipulative. persuasive purpose in the sense of taking unfair
ativ '.age of the listener -

I here are othor aspets of role-taking. I.e eNereise of this set
of skills may occur briefly t.r",:ontinue over a long period of time,
This discrimination is importuneinipotun 1 helping the ,x,inmunicator ten
toe an appropriate response- a simplified dehinitnin of a per;t.',
who listens well. This set or interaetke skips akes the ominiti-
ni Itor beyond the A, 13, 's of a lye listenng iI cuity, Basic
disciminadol and Cornprericnsion) I.) a way of doing soniething
ahoul messages in Hie most socially appropriate way.

ri;r )(ell ::1.11r2111U111;(If11)11

ro clarify the L,:,-,ncept of role-taking still further, \ce to
brief': explore tIlL distimtiou, hL t'.s L...ml LnOLc a 1110 ne:;-,.:11-
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Inc eommunication '4 HocentriL: coininuniation, in ns

;nn. consists ()! steps.

to ;viki' apnrelierls evcm s iind cc s them internalb, so

that they are incani:-...nui lc hint or her,

I rie Teak Cr Sernhi thc 1,";r, I, ssLige ..!-iout eienrs.

I he riessiae InN not Clani--;ed to st.. -!'

the i..slencr out h the stoic :nessage
for hint,. 111:s. :; k an .,!,:iii,2critrie

ein1)in11 [U.2ation.

\c:l'cij oiOicO. 'n an on nild the evintit-

uin ot- holding in ininia th( rele,,ant attrIhnites of the

hstisner first -itop is the ',me lot hod' egoiitric ,id non-

cornintinic.:17 notice ti!rent

I. Inc
or herself-.

2. Hewno and during Ca..: commuincainm hi the
,,,lit:rnpk to d itir11111113te- t 110SO 01.-

riMItt2: of Iii or her h.cicr r that ;tpr-:-.zir to he pertinent to

Hie /won." :Ability to d.....cioLie inc-ssat;i;

the events,
itit this :ntorn-,tiid in mind, tho pcaker reciyie!, tOo

events as n h i:: or she thinks is an lopriate 101- the

ask in..; ma,: ha to actrech, suppress

the tondency to allow ins Or her to drift or regress

to tho egocen t:. error o coding Wit I '11111tielf or 11,.:rseff,

he toliowdng cnn t thonts on the anpin:ability cii thoic

models to of OCT arts and to the valwo. aims of dni;eotirse.

Hi.seareli in this area has hicon 10 ,:.used on oral commuineution,

till the r des discussed above could he related to written an,..1

gvstiAte inessoges as well (1 ourse, si,ould the i^istener

aliribines which are relevant to the cats for the message he

,;11r1O tor hi th speaker and listener, coding !lop wotin'.
rweded, I iowk:vc,r. this coinciding ot ittrihttcs

aims thn: sale tccahuiary meanings, the s:_inie

appears :olatcvehn late. The arp, ior list ) of the eornmuin2in,on

involved inr_l_nt he partially self,: ,i)ressive. .

perstrasn e. Studies havo &Alt irainly with i-1;,-rinative aims

mcli as ins:ructing a blindfolded person on hov o 1,10

trrmchclick events nd codes them I fannscii
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persuasr.e, such ,,s the onewhioh the child vas insmictei.i to try ti) sell her or his listener atie or a TV set,1'
one or kve!s tasks 77-1D, Whl...-7l2 child sees, and tells a,tb011t, a SvIIQS of st:e1) picturc.' ,nvolvin a ho;. icrenti fierce doe. aid an apple tree. hen .ihTee pictures, areicriio iroYli the series. Nem, the second %,.anuner entersthe room, and the cluld i requesteu f) predict the story that thenew exiumper u UILI probahlv tell front FC711:1!!1!Tn2 rOurpictres, iissuming inat she or tie has never seen the whole series,rho pictures are so-constructed tiia thi? complete series suggests astorr quite d-Ziereni from the n. Ulm ci by the lour rentainirn.tpictures, because in the remaining picture there is no directof OP fierce do He goal is to see if th..- child can suppress her orhis 0 perspe, ire in favor ,t predicting that of Ler Or his pro-!Tective nartner in comrhunici.': and ,0 see if ,.21.:L1 can tell-try accurately from the otter point of view, Child responsesplaced in one of four categorieiecording to sensit iv tothe role-taking aspect:. Of the task.

Who Then, Is the Most Skilled Listener?

Considering all the ,lim,,,asions to the skill of liStenir, ii is dep.-that the srdll involves much mere titan illt'FC iditrc ,-NSeri11111-.lion. Beyond acuity -tf :.earin. listening coo ,Thens,on involvessuch matters as attention spaiL inc:nory storage tnelading Pc' 'I-ilon of mental images or pietnies vocabulary, the organizationand retrieval of facts, and the understanding of the speaker'spurpose. Nloreover, there the additional ineutal activities ofsearcluq, and testing hackg i.. and knowledg, of recognutintilinguistic learn as, and of developing sets of empathy or roletaki%g. Again, the "hest- lislener in any group (with resnect toskills in general and t literal compreli,--nsion) is the perx-yn whoOlJ col.y4titelltly. Jle least tiPile alki r!,e greaktst '05/it!' ofcl,-,:toirslinice,i, 11/es! coniprizhoid.s the speaker's weaning inthe tcirh 'arcrr of spoken gnialerizii.16 7'ruin this writer s pointof view, the 'bes.: listener'', is also capable of using Iris or Lrlistening skill wi:h the iiidevi range of //linking processes. 1 isrange progres.--ti3 from simple association to highly complexconscious crei, critical: and problennortenied processes. ,Therange goes frort, one-way intake to corn; ' nx feedback systems 1-,:rthe Iflterpersonal meethig or ands, in brief, the- most skilled
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..iris a Listonag

might nacperl. The conu-., 'tension task is to predict multi Jo
c.onsequen,:es. "YoUr 11101110r ;A'. y011r IL'..ich-
vr nice: on thi.,!strL'ot. fliev ,(art to talk about you. 1, hat arc some

rilw..1-,t say.' Or To :hildren arc argui:%: over
something v. hose turn it k at tf... p:et HIg easel o what Ty
program to vatch). What niolit hey sai.! Or the teacher might
say. "Suppose there are three little sl-,elve< on which to put :ill of
the paints, pans tor nUXIUg them, water tars. and brushes. An
suppose the person you are teaching to. 1, In up piled them all

!I the airIci nugltt Lill over,
]) the sholl breilk under the load, 13) the boxes might not

H. (4) s!):-r,e other yoss:hil:pi,-?..
act's Icli ,11:.:311 a pr hIc7n.

give titc. children Lift:Tear directions to see if they listen and ask lOr
clearer ones ror example: Place lUcce Lit p:iper. p of
and a croon front of a (hod. sa\Y if on please-

fah Mc' pi /'/L'//I and 1(1 .sviggist creatirc lopoth-
L;cs. lherc \% ill he pienty ot opportunittcS in any classroom lor
;iskin,,y, children what the pr(*lem is and what they think Jtev

i.J to solve it. It is crujal that the problei., be important.
:t no. and relevant to the chip,i's expenence. For Lxamplo:

tit,;)pose a child in our class ..vas visiting another class mc)lher on
Saturday. :tnd they decided that it would he fun to bake some
cookies that they could bril,x I mr class for morning snack the
next Vhat nroolernis) w'.!1 they b -iv, and wuat should
they do? V. Are there other ma liar problems? Have you
t!iouE:.,it 0: c,in and of the ideas ThtL.,:/ ye ;ou
for solving? k hat in. !hit be the most unusual thing they ,.ould do'
Can you think of a way(s) to so!--,! it that most children would r
think of? Just -aippose your ii,ustial idea were possul-le.
could it be?' Jo net "unstuck' during solving when you run -
of idea,, look at the problem in a new anu dilforent way,

Hsi-cm/iv to (I( Teti/IOW 1.11.41 arc :;Iter giving Oildren
problor:1 to solve, ask them what else they need to know heforc

they can solve it For example, in the a: rlier problem about the
cookies for the class snack then might road : ( I I looney. (2) the
Wat:hcr's perinissirm.. and (3) to he sure no one else gets the same-
idea, or there %.5 ($0W be too lunch to eat ha fore lunch, Suppose
the bud ran .!et the te:2cher's f nnission, but nc one else has
offered any IcIS. Do the children have all the facts the need to
solve the problem? (No, what ahout the money?; "V 4it other
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Zan! Pa omid
inipw-idnt ar fl thi- prohlkal."-
flur inldrng 1t need Lo -.- fl

on ; frsi (it. POULI c\1
irtends
them witl: it lip:

e hat would vo, need fo know?'

/:1)1, 'Lim-. /.',1-111 1.1CJ:IIVN r rCri I I IV/ t I Cr,

prohlcin an ask then! doelop a plan or

-Suppose II i ai . '

learned to do it how .ve clean up the paint coro,, oulki lie

:1 good tea,:litc.r Wh'i,f, would or hak.,:. or III

\:\ hat v.ould bo the most unusual .vi.kvisi [0 teach

him or her, a wa\ hat :nos( children would not th, I low

could this used7 Lead tLc children to dunk wheth-,J their

'a :tenon that '.1,:hievcs the goal.

...t a
duldren a destaplkni 01 a chil: solving a problem or carryniv,

out a ta s. as', at v.itat point tb ... can ti that slw or he lias

been success? I:, PIC e HI i S111;,11 1_10V is learning to get Ms

clothes 011 In the !nornitul all hv Initselt How %yid IlL krow it he

dres:.,e,I himself right'?" Or, "This garl is learning to set the
table. ",!ow will she know .the has done it the ri.!!1,u

Wa di! by hierselt! I 11ncfurage thc.- child to plan evaluativel:

rather than simplv asking an adult.authoritv, such as the mother.)

-Suppose she wants to 7-now without having to :sk het mother?"

I t. neck ideas with ill,: .Vhat 0ie look at or ohserve?-

L1w/1/w.! 1,, 1/ IN-, J11 iv it/pt solrer

leodcd-
ho)'.!' 11031 is to Ii IL his lather bring

doe he saw or, a visit to the ',log pound. Ile want -, this dog Mir ii

pet, but he cant go get it hilusell. The Thg he waniss has long, dark

Lars. short legs, a short tail. and two spots on its mLfe,.. Then draw

or show the children a pict We Or the dog the ratlw'r brought home .

Did the boy net Ihic log he wanted!" See it' the children can

flotILA: that ortlY one NreL311C3tiOt) ati met JAI that there is a

,h.screoano..
Alter :.ou have colle,-.A the children-s responses to these tasks

taut in' ;lye Listen4 omprchend-Solve," von can share

perhaps scale them, and let the children compare them to t_k_

espon es ma, H, other children their own an The children van'

see alternatic..-, did not think of an will prohahl!,, reach



Towards a Limning Tax,,,riir9.

1:ulher the :-_uxt ma as a result or studying tileSe medals. Fn-
...-ourage ..ii:Ltrch to produce their ov. a !.,?.ri-2provoking-
eXarlipLcs and stories.''

f-/Eid //, ThiS 1:1 a LU fl oin.. acti\ity
that if tivate- improvement and It Ifts children to keep
reYork of oneeptS ant, '.1.1(2t:es,-;t:S. Introduced ,-:me lime

first lessons in a taut. ic -road- activity may ha higlily

bl_it with sou a. general Nut:gest:oils Or the -ro.all-
inoy be a class or ,J:roup prof t. General gastiOfl for

Nou are ab 1 to begin an vis,citing trip oil the road to
good listenicw ' liii

On v J draw in "roiklbloks- to listening,'
2. 1.xtviwi v .irawing of the winding road. .lark it

Oil in CtiOui

to a last listenHit activitv. Mtrk
through a section in your road or cite!' success ',LW(
Ia he! them. For example. did you contribute any-
thing to the last class discussion? It so. mark throu,,Iii
the next section in the road and give it a label, Use
this road to ke-p :ord o F your listening successes

to list 111 words and pietur,s the ideas about
h5tL'ilin,1 that you want to remember. have run and
good traveling.



4 Are There Methods
for Evaluating Listening?

dLipter QXJ11111112,, criticisms and ration.: to lis=
t-211i1;,2 -tand,w.liied tests, unpt_.klished tests
lisliers informal assessments that accompam, their Iilttiiettii
matt:oafs. and other iniormal k.lice. lm a u-1g sh

tandards. Jn,: checklists. Information a ms ch,! ; ainr I

to inLrease the reider's --ensitrot\ to the &twilit J v.iricr, 0,

teLimiu nes.

: %NI] Need, Ir!

1 s help leacher; di,i:OVOr and MAN , .,11-;() hich

teachers to select apponate instructional strategies to use witi
those children most r.1 ixed of Lip. II educational testing %vet-.
ahandoned, excellence in prouarns ..vould become less tangible.
anti decisions Oil curraturn and method
would he made less on the basis of evidence and more on the hai;'s
of pretuoice and Ci prILe retii can erase douhts, justil y pride in
hard-e:irned accoMphsiwient, indicate need for :kh,inLeinent. nil
ken; instrioni/ progr. :ftz r.r to ;le.t. :ind ficient_

Those educators whose values and understandings: cause them to
advocate listening instruction ,vault methods of determining %Ouch
skills children possess. whieh ones they still need to master. and

-,,L.sit they are learning. it a tame, as resin it 1101 Materials,
at.:!IVitleti. arid eaeliiig N'tratt4 cs. I'ven before clear Hi_ ,iretieal and
statisheal L"..aden,:e showed that there :ire separate toning abil-
ities. some researchers had attempted to Measure 1 The tack

:11". integratCd conceptual framework for listening ineant that
these tests lacked agreement mt that they measti.red re-

searchers t who not noted for reticence 111 en IlCis n I have

sharply ckmdemned all of the i. ireineiit JUL:114-'6, thodgh none
then seriously wan fs to stop the effort. Measuring hidden

hc-havior by making ill rences from responses is a rather ii
(rating challenge. it it such an interesting goal that some are
still v. illmn to list, failure and ridicule to cirry on the iittempt.
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.`'potic .rilic10)ty

ptihI all ;2,11-nreic:al r,-,,,,Arch .rowth ai-ii:,1111111,2:1[ ot
IHIL2anng skilk us; ro'sted upon .Thse7vation or a of pci-
iorm.ince a sp:2..,lal In

100 z Iiti till i ed vNtr:,incoos I ley in=
lizak to rcspord in desire ways or that tiLmi or

artnicialaN 1'cc Carr,:,:i. I 908i. For eV. titr!: it K likol
SO10:2 oi the "hest- 115 may hav,:,

(nil arc norinalk"nattentiv,, wit! r IlOntOst
iii a

cc Kcl!v. I 9(17.M -Anollit:r and i.lcplorahle O-\trail i= ;Li.rlir

lound hra,, he a, i4rcat .wror Ii
1 III 010 (sts as to r,'ading

tosis l-ks fragile. I hey need to he at 11 precise
ilL! oi)runal level u i.L.!ieult tor the individuals tat. tliVri).
-- A ialilor Listening situations a

\ during a Whit,' range ci ictivit.ers from
imrAoin to A ,.:Iniplete profile may call lot
I ill ;"AllatR: CVATI (is:VIOLAS 0N.;;;t!S of studYing and in

in behavior. Listening tests should also progress tow.aro a finer
lin_ ill ill Ii' of ii col ipetence. but most -! thrri are
hasei_ in, II, inadequate nir,R,nale 0en Tat language

tcstinv. however, !'lie 2r does not
child is producu-isly cr unpri, r-oport-

I it L ililtI L I cannot .0 ILI IlL ir oY,11 leartnng svithilf., some sort of
100 hi reu,,teki c;, osure to material may
gie little sense of dirci:tion. ChilUten need the opportunity to
make responses that sh0V,' they havu listened. Well-destgned test
questions. tasks, and !',ittialta

also nc,2ti the skills of -,ion answering.
loot)) suttgost!;,,:, -Tut of instp:ction composed of f I . the

ni,ssage, (:) the act lot;. id (3) the response. I he
nodii is that hoth the test (' Ic.:stions and the feaures arc
:nclependently I 0CUlt = IOL design needs to take into account the
relative diflicuits ci various types of linguistic features ac 1 als')
the relatke di' inherent in arious kinds of questions. Test
takIng aci_ounted for or given a breakdovi. these
features. This lack inake, interpretation of past test resuto 1) U0S

Si O I h I I 9Th



Jit ThrL ;Itoriz,,Jv fir tAuluaring

A naic Testinu

relers t :4encra:Ized Knov,.i-
edge--a.quisition sLuR ,..aihited as a con: H.ILICJIC: oi hearing

material ithis statrn-.-mt is adapted iron', Bormuth's
&iinitior coinprehnsion i'-doreover,

tnkindo,: not only the prO,:k!ssk- fICCCStialy to
olltar! !!1!OriKalloT1 11-0111 SpOkOn i Ii it ak, tIi Iddi1lo71

1,, e !Ulla that intormation. An 0.anIpik% as Bormuth
is to answer quest!ons ,espond to tasks in a mai ler

,iikr0.!1 1: ilStl:n1 ei R.)1 the Ind tylkillal.
It:111'12 ,:o[nOrdlkniSion relers not only to mere :i:ounce and retrwv:i

I 01 natioiL 111L i.;,,) to trausiorm;ition ;ind ikking
he:.-ond the niarfilal ic.-,:tranolation) (Marks and Noll. I 90'

thc il5T lish.7f 7- fit Oil rc,cpcci [I, ,:jelICI" 'I, lift/VI C0111-
j1i). 'Zip is Ill(' 11, ill! 71.01 4

is, !,,y ,I1? 1,17.

!/)/)Ii,X!IlC ItO sp' IIIC
1 I c-H,i-en mat( refal i:id:iptod from Browm I q54: Carroll, ;

F miii I 'lilt the hest listener is 1lS0LJ of
using I or her listening skills in the widest %Inge of thinkim;.
range proce,-.!ds from :whole to highly complex association lite

listener k. therefore. the one who best in IkL cn of
sound. Superior performance in listeninq skill probably only
re.i!iircs possession of a wide range of basic eompotenci the
ability to them for a particular communicative ',anon
15

IL thesis ot this nook is that testinit 1-,noulo go I !acrid
to permit evaluation of listener abilh' to ap

' empathetic:.illy, and iudic=: :sly. But,
-,oluittedly, it is 1111:7hly quesnomible 11Kit kllLr- i Ii SO if

,:anr10( ;:(1n1P'-',!7,:rikl literally.
Jr o ditfert2in comprehenswn tests

-or listening indicato how much of th,.: knowl-
spoken selection rronc, :rarticula

;,.-e child can acquire and eNhibit. Comprehension tests
hov. Jt the child can :Insorb 1.:nowledge generally :ind

t"rom wihit 2enei%.11 type of imiterill I iii I unct.:.on is not operiiting
in achievement tests, in which subtest?, are simply rouped by
subject. (These ideas are also adapted from material by Bormuth,



Tb,v Meth-

lite prini,try assp---!ion is tlii ahalitv L..

(ering aci:ordirid matuntv . t, ii,danne, Interest.
sbjeet matter, a. -ninand ot ian',Li_igc that isz, )s learned
behavior. A turtkr assumptioli is that tistenin..1 t tv poei.1

surahk:: it aii h reitat': lv measacd hy iogicH ests rnt
sample skills in reall and ecinprehension l the )1

,nokcn language, even. :tLcorwiuz to a classic study by Caffro.
(11:L.,31i when tests are given by ditferent examiners.

lnvestioati a of some of these assumptions about separate skills
or ahalities can he done statistm cally. one rPciiniTie 1-L'ing factor
anal\ While attempting to investigve the don,ain ot
Spearrat (1962) was the first to 'solid.. a listening comprehension
fzmeior as distinct from ; ic erbal linowledLte faLtor tumid in
written tests (probably skills in reatling-J. That tdi.._ening com-
prehension aad verbal knowledge factoz-s wCrc orrelated to some
extent probably relleCIs C0111111011 4 "ma background
knoy:it: I I r,d

comprehension factor was of auditory
resistance and mc.mory span, S. the lindings (-::Ins study at
the crad six level have also b,i wporied at the high school
level (t_ atfrey. I O7,3) and at the adalt level (Taylor and others.
1)=0":1, Such testing and study at earner arcs and the longitudinal
studies needed to establish inhividui Llrow III eune HI these
separate f'actors have not vet been made.

Are There .!," -,%?ardi:ed Tc.ct.ciTh,it .11caqtrc
a (71113'8 LL,'llg Og IVA'S fn on ) ca to Ycai
A stianuardized test is one w'lueh has been administered to a pupil
sample that represents the imrket populailon. and inloiana:ion
obtained from the sc-ircs is presented to show the range ol per-
!orinances expected front tItts particular popuhai of

A standardized listening test can be used to: _I !assess the 1-;ingc
and distribution of listening ability in a particular group so Pitt
ti;e degree of difThulty of oral material can be adjusted: (2)
det,..irinire if the group has learned t is being i iitii (3)
mea,, ire grolp improvement in list, ri,ig skill over
perio, (4) estimate group 1.-,,K1111g pOtz:1OEil: ( 5 I corn rare reading
and lic;tentmt ills to make the most of the best mode of recep-
Lion: and tt., test assidoTtions about, proposals for. and models of
listening

The toL)wini2 IrL o useful tesh. ;.or dssessing basic listemni7
abilities: t Tcst of I'm Ito/i ..ii iic I 1lifIin s ITPA aim



ki Jr t/

in: Ii i riJ I PA is muhlished hv
on 1- y_-cptionai children at the { ne,er-

sitN. ii ll i 0 11 Jildren 1 le,v, e'en tin: ages ot two-
and-one-halt ,ind nine. ia uhtests ye vnn ti 10111111t 11151

Ot. 0t/i/15: ail d /OH( 0c
Lt10,1. arid the automat le-seuti:ntial level, an auternatr:

test1,./fliff irr- I 01 Lind. a tOSI ii
tic" . '*.i),-5 icsrirics tlii

Iiiitter\"aral crithlites it. I he It'crim,/?: rinunatitot
.10111t? ,;1',51-11Irlak."

11%1115111CV, or pattern oi attiIitory (see Stern.
19()9, ror -5 A ch:!,! w.ords
is asked to is,cc ).vh.,:ther the words sound the same or it(

haptec 1i.e in this book mention, other basic ahilitv tests. ,
The ir!'a: omfirei:t7:5toi. /to-4 is the stan-

dartli/eil, pit-neer effort in the :ombrehonsion tie -\Lioneh
Hudak oesigned ne L LI lal:'1 III Ii) tun-teen it can Aso
he used at college and post-collegc cvels. I he .seventv-eight item s
rye i2rouped in tiv. prirt i [immediate Recall, (2) Following
Directions, I: R-ecogrunnL2- Fran5ations ire 15 :1 senten:e in a
speech intr(d,ictory, transit-onal, concluding. or none ol these?),
13) Recoiirnting ord (il,n items), and (t-' ) Lecture

omprelieloaon (twelFL: 11111111tC, 01 continuous discourse). For the
lecture con ,prehension eel iii one factor analvios reported by
tiarol;Lin aid others t,:VeaLLi two other tacors: I listening for
&l ink ,inn (2) drinvine, in IL'IT15:t2S 90), 13r0 W11 I 94') )
tn_ygcst.eii ,-,_ppaied to be t1ie
single best test for separating rood listeners Iron' poor ones.
1 he caution Hid criticism mentioned at the begianing ot this

ha item Is() apply to this te5t.
he SILP Lorctung /c.o.' 15 an. attempt NV tile I,..oucational

Testily, Service to incasure li5temng comprehension N using the
series ciiiled the Secfuential Tests of Fducational Progesis. The tost
,Appc3N, to he built i'ii the iTi,cfirtittori Listening is what happ,ms
when people are spoken to (1.5e11, 1967, rebuts this definition),
There ai n.),o alterivn ''1,7S for each of rout levels i Level I

)0l1 Le) (grades ten clieven, tWelec) Level 3 ( IJL
cii 5.1.2]:r., ii IUL I 11151 LQVQI 4 (grades rout-, five, ),

the n"icv items 'suitable for the elementary grades are reported
I,, . (1) Nam-sense Comprehension tide, :nving main'
ideas, reinenihering details and simple sequences of ideas. under-
standing word meanings): ( :) [nterpre ion (understanding

Ci



iwplications 01 !Ram icas and sleilnicalli details. interrelation-
ships among and connotative meanings ill wordsi. Hap=

[inon and Applw,ition (Judging hJit ol ide:is. distinguishing
:act i rom eontraditions, e.g.. -Judging whether the
sp,:aker has cleated the intemted mood or cliccti. The test items
require not only understanding of the spoken discourse but also a
wide ranee or prior knowledge and reastining

ot this test refer to its ink of readtne and listening.
Also. many of the printed items on the test affil he answered by
pupils who have not heard the oral niaterial.

lliere are three possible results from using a comprehension
test: 1

the child knows the answer whether or not she or he is
ta J the child air let the enrrcct

alternative is a result of having been exposed to the material:
3 the child neither afreAdv 1,:now5 the correct Ldiernativc nor

learns it from posure I \larks and Noll. 1967 Only knowledge
obtained as a consequence of listening to the oral test oi,issage

actually represents listening comprchension. It is difiicult to find
a passage containing intormation alicw1 which a child knows
absolutely notliunL BM the appears to Lontain many
questions that a child can answe, without listening to the test
passage. Spearritt 1962) deleted many of these items after )i-c-

tcsting the questions on a pilot sample without the stimulus
passages when he used tne test in his study. (Further information
and critique is given by Carroll, l 968./

The Educational Testing Service added listening tests to the
CHoperatire Primary TeN.ic (1067), There are two forms for grades
ono tId 1.:wo and for grades two and three for unspeeded assess-
ment. The teacher reads words. sentences. stories, expm,tons. and
poems. The child demonstrates his or her comprehension hy
marking approrriate pictures. In this test. listening includes more
than receiving the spoken word: it includes identifying Illustrative
or associated instances, recalling elements, interpreting the ideas
presented, and drawing inferences. The time ,equired is about
thirty-live minutes. A typical item is "I went for a ride,- with
picture options of a child swim ruing, a child walking, and a car.
The handbook encourages instructional-diagnostic use of local-
item analysis data for groups of children.

1 he Ourrcil Listcning-Rcadno,, SCI-ICS ;11.101.11) test I is designed to
provide a comparison of children's reading and listening abilities.
Revised in 19(1), this Harcourt 13flice Joviinovich 111.1bileLition seeks

(.1-1
s.)
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the It2,0. %ilt he tcdchers [IC 0n&1
pressure to show high i())ieveinent iot their class(2s.
Wirdi4ed tests may he [1 .1

I he test sorire (it smgft- entLi r,2i1ects error 01 IIICA-
yiicmcntAt the hmlli and 1v ends ot the disirMution 01 seoifes.,
onc or two :rong tor right guesses greiitly the
equiv,ilent seore. (iron') tcH mciisure 1 LCI11CI1I ot grouos,1101.

pArtioihrIv 0v,2r ii ve,ir School pop!:
group ..ichievement test scores when they LISC II1Cn1 to (ft-tormme
the pliicement of individuAl children. Another eitution:

.roups that were not represented m tho popuLition
trom 110r1[., dcyclork,-.J.

I nc lClII1Ci. kiriestiOri tlic ht2g1111111112 ot thiS Sed.1011

there iinv stirmlird that a L.,Acher (rim retcr to) that 1211aHO

or her to determine proi2fess in listening lrom CHI (o

year."' In light ot the precednig discuiy,ion, We Call SaV that
tk:NIN urc not the iino.voli."Fci,;.ts

ilLisig.nckl for iAlininhitiiition to individwils CIVC a moro
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Lm-;ion., that

lI: :1,-,,onip.iny it. ma% roh the child 0: tritintil tinc and
tinh,ipp% Lias,roorl

N "7,/t 1i (1/!t /

ippcar 10 have L'ftiered tne c
inor;: re:cmly , IiIi. iurinr:tcrcticcJ to,.s. A erne-
II :mence test 2;r2L (0 determine whether or riOt
pupil L;,ir, pf:Ncrm a deli task. l'or example, w hen a child
listens to iii ocrial o a certaiti length and complQxit\ , i she or he
able to iden:ny the lc:Jill d,:a 111 :1111C out of ten Items': (.

shOrt-Fr.111,2t" jr/Strlhtl0r1:11 dClj-
(C, hOW well INC te.,,:11,2Csi OW11 IllstIT

arc RiceRing achicved N tic ,;tudenk. Instead 01 1.):I5ed

it hi: ii iher ot 4Ls,vered correctly, a criterion-
rm:e.1 ,:.t yields a hsitne or objectives ttamed I he!, I.

lurt.licr Lic-_:ription of critcrion-ii.:Ccronccil tests
L2 ca. thai th are nothinli new. 1-1Namples are su-Th work-sample

(I e ;-; deteratined 111 terti: of
tA. tad n:.) minme. 13tit I thus typrlg scores a 7c Com pa rt2(.:J to
ilose rnatos: Nv --,t111:: people, the test is norin-rexren,:cd,

Criterion-lk2ierenci...,1 t(..st givers make infereneo iht: on-
the-job hohav:or of those taking their tcsts, They hope that ever
person tiiswcr oa pertorm correctly on all test items or answers

certain se porccntta:: correctly). Thus they hope flint every
person v,-rd receive the rite score on the criterion-h: avior
one hundred. or (Ile speIng test before trying .o learn any more
new vvoids.`. This lack of variahility is not the aim of norm,
referenced lests which arc designed to discriminate among those
w no know Lind those who do not

(frAtmon--ti:nvrk:need tests arc most useful in producing nilerenc-
es when the behavior sought is obvious and simple. This kind or
oh,iervattv:m has been with us for a long, time. (riterion-re frcred
tests focus on much more complete attainment of a much smaller
number of objectives. This focus may he advanta2eous when the
tester is dealing with the mastery of simple basic. skills. Whether it
is equally desirable in other areas of 0:arning such as complex
listening comprehension skills) is op, n. to question 19764.
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ount ditiornia, I

1)(11ralL! LI ten-MitInti: tare-rt%-orded test, students .istoo to too
spotkcrs : .-Hren:
signal distractions ratios: Students ordle OF marls
piatires I their 111 li4_,Iets in response to thc

'Nurither list-,.inuml test ¼ as deNcloped 111 itlenH tidne-ational
notantial kunonv. ills,..sliodnicd rumor high school students ON
iism!4 a;?propilate eonk,idit IlItill IIi siqTresied lital to LtH:tlitst:II.

',I';CirtS, adventure, hiographics I Lieroes, :Intl spy
,ind no, st,cry stones Orr and.; ( ;tali Ho

1-\ilnor 1 974) kft'VC10110(1 01 listening compreheihion tor
Is indergarten and heginaing tirst graders. It contains srs ii.raded
p:issages and t.:1.41a- lour literal and inferential questions, She has
dcalt with contenli, t.riterion-t elated. and prethctive validities and
considers the alternate Corms in) internal relitihiliifies to be 110211.

,inch Pugh 1'474) conducted an interestl.ng study that
compared children's errors in clo/.e tests by ti ii LI ITOLltrqt Ittitlit-
ik -.AA a liSti.11.11, .

SiXty-Six kilitdrV71 aged mile Ind'. ten
were Ft:sted in two groups with two parallel doze tests of reading
e011l 1eIieflititi Mi e same tests were then '.filiC11 as doze tests ot
IiStC111i17 ,:ornpichension. -Their results Wore as follows: 1 I stu-
dents tud Netter on the reitounz doze test than on the listeninr
dote test: i2) although certain doze tests are apparently equiv-
alent measures ot reading comprehension, it does not signify thiat

the:, itrc neces in Is- equivalent tests of hsteHint comprehorNron.%
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Publishers Test!,) That Accompany istening Material's

Ideas ;or tests tc inousur%s listcuuw, Skills accompany the
)iistruetional trw tizarals from nman\ publishers. In 1909 Science
Research Associate ; published tne L','NfriiriK Skills Program, which
consvits ol twent.,-,lc. ar-item pretcf_ and post-test. The pretest is
actually a motivational device to gi, c pupils a frame of reference:
questions are answered ves or no hems reter to detecting rhyme.
comprehension of details, in, ;rences, sequence, main ideas, facts,
and purposes: understandings ahout the listening act: and fol-
lowing directions. The teacher's manual also has an informal self-
rating 'answered ves or no) of pupil listening habits that may also
he usi-)d as a pre- and post-test. Pupils next fill our a listening skills
record, listing the .te115 missed on thc.test. The record will snow
which recording they should listen to for needed practice., atter
such practice, the pupils check the recording off the list, Pupil-
teacher conferences are encouraged. Pre teacher's guide gives ideas
for extended practice, (Test data are not reportc,l, I Instructional
material is multilevel and multiskill for grades four, five, and six
and supposedly includes instruction on cause and effect and on
creative and aitical listening with the help of tape, record, or
cassette.
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11111-- SR .\ puhlt itior is a series ol Listening Skill Builders
which - part of the Rt:',,itire /,-(Jr,4:1 .St /ie.,- l estmg tollows

and ,,,11:-0- enter resul!s on pr,Tress
charts in the pond hooks,

tChc'r listening measurement materials tc,i= nick
in the B,ire/ Inrentmil \vn:re the rd tipposites f es..

ma% he (nvk..1-1 as both a tisk:nit:1Q Lest and a reading test WecAly
kcajci contains listening eomprehension tests for diagnosis and

ettee. At primary levels pupils mark pictures: at L',ppt._,r-gradc..

levels the pupils write a direct answer usually ealling for factual
reeall. Other programs, some 01 which contain some means o!
tonnal evaluation, arc mentioned in the next chapter on matet: .1s,
1Sce also the ismder,garrol re-,'Iling rest, pub] kited ha
Follett. Us111e a phonograph rk4ortl, the test measures I I

against noise.. (2) synthesizing phonemes into words, and 131
determining whether or not paired words are identical.)

Jests that aceornpon,. listening nvit2nals, unpublished tests, and
standardized tests can all serve as models for the teacher's. own
development of ev?11,:!tion instruments. With awareness giined
from familiarity wit t these measures, the teacher may stn insight
into his or her ow n listening skills. ccpe: i; Ica( hct' a-
tuaih )itrts rite -, tests, (See chapter five of this hook for
tests of auditory cliscrintination that accompany programs.)

lU Can the reaclier Injtirli

Much information about needs and growth can be obtained by,
both nord and teac;tcr. One method is to pinpoint significant
behavior` (seek feediack), select appropriate time samples, tally
with a wrist counter cr with imtrks on a piece of tape. and keep
records of progress jGharting). In addition to the pupil-teacher
observations. class logs. diaries, and anecdotal records also furnish
survey material on amounts of time spent and provide data for
classifying listening purposes and behaviors. Individual and small-
group' conferences and. pupil pairs are useful for making evaluation
highly relevant. As the class gradually records desirable listening
behaviors. they turn them into class standards, which can be
formalized as checklists. A sample checklist, developed in a class
where students wished to eliminate certain listenine, probknis. is
shown in Figure 12.
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often nave trouble haring wh at. peel say. )

2. The sp.-2.!ker talked too softly. )

3. The tgyiaker talked loudly enough, but not Clearly. )

4. lhe o/ill ;35 too noisy;
Te inirr. onion from (a) people around rne I

(a) outside the pickling (

(c) the had )

(d) otcdi sources 1 1

(explain)

Lmening
1, I ilidn'r pan attention because 1 %,:asn't interested. (

2. I pa/ atTention 1JCCaLIS is thinking
about v/hit I was going tUtu ( )

3. The stttaal,r or sounds began . ,:nor gut o. tt led. ( )

4, s,'/;=1 thinking about other -rts (explain). I

5, I misted some and could not figure out ioihat vias going on. I

6. I got wraptaed up like a cocoon in my oNn ill gument
and planninta.

7. I couldn't cnderstand so I quit listening. )

cocidug find anything I alretid../ knew about to match
up s, 01 what waa saw, )

b. I capildnt surninarize in my os-!- )

3. It was hard to kiaeo on because I nnl di figure out what
rn;ght.corrit next. ( )

9. I listened like a spcmge. I got so concerned aiith details I

could not tell the main part from what lust supporting.

Vocabulary

1. These words or sounds were new to me: (1)

(2) (3) 14 _ (5)
2. I thought the word meant

Skills or things I think I do well in when I'm listening or am showing
improvement in are!

Fig. 12. A checklist of listening roadblocks Can help students identify and
solve listening problems.
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/ t(%1CIICI can nic rat-e valuable discu ion be`havinr 111th

codup2. devices. 1 hey then mimeographed and given to pupils.
1111s typo of mateF;a1 Lind the staiKkIrliti I are hest built up hit ny

induenvc!i., \k-,th the children. who then genuinely understand
the ;Ind leel exisk partly by their choice. Figure 1j,
is an -':ample of items for 1J.eneral listeviing: Figure 14
oresents a :ample lesson plan.

leachers can also tine children's graded texts and published
parayraphs for various grade levels to Conn a diagnostic tool
usuall. called an inlormal reading inventory. Instead of deter=
mininu oral h_fidirt=-4 and comprehension level (as indicated by the
most till tieult selection react suecess(ully by the child).- the tacker
can read aloud to the child the paragraphs in the inventory. Then
h asking questions on the content the teacher can determine the
Iti hest 1:2\d it wh ich the pupil can understand material when his
spoken Such an int-owl:II device is helpful in .eettine 1 ge
idea of the level of listening comprehension of a child who is
linaujsticills dirtrent limn others in the class,

if 1p:tener's tirst task is to recreate ill his or her mind the
'int:%ining 11 the speaker. then a proritzihle issessinent activity is
to have the cluld,-2n write their own passages lor listening tests.

hildren can thereby lix.e a nand 111 the questions to he
a.;keel :thou', their :-Iasage, in this way the child hecomes the best
authority on what the passage means and can settle conflicts of
opinion that might arise.

Questions

liorinuth I L)69 elaborated contnion types ot finestlons that are
thouglit to assess literal comprehension; among them are the
"Rote questions- (who, which, what). He shows that by using
nonsense words. this type of question does not test semantic
comprehension with any certainty, but it does forma base for
q ueshons that do. 4

For example. given t sentence containing the -nonsense words
The plabara Noshed -e lvornistruffle, even young children
cant answer "wit- questions such as -Who ploshed into the worm-

The :Answer, the airit, implies that, in some sit tia-
tiOnS, questions of this type do not necessarily require that the
child comprehend word meaning. The structure of the first sen-
tence is sometlfing similar to Till girl lumped into the .spaglictii,
or, me rc Iikeiy, IVIC S',V11)1Ming 1)001. BOM1Lith mentions questions
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C13:10t:

1. T,%'0:./.13/

2. D: D
I S.

3. S:

4. M 10: Main !Peas

S. 5: Summary

6, R: Relationshii

7, T: Transfis

Fig, 13. A sample coding sheet for listening behavior, See Figure 14 for a
lesson plan That employs the coding sheet.
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LiiiTsup Pl3.n for rTndino Tap. if a5cussa-c-

0,,l(s)

e.int Ty, naine.

fur Qadi un1, -rudmil Responses hi- L!Fitr1QT-5': mped seramentof
class o.151._:SSUIr; 11)T ciiiuq [Xdrltd Jild pencil fro pupils

5:Jester i Sreps

I Disinhute cod mil sr?r to pumls.
2. [Discuss the coding sheet and chuck class understanding of the behaviors

3. Play a segment of a tape recording of a class discussion,
4. Use the coding sheet as a guide,

5, Encourage the children to ask questir,ls.

6. 0 c =55 elements of listening behavior inferred from the responses (or
lack of resoonse) on the tam.
Repay the tape segment to verify the coding and conririn interences by
checking with the listener whose response is being examined.

6. Have 00 ois tabulate the froduoricy of occurrence of yahoos items On the
coding oupte.

9. Pupils can then determine the desirable responses that have low or no
occurrence and fry to plan for more pra6tico or situations that would
elicit responses.

lg. Once familiar with the alciure,chilgren can'repeat these steps in small
groups, which they direct themselves.

Fig. 14. A sample lesson plan for identifying listening behaviors in class
discussion.
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What did it do for you? It
sounds to e like you under-
stand: do you? Can you give
more examples?

What did you learn? flow can
we evaluate'? What did you get
out of it? Where does this take
us? What might he the next
S

Can you stun up for us?

abutting

Feedback prat ice

Direction and reward

rttinary

Transfer
(Subciincents)

Letts look for ways we can use
what we talked about. What
could you telan absent class-
mate about this discussion?
I low could you use this Mlle-
place else? At another time?
I low many of you found a
chance to . ?

What did you understand?

Ilow was this like . ? What
height be the same?

Could you also try? Outside of
this class would you ?

Set for transfer

Nleaningfulness

Similar elements

instances

The major divisions of the questiEming approach are (11 readi-
ness. (2). reinforcement, and (3) transfer. Clusters of concepts
within each area have a progressive, cumulative, and dependent
relationship. Thus the assumption is that as the first major cluster
is in operation. the second has the possibility of functioning. and,
when the first and second are in action, the third becomes pos-
sible. Figure 15 displays these concepts in the teaching-learning
approach just illustrated with the sample questions.

Taped class discussions can be coded for questions aimed at
these types of concepts in a teaching-learning approach designed
to promote creative, interactive listening. Sample coding sheets
are shown in Figures 16 and 17. Inaccurate listening was consid-
ered a supporting variable to be accounted for in creative problem
solving.

Perhaps the material-in this section should be in the chapter on,
techniques of teaching listening. But there is much about testing
that is inseparable, fortunately, from instruction. Probably the
most prOductive testing is that which is also instructional.
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Affective Respo

I crnts such as acs///c/ic r_ jail() enrotTh

e m pa y found in some of the suggested skills in chapter three

suggest areas of communicable experience that are difficult to
explore by quantifiable test responses. Laughter, tears, and signs
of embarrassment may give better evidence of listening than any
objective test yet designed. But such evidence is colored by the
listener's control of her or his expression and the power and the
bias of the observer. Standardized tests, nevertheless, will not
satisfy the need fur Clay-t0-stay assesSntent, especially of long-range

fects and specific requirements of a particular individual or
grow, that needs exposure to a wide variety of dialects and usage.

=

READINESS

6. Pacing
Focus

E. .ild

Lift

5. Data

1. Openness

2. boundaries

3. Skills (i.e,, verbal
fluency, listening,
qualitative levels)

4. Activation

REINFORCEMENT

1, Pupil autonomy al
feeling tone

2. Feedback
3. Direction and

reward

III, TRANSFER

1. Set for transfer
2, Meaningfulness

3, Similar elements
4. New instances,

(Given) Cognitive
and Affective Readiness

(Given) Reinforcement

Fig, 15. Teacher questioning of students can promote the development of
certain interdependent concepts.
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Coding Sheet for Teacher Behavior

/truth tiny

Teacher =;,

Teacher Responses

v
in- o
r) :4Tiii a.

0
,L0 ,o

E_
0.

a.

P
aj

0

,,,,a
=
5a>I 8'

1--

Teacher
Functions

Readiness

Openness

Boundaries

Subskills

Focusing on
f & c

Refocusing

Extending

Lifting

Reinforcement

Direction and
reward

Summarizing

Transfer

Set

Meaning

Similar elements

New instances

Other

Control
Unclassifiable

Total

--

,...

Fig. 16. The teacher's ability to ask effective questions can be enhanced by
coding taped samples of class discussion.
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Coding Sheet or Student Behavior

Class

Student a'

4 5 6 7 8 g Totals
Student Responses

Total number of responses

i
Qualities

Interactions
Controlled and

unclassifiahle
Concrete response
Abstract response
Mixed concrete

and abstract
Inaccurate listening

Hierarchy of Qualities
Elaboration
Originality
Multiple alternatives
Empathy
Causal thinking
Tentative causal

thinking
Evaluation
Autonomy

Total Quality

Creative Problem Solving
Facts and conditions
Grouping f & c
Labeling f &
Missing data
Search strategy
Main problem
Type of problem
Hypotheses

Other
Regress
Leap

i.---

Fig, 17. Analysis, of pupil responses is also necessary for refinement of acher

questions that promote Creative thinking.
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Summary, Cautions, and New Direc

Actually, the teacher who asks a child to repeat la _-minate in-
structions is administering an inforn0 listening test, with results
that may have predictive value for similar encounters. Supervisors
who adjust their speech according to their estimates of the lis-
tener's ability to interpret it estimate ability to comprehend
spoken language. Principals are testing listening when they adopt
one level of talk for a child of six and :motile:- for a child of
twelve. But in each of these instances, the immediate it-not the
only interest of the "tester" is not to estimate general listening
ability. but to estimate grasp and retention of specific information.
Two classic studies suggest that the average teacher's unaided
assessment at' the listening vbibty of individual children, even after
mondis of opportunity for A)serving, is highly unreliable (Brown,
1454: Caffrey, f c:P5 31. 3oth ntormal and formal means of :ssess-

. `nave a plaLL'.

aboiff v lifmi Testitte
ltm spite _vantages of saindard_ ,ed, norm referenced tests,
many paper pencil! types of evaluations lack intrinsic motivation,
They imiay Novide little or no opportunity for a child to see the
actual consequences of how he or she listens. Children need to see
the direct 'cause -et feet relations (important to t(1) that arc the
product of the quality of their listening.

For example, can children see that they are missing out on
listening fun, beauty, and joy? ("That makes my ears happy!"
said one kindergartner.) Can children see that when they garbled
the directions, the game was spoiled? Can children see that friend-
ships bloom during empathetic listening and shrivel during ones
sided communication? Can they see that the smooth-voiced TV
announcer talked them into spending all their hard-earned allow-
ance on a stupid, flimsy toy when a little critical listening could
have saved them this disappointment? These are the real-life
evaluations that the constructors of paper-pencil tests find hard
to simulate.

If children recognize their problems in listening as their own
challenges to be overcome creatively, much of the struggle is won.
When children see that the paper and pencil tests give them
information that helps to solve their problems, learning is en-
hanced. It is doubtful, however, that this autonomous, creative
problem-solving emphasis can be activated by the published
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di in a manual. l,ong-term development this crucial
learning set rests with the teaeher and her or his instructional
materials. Ifficient listening skills are thi reward of the students
who make it their personal challenge to maintain such skills at a
high level. the degree of attention !Jim listeners give reflects the
extent to which they feel Mvolved.

A last comment on research in testing listening Is scientism in
operation when researchers ask qui..stions about Iktening'! Progros

the 'listening area has not been -great, for it appears to come
fri a rethinking of basics, not from refinements. A sound theory

the to al or large listening-communicating proces.s probably
cannot he obtained by looking at sorne limited part of It Sqaight-
line models of communication are not ad,sqnate, TI,ey run some-
thing like this: A ( in whicrr a communicator, A. -com-
municates sonnetrinig in some manner via some channel, ( f, to a
receiver, 13, with the result or :onsequence X. Ther,.. are :,ophis-
heated refinements ?if this model, but,it is still a narrow concep-
tion that may be Itolding back progress (Thayer. 19o8),

mph:, listening to I lore you brings a reaction not nearly
so dependent upon from it is said as when. Success or I; tilurc iris

u'7tcrcomrlrui.,acatieon depends not upon knowledge content, but
upon the changing state of the relationship betw,.--L,o the people.
involved. Crucial variables are often in the surrounding conditions
of an encounter conditions coming out of a complex and un-
predictable sequence, of happenings, irreversible, not fully control-
lable. There. is a L7011 t Mini 01.11c01110, from inevit;ahle to
possible, sL7-endipitous. and essentially impossible. Presumably the
last two, being unique and unreplicable, cannot be approaclited in
terms of cause and effect or probability. But the important
variable may not he certainty, but the very uncertainty or un-
predictable variability. Thus the question: Is current science
appropriate to any or all of the most im.)ortant questions about
listening?

es,. nt, the state of the art 01 evaluating listening seems to
be best described by these terms: relatively scarce. reasonably
reliable, but often contused; lacking in imagin.,3ft but becoming
more widespread, with a greater range: and coin (r:iling -to attract
interest,



5 What Are Lis -ening Materials
and Teaching-Learning Roles?

The purpose of the last c r was to investigate listening tests;

this chapter sets standards and reviews some of the materials and

hardware available to assist teachers in reaching their objectives.

It also concentrates on teaching strategies and role behaviors for

teachers and children. These are then integrated into a frame-

work that is uselid as LI large category checklist for obscrying

behavior that a teacher models and pupils emulate. The framework

answers questions about the where, what, why, and how of
listening instruction.

What Materials Are Available for Classroom Use?

At present, a large part of t.;aching is devoted to overcoming the

dainage done by totally ineffective instructional materials (Markel,

1973). As school people increasingly apply validated standards to
educational products, the quality of material will improve. Teach
ers need to be alerted to reasons for selecting materials, reasons

that depend on the purpose of lesson sequences and 00 how

teachers view learning processes. For example, why and when does

a teacher present workbook discrimination tasks as opposed to
imaginative play. with stories and words? Part of the task is sub-

stantiating the value Of objectives and selecting a curriculum
geared to the specific needs of students. As know-how for product
"engineering" becomes more relevant to the classroom, it is hoped

that better materials and information will be offered to users. In

general, materials range from single, isolated recordings to at-
tempts at careful, rigorous, sequential product development'. When

you examine materials. you might ask such questions as these:'

1. Sigmj 1 Does the material deal with significant or
worthwhile behavior? Is it important to children? (If not,
no matter how, attractive it might lookeven if it's free
forget it.)

103
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2. Rationale. Dues the description aterial give die
basis for the theoretical, developmental, or experimental
rationale'? What definitions of learner, learning, content,
ete., are explicit or implicit? What assumptions are made?
What inferences can he made? What goals are projected?
Icic cluau of information for users. Does the description tell

me what I need to know about the group for which it is
designed and the conditions under which it will be used?
(For example, arc my children at the developmental level
they would need to be to use the material, or is the material
too abstract? Will I need aides and specific equipm

4. Product testing. Does the publisher give me any genuine
evidence of the effectiveness of the material (such as try-
outs) and when, on whom, and with what results? Is there
any built-in evaluation'?

iFlexthility and opportunity for rity. Does the
material lend itself to modification so that I can adapt it
specifically, add my own creative touch, and let the children
add theirs? (That is, does it stimulate creativity and meet
ind ividual needs? )

Practicality. Is the material feasible for me in my situation?
For example, is it not only suitable for my children, but is

the product easy to handle and to operate: is it packaged
durably as well as appealingly., is it designed to prevent
acLidental erasure: will it rit standard Hrdwari7; and does it
have replaceable components if they ate needed?)

Content. Does the content represent a varied, challenging,
appropriate, even artistic diet? What of the vocabulary? Will

material excite? 'What uses of language does it dem-
onstrate: self-expression, exposition, literature, persuasion?

--mslic stet/Wards. Does the product meet acceptable
media standards? Is the voice clear and well modulated;
does it capture the necessary sound frequencies?
Better to do it yourself (and save ,sour money). Does the
material represent sometitimg that i am just as well off, or
better off, constructing myselfif I can find the time and

urces?

it'/cur Arc Sr) &mph: Programs"

The next section presents a sample of ambitious ii tening programs
available for the elementary and junior high levels.. Your examina-
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(ion them in light of the evaluative standards jUS1 giV011 is

recommended. It is well to know what is available and to build

your own program by "standing On the shoulders" of others.
listorically, after the round of studies researching the amount

of tine spent in listening came a round of research studies, which

is till in progress, designed to give evidence that planned-instruc-
tion results in improved listening abilities. One researcher states
that, although there have been apparently successful attempts to
teach certain kinds of listening behavior, in view of the uncer-
tainty about what listening tests measure, it is difficult to decide
exactly what kinds of competencies or performances are being

iproved in these experiments. Since basic linguistic competence
iaa grammar and vocabulary is probably susceptible to improve-
ment only over long periods of time and with much effort, it is
probable that teaching listening is mainly a matter of training that
leads children to pay more attention to what they hear and to
organze meanings for better retention, comparison, and inference
((:trroll, 1968),

Listen and Read and Listen and Think are ',dent pro-
grams available from (he Educational Developmental Laboratories.
The Listen and Read program offers graded instructional materials
for intermediate, junior high, and senior high levels. Taped lessons
are self-contained and 'auto-instructional. The narrator introduces
a skill and gives illustrations. The student is then directed to work-
book exercises; the tape narrator gives the correct responses. The

main emphasis is on reading and listening to instructions. Listen
and Think extends from beginning through t,,.11th-grade reading
levels. There are fifteen tape recordings, one skill to each tape,
with an accompanying student book that contains sections to be
read, some key words defined pictorially, and some dictionary-
type definitions. The skills are classified as (1 ) analytical, (2)
interpretive, (3) appreciative, and (4) critical. Total time for the
recording and exercise ranges from thirty to forty-five minutes.
One portion of the lesson includes a quite moderate increase in
speed as levels advance called "speeded listening.'' The child is
informed of the skill to be practiced. The lesson concludes with a
.short summary of what was learned.2 Progress is charted, and
graphed.

The teacher's handbook suggests follow-up activit.es for each
lesson and gives suggestions for transfer to other subject areas.
EDL has also furnished reports of investigations on the effective-
ness of their materials, which provide practice in a wide range of
thinking skills. Later tapes depend on earlier tapes for proper skill
development.

1
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Reading Imp, Auditory Pere
the result of a three-yeao,Title IF project, is a set of listening
materials directed especially toward reading improvement. This
fieldgested series of four self-contained units of thirty-nine tape-
recorded lessons (averaging nine to fifteen minutes) contains
student listening booklets and teachers' Manualsall dealing with
auditory perception. The program is designed to improve the
reading achievement of elementary school children who are below
the mean for their chronological age, who fail to pay attention,
who are easily distracted by classroom noise, or who have trouble
with sound differences and with understanding and remembering
what they hear. The materials include diagnostic and review tests.

The perceptual training lessons include identification and
crimination of musical and speech sounds, short- and long-term
memory tasks, time sequencing, use of figure-ground discrimina-
tion of competing messages, auditory closure tasks, auditory
synthesis, analysis, intonation patterns, subject-verb agreement,
active and passive voice, and syntax. Materials for use in grades I
to 3 and in learning disability groups through grade 6 were field
tested on more than I ,500 children.3

The following tests have been administered individually to 300
children in the project: Peabody Picture. Vocabulary, Digit Span

(WISC), Northwestern Syntax Screening Test, Auditory and
Sound Blending (Illinois Test Of Psycholinguistic Abilities),
Anderson-Metraux Test for Auditory Memory Span, Van Riper
Synthesis and Analysis Test, Gilmore Oral Reading Test, Boston
Speech-Sound Discrimination Test, Visual-Aural Digit Span Test
by Koppitz, and one group-administered testCompeting Mes-
sages, an auditory screening test by Hedrick and Manning (de-
scribed in the preceding chapter). Data from this project should
make it possible to determine more precisely the kinds of auditory
perceptual training that are needed for children with different
learning and developmental characteristics.

Sound,' Order, Sense (SOS), published by Follett is a two-year
program in auditory perception that teaches the interrelationships
among sounds that make up speech, the sequence of sounds- in
words and words in groups, and the attributes that give meaning to
words. Level one is used in first grade and level two after level one
has been completed or for older children who have auditory
perceptual difficulties. Materials can bd used with an entire class or-
with groups or individuals. Suggested time is approximately
twenty.minutes per day.
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A teacher's guide, a pupil response hook with invisible ink for
immediate feedback. and simple shapes and designs instead of
culturally biased and distracting pictures are included. as are IN)

activity cards. follow-up suggestions for the teacher, and 11

records_ One record in each level is of environmental sounds.
Records are used with the "sound- tasks in the Pupil Response

Books every fifth day to provide background noise against which

the children listen to sentences repeated by the teacher. Other
recordings provide practice for discriminating sequence, Past and

slow, loud and soft. one sound and more than one. near and far.
long and short, and up and down. Recordings use speech, music,
enviromm-Itai sounds, or a combination (but not competing
speech), ,

teacher's guide has four well-written informative

chapters on Astening. No information is given at this point on
tryouts. Ex:nnine this program Lind others in light of the criterion
of interest level of the content.

The Kindergarten Auditory Screening Test, also published by
Follett, complements this instructional program. By means of a

record, the test measures: I) listening to discriminate against
noise ( hgure-ground ), (2.1 synthesizing phonees into words; Lind
(3) telling whether or not paired words are the same. The Figure-
ground portions appear rather easy, unless the child is hard
hearing or brain damaged,

The Listening Skills Program ( Science Research Associates)
extends from the primary grades through the intermediate level.
There are six units, one for each of the first six grades, with two
cassette tapes for each level that contain twenty-four lessons for

each grade lit is also '.1vailable in reel-to-reel and on records). Some

of the topics covered at the primary level are awareness of pi'eh

and volume, following directions, developing sentence patterns.
conceptualizing that sound implies action, awareness of fantasy.

and using context to develop vocabulary. Some of the topics at
the intermediate level are auditory discrimination, instant recall.
following directions, remembering sequence. listening for cause

and effect, visualizing and listening for mood information, and

distinguishing fact and opinion.
:Audi/fill' Perception Training is a series that OD be used for

students who have minimal brain dysfunction, those who have
'auditory perception deficits, and those in a school developmental
readiness program, It can be used with small groups or with classes.
The program has five areas of three levels each: ( I ) Auditory

Memory (following directions). 11) Auditory Imagery (visualizing
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and selecting a picture described). (3) Auditory Figure-Ground
(following one competing messages), (4) Auditory Motor
(drawing lines according to directions), and (5) Auditory Discrim-
ination (marking a picture that goes with a nonverbal or verbal
sound). There are mimeographed student worksheets, teachers'
editions, tape cassettes, and a chart that identifies concepts and
materials that are prerequisite to a lesson. Examples are color
recognition (red, yellow); directional awareness (around; on,
above): and shape and figure recognition (canoe, cupcake, mask,
tandem, umbrella, square). Tryout data were not included. Mate-
rial in the Auditory Figure-Ground subteSts may not be
ciently varied or controlled in the area of 'iiignal-to-distraction
ratio, i.e., does the distraction really interfere? Moreover, fifteen
seconds response time seems a bit long.

Instructional sequences for auditory discrimination are seldom
based on developmental or experimental research. Teaching conies
mainly- from th folklore of past individual successes and common

,sense about moving from what is easiest for children to hear to
what appears to be more difficult and less consistent.'

A rare example of a developmentally oriented program is the
Auditory Discrimination Skills component of the Perceptual Skills
Curriculum, developed by the University of Pittsburgh's Research
and Development Center. The improved skills appear to help
children read lists of words. Presented in detail, the program
illustrates the current analysis of teacher-learner behavior that
lends itself to "accountability." The concluding paragraphs of
this section give cautions and reservations about such a program.

The- Pittsburgh program is based on two developmental ideas.
The first might be tagged "global to differentiated" and the
second "decrease in the need for bodily movement to_accompany
information processing." The "global to differentiated" idea
pertains to the acquisition of skills as the child progresses from
large, global wholes to refined and eventually interrelated parts,
For example, Torn plays with whole words and then is able to
isolate, repeat, and move about a single sound within a Wordif
he needs to, But then. although Torn hasdeveloped to the Point of
being able to differentiate if he wants to. he also needs to progress
to the point of being able to bypass minute analysis economically.
An analogy is found in the person learning to drive a car. The
learner has a global idea of the action involved and can break
down the task into separate actions, but later can avoid spending
energy on consciously attending to each separate maneuver in, say,
shifting and signaling.
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the second developmental idea. "decrease in bodily movement
needed to accompany information processing.- pertains to the
child's ability to analyze and arrange sounds in proper sequence
with less and less dependence on touch, grasping, and vocal-
muscular cues. For example, the child can move from clapping out
musical rhythms to symbolizing with dashes to efficiently and
simply holding patterns of sound in memory with little conscious
el tort.

One year olds analyze their visual world more reliably it they
can accompany what they see with sonic bodily contact. Later
they behave as if imaginary hands extended from their eyes.
There still may he a motor part to their behavior, but it is less
obvious. Until children learn to I. at symbols representing what
they have heard, speaking l Itic. IS a reliable method for exploring
what they have listened to. For example, Jane might he overheard
repeating to herself, "autobile, au mobile, automobile,- This overt
behavior declines in frequency as she matures, as her patterns of
sound become fannliar, as she becomes more efficient and appar-
ently analyzes sound only down to the level she needs for swill
use (Rosner, 1972).

description of specific child behaviors in the l'ittshurNtib
gram follows. In general, the teaching distinguishes three levels:

I I , global nonverbal, bodily movement: Level 2, verbal
syllables and movement: Level 3, embedded language sound
discriminated and nil I)i.uced,

Level I

The children march and clap hands in time to recorded mu,
d c. (Rhythm organii,cs time. Sounds produced in time group
more easily and more meaningfully with rhythm. Younger,
less-developed listeners need such structures to help them
order sound in time.)
In the next step. the children clap hands once lor each word
in a Spoken phrase of single- syllable words, aS in -a big blue

Then they draw iorizon dashes from left to right, subt
sin-min.! each dash for a clap.

They -read- the dashes in any requested order.

Sonic children, of course. do not need to start at this level of
the program: observational testing quickly shows the teacher that
higher levels., or no basic skills program at all, are appropriate for a
particular learner.

1
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Children clap to, make, and "read- dashes for two- and
ilethree-syllable words, as in

of words- 'The child responds by moving words of one
syllable to those of more than one syllable.

to inclicate parts
4

Level 3-

The children speak an omitted sound when they are given a
spoken word followed by a restatement of it with consonant
sound omitted, e.g,,, "Say Welt Now say cat. What sound
was left out the second time- "Say belt. Now say bat What
sound was left out that second time?"

In essence, once the children have mastered the ability to
"read" dashes. the teacher exposes them to the concepts of sounds
embedded in a phrase or word. They first note the syllable, then
even smaller iinits of sound at the beginning, in the middle, and
at the end of words and finally in consonant blends, e.g., /k/ in
wake; /w/ in s( w)ing (sing).

In the higher levels of the program, the child denionstrates skill
by deleting portions of words and voicing others. For example,
shown side-by-side the pictures of a cow and i boy, the child is
told "Say cow. Say b(...- Then the picture of the boy is covered
and the child is asked to "say it again, but don't say boy. Say
pienic without pie, man without the in block without the b".
(quite a fine discrimination).

child will have a reliable listener to help him or her
respond during this program. But to help the busy, unassisted
instructor who has forty children to teach, there are story mate-
rials, recordings, and "write and see" answer sheets that turn color
when the child marks the appropriate space.

Use of the above program can highlight certain listening skills
tlizit are often neglected in ordinary teaching units. Of course.
sonic children do. incidentally, receive through their school expe-
rience enough practice in auditory discrimination, as for example,
when they, participate in a literature program that is accompanied
by oral Iam4uage and composition. Still other children learn lis-
tening skills in classroom activities like those below.

,))ruin's 11Qt; 11(1111C. A simple. productive device fora quick
probe of a grasp of sound-letter correspondences for
consonants is an attractive picture of a cat with its name visible
and a slot for first-letter substitutioMs) to be made. Say: "This
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,d7-no is :11 co c lie gcts 'tir d tlt his n:,rne and wants ne \\

ndme, \'. Ii ke away the list letter of lus name :in in a
ne\\ I:Ater. say lus new riarnc that begins t fit that letter and
rl:v'tnes \k ith .1Ico t for e\ainple,

c't ss'ill qUick1V prov ide intorinat ion of sou 'den tirica.
non a nd canual letter recognition. Use or small (I's and s may
re veal a_ la let .ier LI is en in in on on rather than sound d isen in in u.
tion can also obtain inlortllOtion oil 012 Ust2 or blends and

t!le C011 1 o rir:111 tj ill about a Il'intlx You ail
vary- t pictorial device according to z.ige and cultural inu.s.rest
and v,,h1 dont need expensive testing materials. (Iftink_s to Jane
Root, \k hc-) uses a clown named liojo, for this idea.)

anon activities lor era

uent lv include guided inductive approaches, d mow which the
te:icher begins to develop the concept oi' "sound alike,-
at te lawn to lips and sounds, the teacher ripoAs mtil;cti of
children in t he class, such as Ifary, :11ichacl, and ,t/artha. Ne\t. the
teacher contrasts these nanleS Wit Ii a ianiE such as and later

tth a -closer-in- example such as .V,./itcr -then the teacher ::-isks
the children to produce their OWil examples of moues or words
that Isegin with the same sound a, ,parr and those that do not.
Once auditory discrimination develops to some extent, the teacher
can combine the sound with the \vritton letter. It the child actually
forms or writes the let ter, it may help him or her in attaining and
rein to rcing the concept of "sound alike look ,,[11-`,Q,'' Sonic
teaches make a game of letting clliidrim ttet their coats (or other
dismissal activities) on the basis of the sounds in their nanies: If

your mille begins iike lollipop, you 'may go.-
Ohfcc t cooing be sottud. Have t he children sort cotta belod

object s or pictures into categories 01 names that begin with the
same sound. The child can then nanie other objects that belong tl

the group. The objects (such as hut ton, box., ball, marble. money:
mirror, pencil, pen, pin, etc.) are named verbally at rirst. As a
variation that will add interest. hide t ho o6Jats in a grab hag. The
child draws out an item, ,.says its name, and cots to "keep- it if he
or she can say another word that begins or ends with the same
sound .

11)11. (.(1/1 Tcaclicr L'sc Track' Ho()

Children', literature published as trade books is highly mot a-

onal 14 li developing listening skills that range From percept ioz'i 01'
sound ) to disc rum nation between sounds to comprelikii-

I
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!NW k tat t IC 51 ill illsIlL ii LI n. (L'ncralI % Peak !_!, 1: 1 iidrii ivc
IL 1/ Lint!ii:tve used i n mr,mv ill da tC)-dt\-

,2plarietS, n sclOntilie discourse, and in persuasive
discourse. Hti cli id rfi ii may not have had much cllaricc to listen
the litorey usc LI Linguage. What a loss! Books arc excellent

1ILIL It de%elorinp listening skills, in ;iddirsion Lioir nrmy
ailid children will listen to tbeni dos-,21y. lint how?

What art' sortio 01 tIt specitic teachia.,; strut-2g:-.es anti Hooks that
develop li,tr_lUnit skills?

I ;.-aines r.aittitai itvigrowth 1 II r.2:1,J,:v; ,;1,:h

Kok,k; Siih//c/ s ,)/ ii Staaoicr Adjis0
\\ y or 11,oi! Showers Thc Pict, =//,: icroyelli Lhildren
liston for make the sounds they III ii the storics Children
'iced to Ii'; or sound seq LICI1Ce to U.':t C1111 out 0! I'at I inten-
ins's I lie it II -,, Par iv and API I I 1 ,t I hC MUM/
iiireenwHow Sorne young children adore cumultitive tales and
tio. clop .issocitited with learning tiIL sequence or o.onts. One
oi the roost popultir suL,:h books is Paul Cialclone's The Hoiese That
Tack iN1eCirakv-l-li Other Iavoratte aro Nonny Ilogrugian's
)ite [hie c('-iraw-lull) and 1 ildon1 Thc Chugerbread 8or
Sealsory I. In Om, Phte D,11' the tOX, who Want:S-111S iiIsi wn K ILk

in place. repeats the s;ecluence of events at cacti stop in this tale.
I he old ,gaine 01 gossip illustrates how messages passed along
K1 01111 i. irIiI1.iI with arousing or disaStrous results
Doris Ortiel's The uproar ( mcG raw -Hill ) a child thirtks his mother
mi she was going to the u prow- rather than Co the opera.

)!N Hnuiiat ite ufno TT sounds is ti SpOnt:211Q0 US response to ot her
hooks. Peter Spier's Crash, _Bang, Boom Lind (;()1)/)1e, U row I,
(oleilt (both Voubleday use sounds as a means of identification.
Both books mvite,children to join in irid to distinguish among the
sounds hy,,tr.i, hIcsrence P. Heide's Sound o nn. , Sound 0/
Hain (Parents ) portrays 0 blind boy's use of sound to find a friend.
Vargaret VI-,L h ro ri'5 Noisy Book series (blitrper) calls :mention
IL IlL yam ty ; sounds, hoard 111 dilrel111( i0Cd[eS, Byrd Baylor's

I speculates on what sounds seen]
likc it 114..tht, Lind I le IL 1 Borten's no l'-o1( //ear Nth at I Iii dl
Ab ciard-schu inLin I increases attentiveness 10 various sounds.

Books call twin to develop higher levels ot Ii sttminu cotupr, hen-
snort, l'or Q:Karri plc, Ch:irlottc Steiner's Li In. in &wile!!
(Knopl) eXplOreS the concept of sound. Lois 1.:.lufrrian-s What's
That Vol._e.' Lothrop encourages children to think productively
iibout neV Zind t-ri211 telling experiences. Roger Duvoisin's Petunia,
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I I 1::1( !):11,1 n 11~r t l >n sitjnk- :thnilt
CI ji 'N\ 11,2n kat,souri ties 11- liar) Pct Lima so that 11;2 can eat
het, ,_-ork-erned listeners will y,,,At to 1,iiin Arnolcl En hers
OP, IL milt: (I Lir port, an vas\ -1.0-1,2;k1 hook, vCry

voun,Y children to mal,:e inferene,'s about the Iv !nips in Owl's
=11.2d ;1741 tear- ',water tea ta.tes salty.

ltl essence. children icavn many listening skills during slot-% time
without detracting Irom the primary objective o enjo;ing a g.00d
st or V. An nuportont motivational plus !or both teacher and ehild

10,-.iiry ; nleastire 1.-,\ line
children's literature.

Follett has a collect' ,nior Listn-lle.ir hooks For pre-
school through grade package for grades one-three:
escainIcs are the .cal,r Bo', a! 1./r Ear is If/ lic,m
Included are detailed I cLicoe TN' Source ho s with guidelines for
-ti_klitory discrimination and listening exercises. Sr,,trilcI

ror uz-stilons Lit

the natort: rat sound With the heir or an engaging cartoon figure, a
h loop. who helps children to vorl-: like a scientist.

The child woo becomes 1r11,:rt2steLl ill sound, !Mt only in relationI

to Ills V her own listening, Kilt in the broader context of science,
find it intriguing to cornpare Simrh/ and lin-Lis,-oocs by Adler,

t ten in 1959, with So/01,R 1', C ettlrn I Ilcar by Windle. The
er disctbses the application or ultrasonics in medicine and in

industry Lases eight-clove:: I. Children are often enticed by listening
instruction material th.,' ;-eLls out it it into appe.ding science or
social science :treas. See sc7 f iene'- Liberty s The first /-30Hk u1 the

tolla n Soises (1' Watts).

N1 id Lite Grades

I xamples ttf t00 11i .meld :rials for t he rniddli, ,2rades in-
clude the IIou stclil ere4itecl pk)gr,lin for a fourth -grade group of
cultural! \ deprived children tliat contains suggestions for the
teaeher on direction giving, questioning, give-iind-take in conversa-
tion, and LInli-standitil.:1 nonverbal ways Of COintlatilicattaz.

A study done in SwiftIcm of 5,!,0 pupils ten, eleven, ond twelye
years old is designed to interrelate listening. re',[clirlr.Sp-Ctiking. and
writing. Among the materials .ire tape cassettes and booklets
teont let (16ran StrOrnqvist. Director, Teachers College, 431 20
M Nodal , S\5 eden

The listening materials program' for the Thinkino. Improve-
ment Proicet desL=nied, fir about the filth-grild,' level 14ive been
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cited earlier ( Lundsteen. 196(1a ,ind 197o.i and The problem-
solving program that gave inuch 07 the learning set needed in the
listening program has also been described ( Lundsteen, 1970a,
I976a and b ).

A study at the sixth-grade level investigated the ability of pupils
to use certain verbal context clues in listening and in reading (the
skill Brown suggested as the single best predicting skill in general
listening). The implication of this study is that boys of low reading
level do better when they use listening for certain context clues
that were constructed out of definitions or descriptions (Chang.

? ). In assure success, instruction iiiiei I negin wt ii this lis-
tening skill, move to reading, and then to ot: ci I :lies of clues.

T4pp (19_53) givos a description less,. Liar, illustrates that
fairly young children can understand rumor. It illustrates the dis-
tortion that occurs when a description of a picture is related by
one child to another.

Another study thidgar, 11)61) at the fourth-. fifth-. and sixth-
grade levels used four different techniques to teach listening:
(I summary (at intervals children were asked to pause three
seconds and sununarize to themselves); (2) analogies the group
listened to the ten) of an oral analogy and then completed the
a ialogv from a selection of four words on an answer sheet-plus
listening to a series of five words); (3) vocabulary (the group
listened to thirty-word paragraphs and then defined an unknown
word from contextual clues that were not differentiated as to
types): (4) story method (groups listened to an original story and
Answered true-false questions). Results were measured by an
a athor-constructed test. After eight weeks of use, the second
method appeared to be the best, but the study should be re-
designed somewhat and replicated.

A teaching technique that is appropriate to all grade levels
involves creative dramatics whereby both affective and cognitive
thinking skills associated with listening can be developed. An
NCTE/ER1C monograph is available on this topic (lioetker, 1969).
There are many treatments that use dramatization: for example.
Stewb, (1970) has written in an interesting manner on language.
growth through creative dramatics, (See also liednarz, 1971. and
kirkton. 1971.)

High School Level

A report (Bloom, 1954), early but still applicable, contains a
detailed unit consisting of criteria for the evaluation of television
and radio news broadcasts. Boston University has produced a
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series ttt ttit ies Ittl riti .;a1 the high sclio
,il we s:udies 1 a series ()I tourteen recorded

lesson, signed to tent! 'lade pupils aware of eight pro-
p:1,2111dd ti..-,JinNue, that were presented during a three-week
cour-, tither studies in this series, including the pioneer work of
Devine. have bee:i reviewed elsewhere iLundsteen. 1 069a). The
studies are hill ot ideas for materials and practical nrocedures
(Devine, 96-. 1 '4,8_ 1 07S: also see t 11 work of doctoral
students. 1:)c\ ito, 1977: DiBiask -7, Liratz... 1973, de-
scribes three 11111iL Iii oil 11Stening Pre d over a three-week

One of the must complete descriptions 01 a clas,rooni progra
IS Bro.:1' :1 t' t) I; :Th:sents Inv
grade level. Ile it oirse of instruction in English
which :tc,:orils alldiimtz ail :itieritiori commensurate with its import-

su4ests first. the teacher of 1-nglish shares
`.with other teachers a imuor respor identified by such terms

loHniou 1, alaraticr and se /J= actirali a-
t i ecoli d, the IC;Ltcher has responsibilities defined by the

ineiniiir of the word Fugli.ch: The major elmice in interpreting the
word /mel/sh lies !.ieti.veen its designation of the language we speak
ilinguistic needs 01 the pupils) and its moaning in the statement
-I never liked Lnglish in school- tan established content, sanc-
tioned by tradition i. His point of view is that the task of the
Lnglish teacher hvgms and ends with the highest possible devel-
opment of skill in the native tongue in listening. SpC",.1king_ read-
ing, and writing.. Other possible English contents are justifiable
onl in that 0-icy fie1p to 11,11111 that spe,:ial task.

Next Brown outlines, for example, procedures for making
Initial interest and ability inventories, identification and per-
manent seating

of
of those with known hearing loss,

identification of superior listeners, individual and small -group
listening conferences. daily exercises, Weekly tests, a system of
simplified phonemic notation, :Ind individual vocabulary she
(Also see litirsu, 1 071. on fiStellinq versus reading presentation
lilt improvement of retarded readers.)

College Level

l)uker lists -tv -nine studies at the college level. roast of which
are ,s(e)ated beginning communications prorains or with
the el'leet of rhetorical devices on listeners, including an interesting
project for the Lk velopntent of programmed materials for use in
listening to [-intik,: spe..ikinil in a 1:1Cg11111111g course. The goal of this
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linear proerarn was t h ide fit [cation within contemporary sp.:ech
samples of the central ideas of speed', !awn diyi-,ons, pattern

;Hu! supporting niiterLils, motive :ippeals---ond
characteristics of .g LiUi2e krway. 1067 Listening consists 01
preparaticn for listening, the listening process itself. and the post-
1i5tenini:i period. vhtth should emphasize trimediate recall to aid
retention. (See also Duker. 1970. for an evaluation 01 live pro-
grams used in business and i rid Irsiry. Iwo programs
are mentioned by Walsh I I 070) and by Cottrill and .-"\lciatore
11974i Cottrill and Alciatore experimented with a tematie
programmed apriroach Xerox and a -comentpmal- apriroachl,

:/ar/warc and .1/cdia Cir Evil/cps Usc

An effective hstem- environment may involve i)uth hardware and
software that ma de part of planned and constructed teaching
units. UuLlergirding 1/lice course, is indispensable
Ca 1(1141911111g o t hc cliulti Ic ufiC1L 1111Crik`lY

0:1111 ac If=cl cCcptci fl( ua1 uppuill ill J a /iprcclicr4a)10
creanrIty. This section LliscUSSeS IL.irdware for teLiching and media
in general.

Television. videotape cassettes, listening centers, language mas-
ters 16mrn and Swop films and loops, combination filmstrip'
records, kits, labs, even office intercoms-all are being used to
serve the teaching of listening. One school appropriated the
principal's intercom and used it for giving listening lessons. Chil-
dren in the first grade responded to their names being called and
to specific directions (Nit:Kee. 1967

Telcv:sion was cited at the beginning of this hook as affecting
listening. The solution is not to turn it off. but to use its appeal
for teaching purposes (Kirshner, 1969). Such progr as "Wild
Kingdom,- "Discovery,- some family specials. Undersea
World of Jacques Cdt,;teau.- and "CBS Children's ,n Festival'
are commendable. Such programs. listed in Teacher's Guide ro
1 c/crisi)n,4 may eventually he 'available on videotape cassettes to
he dropped into the classroom apparatus and will provide intric,-
uing yet guided learning, But -wonderful communication systems

but little communication" must he avoided (Ball Bogatl,
1972).

A recommendation for the content and process of educational
TV that will provide more communication: let there he dial,.
lenging, discussion-provoking content. such as is found in the best
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i.:kildrions literature. Sion Inc h 1ui uN and the bang-Hip:Li.

hurry-hurry pace. Let the nrogr:am k H

ehildren talk_ hack to the TV chardcters and to persons

with theni. Peihaps the program migut present model children in

trout or their own sets respondn:e to "What-do-.:011-thn,k7-

questions, Resiaks alloyrloswc children In "brinia their oiperience- to

the prnain, provide !itrateilies :ollow-up such as urn oft

your set and co tell sol000nc Houmr the gram . 7\ ow the

next time i.ou see a hici,L you tell a tie. .1 and listen

L sitar a Lew arneles are published each 1, ear on listemug ceil-

Ler, cqUipp1 with turt, recorders. earphones, (yZeasionalh: even

r-,).sil=stv
rili-nstrip and care device las in

Bernthal, l°,7= ti:kin and l'enaliller, I905: 11dm. I '173: Seiir,eo-

bora, H. by usiiy. tapes, ciuldren can concentrate on -school

litni2uaue- as ihstini,zuisbed possibly truin their

material caii he created an reined hy the children, soniotiiii,:s

older children Hr vouni2cr children.
A toy senool districts have Dial-a- I :ape systems Reuter, 1 Qoki

l'or evionPle. Seiioor Lliszris:t jo el% e. lit Color ho

has heen ,,Tartiiipating in a Title Ill project, To Teach To Listen

To Learn.- lit: district has a central collection or oeor 2,500

audio tapes. representing eery and transmitted over
existing. telephone linc s. It can he obtained by a 11,1rn oi a Lim].

Tezichers T11 Aahims County led it Is the next hest thine to i tutor,

The Rolu; of the School, the Teacher, and the Pupil:

Synthesis

One .,ippropriate syntlivsis ot the preeCallitz discnission in this hook

Is to list ideas lor the roles of the school. the teacher, iii7d the

pupil which can he developed Cron.' the literature of the field-- and

common se 1,. rhis listing i m1Vt c ihiltions, revisions, and possible

deletions Please note that may of the roles overlap and arc, in

tact, shared responsibilities.

Roic-, (J/ ()no its Achmulcrtator, and /is ons/diaitts5

I . 1-o view the development of a l l o f t he verbal skills listening

speakini!, readirY, and writinv. -and their intetzration with

one another -.Ind with thinkini4 as the major responsibility

ot the elementary sehool.
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2. to make provisions for instruction that is systematic and
developmental as well as incidental), i.e., a total school
continuum of which all staff are aware.

7+. To make available specific inservice training that focuses on
felt ne.:ds of both new teachers, who always need help, and
experienced teachers who missed learning about listclin or
need stimulation if only to reject the shallow corn; of
routine. To provide released time for such inservtee training.

4. -I-0 provide for parent education tis well teacher education ,
ley means of brochures, meetings, and classroom visits
designed to present the philosophy and goals of the Ian-

which is so t bore, uOly understood an

:Nco pted by the stal -1 that it can be communicated to

5. With stall' acceptance, to provide astute decision making
that is based on an aporopriate combination of directives,
principaid acuity discussion, and faculty decisions about the
language program

program that retains what isP. o proi ale and eoordrr
useful in the old, selects what is valuable from the new, and
actively incorporates this information by using. sources .such
OS sonic. of those given in this book,
To furnish the materials, hardware, and setting for a stim-
ulating and varied listening environment.

S. To provide for individual differences in listening.
9. To help children use their own language, whatever it is, as

an effective tool,
10. To support the fulfillment of the teacher and pupil roles,
I I . To provide a feedback mechanism to inform others of

successes and failures of the program,

Roles of 11 TeacItcr

Ideally, as teachers acquire various desirable listening behaviors,
they seek to pass them on to their students, who begin to use
them. Among these desirable listening behaviors, categorized
_ twiny, are "where, "what, "why," and "how.

Where

Teacher behaviors that deal with the environment or with climate
control in the classroom are examples of "where, Other examples

1
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ot obser;ahic
nets.

aors are attempts to optuniiic listening chan-

seating to the best acousti n Ilv

ring-handicapi-.2d

2. Check temperature, \.entilation, appi --mite degree of

( Brown. 1970i, and position of the speaker in
relation tci the listeners.

Not only can teachers fulfdl these responsibilities. but they can
also their pupils to assume them and can reinforce with
praise the success I pupils in so doing. Some people tend to
tolerate the hampering -noise" of poor environmental conditions
in their h-qt:11.1!1'; jr,J1111CIS. lltin th:it it is som=eone else's
responsibility to correct the problem.

kk hat

eacher behaviors during task analysts and r i in-

tent of listening material deal with "what. The teacher sub-
divide and further break down a hierarchy of pinpointed goals,
objectives, and skills until learner success is possible. Goal setting
includes levels of listeninn performance, Also, the teacher knows
"what'' goes into children's information processing. A process
framework of the steps and skills of a proficient listener has been
described in detail in chapter two, with the help of a flowchart
and a matrix of skills.

Teachers can demonstrate these skills and the process during
class discussion or in other instructional situations. They give
students feedback about the skills, pointing them out and thereby
reinforcing them, Children gradually learn those skills that are
lifted to consciousness and associated with success.

Analyses of skills have been made by Rosner (1972) for au-
ditory perception and discrimination in kindergarten and elemen-
tary school children and by Johnson and Friedman (1970) for
other basic listening operations in children from ten to fourteen
years of agefor example, children defined listening situations by
selecting desired outcomes. Steps 3 through 7 elaborate teacher
behavior in this category.

3 Diagnoses, selects, and appraises an priate sequence of
of skills for individual learners.

Another dimension of "what" deals specifically with aching
procedures for using listening material and its content. Again,
idealty, the teacher passes on the function of being a provider of
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and an luator cif students for their own autonomous
operation.

4. Selects or develops varied listening 1,latcrial specific
skills and subskills at an appropriate level of difficulty and
with variety.

ieis ritual and the presenting of too much listening
material at one time. Thiit is, the teacher LISQS listening_ time
wisely and selectively.

h, '.voids needless repetition of i wtioos, which e_i, -)nrages
careless listening.

7. Helps children note %chat other children will to and
appreciate.

iiv

"Any, or rationale, behind teacher behavior
nutted and enthusiastic is related to the. goals of listening discuss
under -what.- In the "why- category the teacher is prepared to
explain the purpose of a list-ening experience, describe its import-
:ince function, and ex pH in why it is to the learner's advantage
to listen-rather thansimply demanding unquestioning ubedience.

Knows why listening instruction is important and guides
children to this realization; for example, listening, as a factor
in -social and in economic competency is sometimes the
major educational route open, especially for the disabled
reader.

i0 \k`

Consistine of several strategies, -show' in at least one instance is
-closely related to "why." This strategy is to enable learners to see
reasons why they should take the trouble to learn or to practice a
specific skill, Then learner motivation becomes higher: passive and
active= resistance diminishes. tine c-aspect of motivation is to use
advanced organizers to give a sense of direction; they may be in
the form of purposes or preparation for the listening material to
CO n10.

9, Pinpoints a focus for listening,

This use of advanced organizers relates to the readiness factor in
listening instruction. Here care must he taken in preparing for a
new or difficult vocabulary to be used in listening material. In
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other words, the teacher checks background or atrai,nCd

houndarws of learner performance. :II includes vocahnliiry and

other language and noinanguage concepts,

I 0. Observes care fully throughout instruction for eerbal and
nonverbal hints of boundaries of learner perform anee and

competence.
vocalIf. Encoura ge s child len d fling

they hear.
I 2. Uses challenging vocabulary and syntax that stirnrry late

children to reach ahead of their boundaries (Choinsky,
1972) or lisps sort7e other learning activator.

Another set of behaviors related to the "how nstrtietion
refers to the _ioni.-2pt 0! I its focusing idiot:, and
lilting strategies found in Taba 1966).

13. Calls nil more than one child to respond to an opeti°-crlded

question a samples layers of a group. extending facts and
condi ions On a more concrete level of discourse hefore
seeking a lift in thought to a more advanced level, ("What
,ite they r-.fo7o we try to U.roup and kthel them'!" "TeR us
what you could call these, before .ve try to apply (hem to
this situation or to relate them to another group.")

Another part of this "how of pacing is simply making piroclue-
tive use of pauses while giving time for listening and drinking
processes to operate. In other words the provocative teacher's
question time is less than the pupil's answer-time.

14. Uses words as concisely as possible in order to
responses and then waits for many responses while r
ing silences.

The teacher reveals these pacing and other strategies children
by helping them acquire concepts. Concepts are acquired with
inductive guidance from examples and nonexamples (Markle: and

Tiernan, 1970.1977)

15. For a given listening skill (generalization, strati j:, or at-
titude), analyzes a concept and selects a rational of
examples and nonexamples that provide both crucial and
irrelevant attributes for teaching and testing.

The next set of strategies pertains to reinforce nt. It is suga

d that during instruction in listening coinprehenSiOIL learning
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be strengthened by teacher that promote pupil auton-
omy and communicative feedback . The resulting reward comes
from a sense of direction n confirmation or satisfaction
curiosity. Such strategies are suggested instead of candy, tokens,
points, and other extrinsic rewards.

Helps children achieve a sense of direction during
instruction as they obtain knowledge of their apparentnIt
boundaries, have a chance to operate. review their perform-
ance boundary again, and p,o on to a more challenging
operation.

17, Provides feedback can results of thL listening effort. (-Yes,
that is what was comn micated.-) Uses outside evaluation
to encourage sell- evaluation- (-How did you listen?"' "flow
do vou listen now?")

I S, Seeks feedback and encourages the seeking of
during interpersonal communication. (-What dries
mean to you?" "Do you mean thisn

in other words, the teacher simply makes sure that pupils are told
the results of their efforts to apply their listening skills (Goolsby
am! Lasco, 1970',,

Beside'. attention to readiness learner, with its diagnosed
boundaries. and to the pacing strategies of focusing, extending,
and lifting and attention to reinforcement with appropriate
practice, the teacher also gives attention to the transfer of listening
skills and attitudes. The term transfer implies the use of retrieved
information from and about listening in a new context. Transfer
also implies the change in ability- tO perform as a consequence of
having completed another related listening act. The teacher fosters
this transfer by facilitating an attitude for it: making sure that the

reinforced learning was meaningful: helping the child to
discriminate similar aspects in the two listening contexts; pr .)vid-
ing new instances for generalized transfer: and using feed .,ack
directed toward 'transfer (Lnindsteen, 1968a).

19. Makes children aware that the teacher seeks the transfer of
meaningful skills or attitudes by helping them see similar
elements from 1i ,--erring situation to listening situation and
provides new one_,, with feedback, if not otherwise avail-
able. ("What other circumstances would lead you to seek
feedback from your listener in order to make sure he or she

understood you?"' -Give another instance when a as a
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wwiiq report to your s; Ty, make s',Ire you
heard ct correctly.)

At fective Considerations

Finally, the etiective teacher probably proiect_s an attitude, value,
tone, or style called empathy. This set ol behaviors is probably
part of the cluster for readiness, employing openness, warmth,
liveliness. and. sheer verbal fluency that is frequiently prerequisite
(or genuine interpersonal communication. The teacher may simply
lean forward and say warmly. "Tell me." Thus she or he is not
"too mucli a teacher with grim diagnostic, prescriptive deter-
mination. The use of empathy is related to the studies of role-
taking in elementary school children conducted by Ravel and
others (196S), In the investigittions the ass-Limp-0cm was that the
ability to consider in ad vance the questions and informational
demands of the listener (and the listener's ability to assume the
role of the speaker) plays an important part in exchanging infor-
mation between the two. This construct is sometimes referred to
as the empathy-effective communication hypothesis (Hogan and
Henly, 1970). Nfore importantly, when children are listened to
simply and witrnalv. it "creates" them, makes them unfold and
expand. This type of affective behavior should be continued
throughout the instructional components of readiness, reinforce-
ment, and transfer.

20. Listens t6 children without her or his mind pressing against
the chilairen's and without arguing or changing the subject.

21. Distingulishes role attributes of the pupil: puts him or herself
emotionFally as well as cognitively) in the place of the stu-
dent sptiSaker nod listener. Shares responsibility for commu-
nication,

The ettectire teacher also 'considers the affective, emotional
interference and personal problems of the learners as partially
determining their learning boundaries. He or she exhibits affective
considerationi For example, the teacher does not "chew out",:.a
pupil and thitn expect that pupil to listen at her or his highest
level.

These teacher behaviors that pertain to methods of readiness,
reinforcement, transfers are illustrated with the sample
questions for thq teacher in chapter fc- ur. In corictitsion, Figure 18
summarizes the cate,ories covered ill this section on teacher
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suggest t iiture rescar_

Tho following is a sui ary checklist chers:

What kinds of listening do 1 do myself'?

Do I talk to -ch. in school or (10 listen 1110 re than 1 1-

serge frequencies, I
Do I encourage the children to speak inure than a single w_ rd

thought in response to a question,
DO I ensure that my choice of work Jars not prcs,:nr_ an
impossible hurdle to the child'?
Lif.t do 1, on occasion, also use stretch listeling
anu do I then encourage the child to (forroild. and get mean-
ing? (Develop a log or card system ior pupils to keep.
Ar-2 tLir,'Stivo.
tulle is less than pupil answer time

_Iv wit_ nildren iu my class follow eao,, cite
Ind f 1-.1 without directing each comment me, and
d( they react to peers as well as to adults? (Atiatyze changes
in technique and impact according to taped Seel!!
`then r aivo oral dircetions, do I it,cPare Ow pupils for what
is to come and then avoid repetition'? Are the directions
worth hearirig,?
Are my directions atribi.Luou,. (When children fail to follow

tions, it may be they are avoiding an ambiguous situ-
)

Is the purpose of each activity understocd Ty each hild?
( Lack of pupil comprehension may resu1 4 from a lack. of
defined purpose on the part of the teacher.)
Do I relate good listening habits to all classroom activities:
is the classroom environment favorable?
Do i give the poor reader but good listener opportt
excel through the testing of material presented orally
Do 1 enhance the child's comprehension by providing organi
ziition of the spoken material (e.g., a preview, an opportunity
for pupils to relate their own past experience to the purposes
of the materials)?
Whenever possible do I take time to be teacher,"
empathetic. ready to simply lean forward and say, "Tell me

.? Do I give It my full attention and expect the child to



Productive Teaching Transferred To

Where: Environmental control

What: Cant nt of skill hierarchies
and material

Why: Rationale for and commitment
to goals

Pupil behiavior

How_ Teaching stra egiesreadiness
(boundaries of performance,
advanced orgeni7ers, vocabulary
and language control, pacing,
concept attainrn en t) re in forcern

transfer; affective considerations
throughout (empathy_ and role-
taking)

Fig. 18. A framework for productive teaching behavior

duffing listening instruction.
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begins JQ§R ben show constant b terest, or do I r

feeling in the manner of a dear mirror

r interesting study of the ef qiveness of eonununication
among third-grade pupils used as tutors. teachers, and teacher
aides, we Stigeins andot ers (19711: also see Stammer I 1 977) a nd
teacher-trnining research by Lundgren and Shavelson (1974).

Rrite.s Pupds.

Some of the following suggestions art_ clearly for older Npils, hut
almost all of them c;,in be ndled l bsome form hy children
in the primary grades. Autonomy gives them a sense. of cotninit
rnent to their schooling, Vayhe ki Ic_u Ii..aan is right when lie says
that today's children need a role hefore a goal. Specifically, they
need:
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1, To learn to use the listening environment more effectively_ .

a, To know optimal physical listening conditions.
b. To discover, verify, experiment with, and do research on

their listening and hearing.
c. To learn to do something about what they hear,

(1) To be aware of different levels of listening and noise.
(2) To be aware of different purposes of listening.
( 3) To formulate standards of good listening in various

situations.
(4) To improve their understanding of the listening

process.
(5) To learn to fix, and keep, attention on what they

wish to hear.
To learn what other children will listen to.

(7) To learn to locate and use listening material.
(8) To learn to asl questions when in doubt about

meaning.
To share with he sender the responsibility for m-
munication.

(1(0) To learn to use listening tirtte v isel he 1

for example, in TV viewing.
( 1 I ) To be responsible for self-evaluation of listening,

understandings, abilities, skills, appreciations.
(12) ro exploit (to their advantage) the rate differen

between thought and speech.
d. To learn to solve personal problems the child is encoun-

tering now and will encounter in the future, partly through
understanding how the listening process of "meeting of
minds" can help.

2. To develop a sense of responsibility and concern for com-
munication in the local community,

a. To realize the importance of listening.
b. To understand the relationship of listening to economic

competency
a begin to understand something of her or his cultural
ritage in communication and its relationship to the pres-

ent and the future.
4. To help plan, revise, and administer the program,
5. To help select, gather, and distribute supplies and materials,
O. To help identify those pupils in need of special help and

those able to provide that help.

1
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help lead discussions, conduct interview-. tutor, and
counsel.

S. To help to develop and maintain a high level of morale,
rapport, and control.

9. To help to receive, consider, and act upon suggestions and
complaints.

10. To help in selecting, constructing, administering, scoring,
and evaluating pupil-formulated tests or other means of
celf-assessment,

II. To help evaluate performance and progre- (keeping track
of success has motivational value).

12, CIenerally, to help make decisions on "what" (materials,
activities), "why" (objectives), "how" (procedures), "when"
(setting up the schedules), "who" (people on what commit-
tees), "where" (in the neighboring classroom, library_ ,

auditorium), and "how well (evaluative procedures),

"lndividtaal Differences

Chil(lren have individual differences in learning through listening.
Sonic pupils learn rapidly by listening, some slowly, some in fits
and spurts, some in hunks, lumps, or wholes. Some can listen for a
long time: others need to turn to other activities. Some car sit
down with a tape and earphones and get much out of listening on
their own. Some require a breakdown of listening into specific
steps, together with a lot of guidance, and some need distinct
ctie5 from without. Some children process information more
quickly than others because they know just where to attend. Some
must take it more slowly. Some fast assimilators can cope with a
great deal of new material. Others are troubled by new informa-
tion: each new listening task is quite a chore. Some need to
assimilate the entire listening unit; they cannot take in further

formation until every aspect of the previous information has
hen thought about and followed thoroughly. Others listen much
more impulsively and impatiently. They want to go ahead without
being sure that they know what has gone before. They may be so
eager for what lies ahead that they have not adequately grasped all
Of the earlier message. The teacher's role is to use listening mate-
rial in ways that make the most sense to each child within his or
her present way of learning and style of assimilation, insofar as
they can be determined.
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Further Research Is Still Needed

the Duker annotated bibliography (1968) there are at least
en entries dealing with needed research. Suggestions have

also been made throughout this book: many more are probably
now apparent to the reader. A few additional areas that might be
studied are the personality adjustment dimension of listening,
utilization of compressed (and expanded) speech. growth patterns,
skills-how to teach them and with what material, and listening
vocabulary, suelras in the excellent, early (1951) study by Weir, in

studies might be replicated and future studies devised
with more specific criteria, such as detailed reports of how the
teacher is actually behaving, how the pupil is actually behaving,
and what the interaction is. Evidence that would verify these ,

behaviors might he '.''"tamed, for example, from videotape, ob-
servationscales ad vain :ered by trained personnel (including both
verbal and nonverbal behaviors), or stenographic records. Collec-
tion of such evidence and placement in a data bank would allow
investigators to make additional use of the data, according to
recommendations by the Cooperative Research Committee of the
-National Conference on Research in English.

Epilogue

There is a children's poem that may have a message for edu at
as well

Some say that owls are wise
Because they keep so quiet.
Could most of us fare better
On an expert listening diet?

What is an "expert listening diet "'? These chapters have made
many suggestions, in addition to pointing out the impact of listen-
ing on reading and the other language arts. But one point should
be stressed: to quote Emerson, -Be not too much a- teacher."

There may be a grim determination to "make the children
listen." Some educators adopt the "professional thesis": a child is
best treated as an object; helping the child is based on expertise;
the expert advises, manipulates, and molds the child to produce
the desired result. Some educators realize that our world is ruled
in part by those at the conference table who are capable of skillful
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thought and expression derived from skilled listening. A grim

diagnostic-prescriptive determination is understandable. Lducators

foresee rapid change in new curricula and content, new possibil-

ities in multimedia, educational technology. and accountability-

and diagnostic-prescriptive instruction in and through listening

seems appropriate. But these conscientious educators must also

sense dangers in the programs that stress passive skills in passive

listening. In addition to hindering the development of autonomous

persons, other dangers stein from ignoring the factors of fatigue,

personal problems, emotional interference. and the child's need

for casual argument with peers.
When listening instruction focuses on a creative problem-solving

climate, children are less likely to get lost personally. Part of this

climate is that others listen to them. When this happens, it

"creates them7: it helps them unfold and expand. When children'

are listened to, ideas begin to grow within them. and they come to

life and arc then happier and Freer. When tencheis and children

listen to one another, an alternating ,irrent emerges, recharging

both. COritinuAly recreated, they rarely tire of one another.

In essence, tell yourself to listen with affection to children who

talk to you. Try to know them without your mind pressing against

theirs or arguing or changing the subject. If Mary's talk seems a

little meager just now, remind yourself that "presently, she will

come alive." Desire to know how children feel and want them to

know how you feel. If educators cannot communicate, they

become lost, too.



Appendix A
Commercially Published
Listening Materials

Aardvark and Imperial International; Bob Puig, Representative; 523 North

Hanover, Anaheim, CA 92801, (714) 827.5708

Auditory Disr.rimination Program; Gateway to Good Reading

Bo mar Publishing Company, 622 Radler Drive, Glendale, CA 91201

Bowmar Language Communication Program; Multi-Media Reading

Incentive Program

Developmental Learning Materials; Susan W. Noble, Representative; 4137

Mendez Street, ',wig Beach, CA 90815, (213) 498.1500

Auditory Perception Training (APT) : Concepts for Communication

(CFC)

Disney Records and Books; Chapman Distributing Company, Al Chapman.

Representative; 1212. South Albany Street, Los Angeles, CA 90015, (213)

749.9484
Reading-along books wadi record The Story Teller Series; Disneyland

Story Tapes

Economy Company, PO Box 25308, 1901 North Walnut Oklahoma City,

OK 73125
Pacer -; Sounds and Stories

Educational Activities, Inc., Box 392. Freeport, NY 11520

Basic Elementary Spelling Skills; Ear-Eye-l-land Phonies Kit; Happy

Listening Time; Sound-Sight-Skills Kit

Educational Development
Laboratories, 284 Pulaski Road, Huntington, NY

11744
Listen-Wok-Learn Reading Program; Aud-X Program

Educational Progress Corporation; Bob Munk, Representative; PO Box 2691,

Laguna Hills, CA 92653, (714) 545.3971
Audio Reading Progress Laboratory; EPC Reading Progress Lab

Follett Education Corporation; Don Oliver, Representative; 18216 Bayberry

Way, Irvine, CA 92664, (714) 552.9074
Silly Listening Book; Sound/Order/Sense

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1 Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02107

Listen and Do; Listening and Learning
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Instructional Materials and Equipment Distributors; Don Parson, Representa-
tive; 1520 Cotner, Los Angeles, CA 90025

Perceptual Communication Skills; Developing Auditory Awareness and
Insight

Peter Pan Industries, West Coast .0Tice, 15714 Garfield Avenue, Paramount,
CA 90723

Read-along books with records: over one hundred literature titles

Rheern Califone Company, 5922 13owcroft Street, PO Box 78567, Los
Angeles, CA 90016

Califone Audio Readcr; Califone Remedial Reading Program

Scholastic Book Services; Trudy Yeo, Representative; 6342 Newbury Drive,
Huntington Beach, CA 92647 (714) 842-4614

Paperback titles K- 12; records with some titles; tapes with some titles;
Scholastic Listening Skills Program, 1-6

Science Research Associates, 3820 Fernwood Avenue, Orange, CA 92669,
(714) 538-4021

Alphabet Learning; Listening-Doing-Learning; Phonics Express; Reading
Lab: Listening Skill Builder; Tutor-tapes

Scott Foresman Company, 855 California Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304
Sounds Around Us; Talking Alphabet

Society for Visual Education, 1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago. IL 60614
Learning Modules

Spoken Arts, Inc., 310 North Avenue, New Rochelle, NY 10801

Tapes Unlimited, 13001 Puritan Avenue, Detroit, M198-'27
`Tapes Unlimited

Teaching Resources; Jim Whitney, Representative: 1125 Marchmont eet,
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745, (213) 968-2554

Auditory Discriininaiiotts in Depth

Weston Woods Studios, Weston, CT 06880
Books, tapes, and recordings of the best hild n's literature, includ-
ing the Caldecott Award Winners



Appendix B
Classroom Listening
Materials

The following classroom listening materials are intended as a supplement to

those presented in the text. They were collected and prepared by Julie M. T.

Chan , California State University at Long Beach.

Suggestions for Assembling
Listening Center Kits

A. Contents
. Sir to eight copies of a single hook title

2. One tape or record of story
3. Three folders:

Worksheetsa) (store ditto master here: run off as needed)
h) Answer key
c) Completed work

4. One manila envelope (10" X 1 storage of above materials
Label flup side

h ) Color code with signal dots for easy identification
( 1) Warm colors: Red, reading instructional tapes (skills devel

opulent or practice): Orange. language arts: Yellow, literature
tapes
Cool colors: Blue, music (enrichment) Green, science, math:
Purple, social studies

B. Storage
1. Store materials in soft-drink cartons cut sideways or in a metal or

wooden the
C. Instructional Tape Format

1. linroduction
2. Practice item and check be sure the student is on the right track)

3. Body of tape
4. Self--check (answers on tape for immediate knowledge of resultsre-

inforcement)
5. Departing directions (very impor tor the bildr n nay disturb the

rest of the class as they leave Ow listening center). Example of direc-

tions:

Before you rake oft your headset, _se check to see if you
wrote your name on your paper. Next, put your crayon back in
the crayon can. Now, think of two things that you can do when
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you return to your desk. Remember, it should he something quiet
so you won't disturb the other boys and girls while they are
working.

A Sample Instructional Tape:
Sounds around Us

Objective. Given a common sound from the everyday environment, the
child should be able to recognize it, identify the object from which it came,
and indicate the answer on the worksheet provided (see Figure 19).

Introduction. "Today, we are going to see how well you listen. You will
hear sounds that are all around you every day. Your job will be to see if you
recognize these sounds."

Practice item. "For praiitice, let's do the first sound together. Look closely
at your worksheet. Look at each picture. Here is sound number one. Are you
able to find the picture of the object that makes this sound? When you have
found the right picture, write the numberonein the little box nett to the
object that makes this sound. Let's check to see if you are on the right track.
Did you write number one in the box next to the picture of the bell? It is the
last picture in row one. If you did, you are correct."

god), of tire tape. "Now let's do the rest of the sounds, We will check our
work when we have heard all of the sounds."

2. whistle
3. news on the radio
4. door opening and closing
5. alarm clock ticking: ringing
6. water dripping from faucet
7. hammering
S. typing
9. telephone dial tone

10. phonograph music

11. keys jingling
12, pencil being sharpened

13. stapler going through she
paper

14. clapping
15. phone ringing
16. sawing

Check your murk (immediate, reinforcement). "Let's see how well you
listened. Put your pencil down and take a crayon to cheek your work. Write
a C next to the correct answer and an X if your answer is incorrect."

Sound No, I was a . Write a Cif you were right, an X if you
were nor. **7

Sound No. 2 was a . Write a Cif you were right, an X if you
were not.

Departure directions. Before ybti take off your headset, please cheek to
see if you wrote your name on your paper. Next, put your crayolt hack in the
crayon can, Now, 1 want you to think of two things that you can do when
you return to your desk. Remember, it should be something quiet so you
won't disturb the other boys and girls while they are working, As you leave
the listening center, you may place your worksheet in the folder that says
`Completed Work.' Shhhhh! Now very quietly take off your headsets, lay
them on the table where you are sitting, and tiptoe very quietly back to your
desk, Over and out,"



Ji

Fig, 19. A student worksheet for os,e wlth the Sounds around Us lesson:
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A Sample Instructional Tape:
Listening to Follow the Dots

Purpose Auditory memory: sequencing: directionality (left -rig,!
bottom),

Behavioral objective. Given four points or dots, the student is able to listen
to directions and follow them to make a diagram, object, or design, using the
dots.

Materials. Pencils, dittoed worksheets (see Figure 20), tape, tape recorder,
itening post.

Introduction "(low well are you able to follow directions? Well, let's
begin by writing your name and today's date at the top of your paper.
[Teacher: silently count to ten while tape is running.' Fine.

-Today, we'll see how well you are able to follow directions by making
pictures or ohjeos from the four dots that are in each of the squares on your
sheet of paper. You will need to listen carefully so you'll know what lines to
draw and in what order."

Practice. heft. "First, let's find box number one. Found it? Yes, it's the
box with the number on and a square around that number. Now look at
i. ich of the four dots. Do you sec the dot with the letter T next to-V-Tha
the top dot. Now find the bottom dot. Yes, it's the one with a B Uncle

I find the dot on the left; it has an 1, next to it, which stands for left.
Ian dot has an R, which means it is the dot on the right.

"OK. Let's draw something that most of you can play with. Start at the
dot at the top by placing your pencil there. Now draw a line straight down to
the dot at the bottom. Next, find the 'dot on the left and put your pencil
there. Draw a line from this dot straight across to the dot on the right. Go
back up to the dot at the top. Draw a line from this dot at the top to the dot
on the left. Now continue from this dot on the left to the bottom dot. Let's
go back up to the dot at the top again. Place your pencil at this top dot and
draw a line to the dot on the rilit, continue from this dot on the right to
the bottom dot.

Can you tell what you have
silently count to five after each new lion; this gives the listener time to
think and draw.)"

Body of tape. -Let's try another one! Please go to square number two.
Place your pencil on the top dot. All scl? Draw a line from the top dot all the
way down to the bottrihi dot, Pick up your pencil and find the left dot. Put
your pencil on the left dot and draw a line all the way across to the right dot.
Stop. Go back to the left dot. Draw a line from this left dot to the top dot,
Go back again to the left dot and draw a line to the bottom dot. What does
this look like to you? A bow and arrow, perhaps?

"Let's try square number three now. Place your pencil on the top dot and
draw- a line over to the dot on the left. Go back up to the top dot. This lithe
raw a line to the right dot. Stop, Pick up your pencil and place it on the left

Draw a line from this left dot straight across to the dot on the right.

top-

n? Yes! It's a kite!" (Teacher: please



Classroom Li -ding

Form One
Four Dots (1-B, L-Fit

Fig. 20. A stucien
lesson,

orksheet for use with the Listeningf rio Follow the Dots

What does this look like? Use your imagination! How dues a three - careered
hat strike you?

Now let's do,box number four. Let's begin by placing your pencil on the
top dot, Draw a line straight down to the h Mont dot. Pick up your pencil
and place it on the top dot again. Draw a or slanted line) from
the top dot to the lett dot. Continue from this left dui to the bottom dot.
Stop. Place your pencil on the top dot again, Make a diagonal line from the
top dot to the dot on the right: continue from the dot on the right down to
the bottom dot, Could this be the sandwich that you'll have for lunch?"

Departure directions. "Wouldn't it be fun to color these pictures that you
have lust drawn and add. more details? You may do this when you go back to
your desk. Now, quietly take off your earphones. lay them on the table
where you are Silting, and tiptoe very quietly back to your desk. Over and
out!

A Sample Instructional Tape:
Word Identification

Objective. 51u. enis are given fifteen pairs of words; they should be able to
recognize the vowel digraphs and indicate them by circling the answer or the
worksheet,

Materials. For the teacher: (1) tape, (2) recorder and microphone, and (3)
Ginn Roads to Everywhere. For the student: (I) pencils, worksheets,
(3) correction crayon, and (4) headsets.
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Introduction. "Today, we are going to review vowel digraph sounds,
Remember that dirraphs are two vowels together that make one sound.

I'rictice item. '*or practice, f shall say two words that contain, the same
vowel sound. You are to find the letter group that makes that sound and
draw a circle around it.

"Look now at number one. My words are play and atty. Listen to the
vowel that can make that sound and draw a circle around 0.41Pausc live
seconds.I You should have circled ay."

Body ( 'lesson, "Now, proceed in the same way using

1. play
2. wait datair

Nev.
7. boat coat

3. sound k
9. blow

about 8. good boo
4. boy toy grow
5_ caught taught 10. boil coin

vine,

growl
fruit
shield
neighbor

Self -check. "Let's check your paper to see how well you have done. If
you do not have the correct group of letters circled. place 411X on the wrong
answer and circle the correct aswercPut your pencil Wack into the pencil can
and take a crayon from the crayon can to check your worl.k% Are you ready?"

t. ay 4. oy 7. oa 10. oi 13,,11`

2. al 5, au 8. 00
1 12

ei
3. ou cw 1 13io I 5, no9. ow

Departure directions. (Whisper this part of the scrip0 "Before you take
off your headsets, please check to see if you wrote your name on your (raper.
Next, place your crayon back in the crayon can. Now, I warn you to think of
two things that you can do when you return to your desk, Remember, it
should be something quiet so you won't disturb the oiler girls an boys
while they are working. As you leave the listening cernet, yn may place your
worksheet in the folder that says 'Completed Work,' Slibl-th! Very quietly
lake off your headsets, lay them on the table, and tiptoe very quietly back to
yollf desks. Over and out!"

Techniques and Their Uses in the Listening Colter

I. Instruction that is used annually
A. Individual instruction

I. For high-ability students
2. For low-ability students

B. Reteaching a skill
1. For those who have been absent
2. For those who need to relearn

C. Testing
I. Practice for tests f pretest)
2. The test itself



( Lissriumi Listcnitig. Materials

Review Lesson or :0.'101 D i0L3phS and Dipthongs

Doti,

1

eV

LI y

ai

ou

6 LI

k2

Cla aw

8. oo Dli Di Ui

9. ea DLV 2V.1 ow

10. ea aw USA,

11 ew ow e y

12. ul Li LV ey

13. ea 10 ow oi

?vv ow oo

15. Di aw ow oo

FH. 21. In the Word Identificat on lessoa, students circle the vowel digraph

or diutholici contained in pairs of words road by the teacher.
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II. Building listening skills
A. On a one-to-one lyasis
B. On a group hasis
C. Step-bv-step instructions
D. A series of instructions

III. Enjoying cultural experiences
A. Music
B. Literature or stories

IV. Creative thinking
A. Open-ended or unfinished qori,:s
H. Problem solvirip.

1. \lath
2. Science
3. Social Studies

r. Discovery n.,:hod
1. Math
2. Science

V. Children's reco7aing.
A. Plays. choral readiniz, oral interpretation of stones
B. Measuring, leading growth (oral)

So.'u Ideas for Using a Listening Center in the Areas
Currently I caching

I. Art and music
A. Interpreting music through art
B. Listening to a story and diawing

A character in the story
2. A favorite part or the story

C. Listening to a story; last hcfore it ends. stop and ask the children to
make their own ending

II. ..,an:Jia-4,2 arts

A. Creative writing
1. Tell a short problem story about friends. I lave the children develop

their own solutions
2, Record a story but leave it unknished. Have ho cin:dren create their

own ending
B. English

1. How to rise a dictionary
to make a hook report

C. horeign language resources. Sonic school sys'cins have complete tapes
on conversational Spanish and French, as well a songs and dances of
these cultures

D. Listening. to stories for enjoyment
F. Radio plays
F. Spelling

1. Individualized spelling program
2. Weekly tests for regular spelling programs



III. Math
Mr. Aritiine1ic number fact drill

Addition
2. Subtraction
3. NIultiplication
4 Division
5. Percentage

B. Guided seat' ork
C. Math games
D. Story problems
E. Discovery niethtid Lu irc Rods

IV. Reading
A. Diagnostic tests
B. Science Research Associates Listening S/,..113tiildcr:
C. Ennehmem dctivity i 1Oliir0. readiic-group
D. Inti;-)duction of new words in reading
E. Guided seatwork
F. Phonics lessons (commercial records are ir.allablei
G. Lis: iinc to a story to master sequence and i-etention skills
IL Recording improvement in ovressu,n in ral reading. Chlidren cii

hearing their own voices. A measure of growth in this area for the pupil.
rarent, and teacher can be made by comparing reading samples from
the beginning ot die year with those from the end or the year

1. Reading games
V. Science

A. 1r.diviclual science experiments
B. How to record data
C. Listening to read-a4Aid excerpts from science books and learning to

draw . nclusions
VI. Social studies

A. How to make reports
B. Practicing reporting
C. Reading selections from books
D. Interviewing a resource per.son who is unable to visit the class and ic-

,:ordinc the int:ervim



Notes

Chapter One

licisking refers to the obscuor: ot one sound by another,

signals or symbols, as when an individual transforms his or her intentions into
signals in a onummieation system, usually by an oral or written symbol
system, but a:so m gestures. Encoding may include recoduw or transforma-
tion into se 'al encodings as when an individual writes out a telegram that is
then transf rined by another person into eloctr: signals. These signals might
then he transformed into anothc language and ei t. The messaoe might also

re,.,ife,; into another related dialect as it passes on. Decndirw refers
to the pr, _ess by which receiving individuals transform stimulating signals
into meaningful messages.

The term auditory discrimination usually refers to the ability to notice
separate, minute sounds in spoken words. For example, a third-grade child
reads the word must as mils. The teacher says. You mean MUS1, don't you,
and the child replies, Sure, inns, That's what I said.- Poor discrimination,
pour pronunciation, and poor reading tend to e.o together (I faros, 196)),
There appears to he little relationship, however, between auditory discrimina-
tion and the scores on most intelligence tests (e.g., Witkin. I 969).

4. Visual ttraplys of frequencies that make up vowel sounds suggest that a
child needs fine discriminations in order to separate sounds that distirigni
one word from another, such as hat from pat.

5. Al, I see Sanders (1077), lac/Orin' Percepti(ut of-Speech: An introduc-
tion to Priticiptcc and Problems. Chapter 10, "Speech Perception and Read-
ing. See \eville and lnelm 1107-1) for a comparison of children's errors during
reading and during listening to the same doze tests (-discussed in chapter four
of tins book).

6. Also see Smith (1077), Lundsteen (1977), Lundsteen and Berstein-
Turrow (In press), Goodman and Goodman (1977). and Jackson. Robinson,
lalbert and Dale (1976), Wailer (1977), Stammer (1977).

7. For activities. see the Russell and Russell reference and Schlawin, Chew,
and Crabtree t 1975 ). Ilalley (1075), and Lundsteen t19701)).

S. All eXallipIC of early research on this question is Carver (193:,). Also see
Delile in Diik,:r (19684

145
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9. Inner speech also Naffs du. r ig peaking and Auditor` word
impressions traveling at high sF c J are largely received unconsciously
(Brown. 1954).

IC). Another commonl ord for reccirMg (with comprehension) is
decoding ( for example, while rig and listening). Another word commonly
used synonymously with the t'-t - (or sending) is encoding (e.g.,
while speaking or writing).

Chapter Two

1, The temi developed D. P. Brow-r, anti students (19541.
appears, for example, in the Mu, of Psycit,tfigical and Psvcitoanalvtical

Sonic writcr., . he Help icier to tam from time to tune though
it has not attained v.i,espread use. For that reason, the term will nor he used
in this book, especially since. in the context the lanr,!:-/!;:2 arts, speech
symbols is usually the intended meaning.

J% For reviews and research on speeded-up (compressed) speech, see Duker
(1965. 1969), Foulke ( NOS), Friedman and Johnson (196S), Sticht (1969,
1971), Thomas and Rossiter (1972). Short (19 /3), and Silverstone (1974).
See also the section on a.7,tc7;.1:: turtlicr in tins nook, For more on mask-
ing and competing messages, see, for example, Broadbent in Duker (196S).

3. A:I:Pigs/es is the term used to refer to these movernel.:s For an example,
ee the work of Key (1975, 1977).

See the sections on listening materials in chapter five, One variation in
the listening diet is to have children listen to imaOnative sounds on a lecord,
such as Sounds and Images by Bert Cunningham and E. Paul Torrance (Ginn
and Co.).

5. The human range of conscious auditoy reception is about 15,000 to
20,000 vibrations or cycles per second.

6. An audiometer is an instrument for testing acuity of hearing. Some
types use a vacuum-tube oscillator regulated to produce a series of tones at
various points throughout the audibility range, each at various intensity levels
above normal. Measurements of hearing loss are shown in terms of decibels or
of percentage of normal hearing sensitivity. For informal tests see Kough and
dellaan (1955).

7. A common procedure in speeding up the rate of speech is to cut out
small segments of sound: speech rate is decreased by adding small segments.
The center fur rate-controlled recording at the University of Kentucky C,..ies
much of tidy work. See Thomas and Rossiter (1972), Short (1973), and
Silverstone (1975).

k. Slurvien was devised by William Tiffany, of the niversity of Washing
ton, for his Phonetic Listening Test (1')63)

9. The alphabet of the International Phonetic Association is found, for
example, in the front of such dictionaries as Wehster's .Vert Collegiate,

(her with information on symbolization of stress and length of duration



to pron5nciation. This alphabet is desiv.ricd to include the inst important
occurrine !n the 1aripages ii tie world.

0. Comprel erwou is developed further in chapter three of this hook.
I. Actually . passive listening does not belong in this tenth step. thich is

55 hirthly conscious.

.2. There are high correlations among Sc )res rin measures of attention.
foeusin. trackinv.. discrimination, sortino.. scanning, and sequencin2. perhaps
hecause to- the alm,ist simultaneous oceurftnci, of these processes (Witkin.

Chapter Three

1 -t (Le it.e%r 5eerio-, influeneed 1-1e11iiie..,5 work elc1-orated in
the chapter 111 tho nist edition of (MO POI'S

ei Learnine. Lditeti by 1)()se Lamb (Dubuque. Iowa: William C. Brown,
1

TIIIS 1 Jules rccognPion. filire-Liround perception. sequencirw.
thesis, 5! inalvsis.

3, One prospective teacnor ,,,inmented on this matrix classification of
!Ir,1 it fleci!`i:all' i,r,-,vide.z 9 rr9rnework

the small number of -known- listening skills, and then, -in one fell swoop,-
it was possible to determine the rest of them. She liked that.

=1 Much if tlie taxonomy of the affective domain (Krathwohl and othc.rs,
9o4 could be relak ,! to listening skills pertinent to intaudes values, le elm;

tone. emotion, and acceptance or retection.
5. This idea for a learning center is adapted from a presentation by Cheryl

Biles. lixtended Teaching Staff. San Joaquin School District. East Irvine.
Calitornia. See the listening and creative problem -solving activities at the end
of chapter three. See also Choate (1974),

o, The skills that demand a high degree of awareness dining listening
should not foster -predatory. listening e.g, the kind that takes TikiCe dUnnt,
some congressional committee hearings.

7, Other two-way classifications of listening skills are: (a) accuracy of
reception and mental reaction and reflection: (b) cognitive and affective:
ol knowledge of spe.,:lt10 I first thviston of Bloom taxonomy) and levels high-

er than knowledge of specifics ( the rest of the Bloom taxonomy).
R. This section is based on a discussion in Bormuth (1970a and b. 1975).
9. Some tasks might deviate so much from general practice that finding

analogous practice opportunitic, would be extremely difficult. This would
make the value of the task questionable. The learning of certain grammatical
rules, where the same examples have been passed on for generations, is an
extren;,.. example.

10. Diagrams of hierarchies usually are read from hottom to top, but, in
order to make a quick association with the elaborated objective, the order
here is from the top down.



11.1 his analvsis i.0(1,-..;r2.: the it
ant study by Keyes and br.;iers (1075).

12. Havel (19-6S) afro des (10751 ha ,and 'tid me de's elopment

13. Sarbin (1954).
14. ;Adapted truth Fla 10017,1,

15. Flavel (19O8).
ft,. Adapted I rom Bro n (10541 and Carroll (196ti).
17. Caution: these examples are admittedly artificial and represent diae-

nostic tasks. A superior and more develonmentAv oriented approach is to be
ready to note and reinforce the same parts of the problcm-solvina process
when they occur spontaneously during the free play or other self-directed
a.:in.nv actual problems as they
occur, then the teacher's questions can help the child to see the significant
features 01 the proialcm-solvirw process.

18. See the problem-solving les s itt likes Into Practice ( Lundsteen,
1070b). This section on listening tt sake problems is Inspired in part by
the research ofitilin F. 1-eldhusen and others at Purdue University.

10. the listening lessons in itici..rs Pract:ce (Fund:-:teen. -Oh; fur
iris. and

Chapter Five

1. Also see the reference 1(.. criteria by Tyler. Klein. and Michael (1971)
and the review of materials by Deugau (1969).

2. Most items on materials and techniques that appeared in Lundsteen
(1969c) have not been repeated here. The Listening Bibliography by Dither
(1968) included 32 entries on materials, 143 on techniques. and 300 an
notated entries on the teaching of listening.

For information write to Roger J. Schulte, Assistant Superintendent,
Alameda County School Department, 224 W. Winton Ave.. Hayward. Cal.
ifornia 94544,

4. PO Box 564, Lenox Hill Station, New York, New York 10021. Also
see Siebert (1972).

3. The author wishes io express appreciation to F. Kenney, Dis
trict Superintendent, Santa Ana. California, Unified and Junior, College
Districts, for reacting to this section.
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